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One-of-a-kind designs can
 define an entrepreneur's
 business.
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Introduction

An entrepreneur to me just means someone who thinks

 out of the box and they're on a different beam. 1 + 1

 doesn't equal 2. 1 + 1 equals 5 to them somehow." 

 - Michael Crooke, Patagonia

You have an idea for a product.

You think it is unique, exciting, and not available on the
 market.

You think others will buy it.

Now, how do you take it from being an
 idea to something you can sell for a
 profit in the marketplace?

You may have followed this thought
 process or one similar to it as you
 explored your options for
 entrepreneurship or small business
 ownership. Most of the lessons in
 these Cutting Edge modules are
 directed toward answering this
 question for apparel and sewn products. 
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The 1930's was inspiration for this set of design ideas
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 Introduction and Objectives

 Many entrepreneurs start their
 businesses because they have an idea
 for a product that is unique and they
 think people will buy it. The two
 considerations are based on interest in
 the product in the marketplace, called
 marketability, the product not being
 available elsewhere.

Unfortunately, a unique idea is not
 always a business opportunity. The
 product development process helps to
 weed out ideas that are unique but not

 likely to sell in the marketplace. It also perfects an idea so that it can be profitable.
 The product development process translates a good idea into a product that

can be produced in volume
has a quality level that will sell
will make a profit for you.

Product development takes an idea and prepares it for the marketplace, or
 commercializes it.

Objectives
 After completing this module, you will be
 able to:

1. Describe the steps in product
 development from design to
 commercialization and product
 maintenance.

2. Discuss the market and trend
 research strategies that will confirm your product idea as an opportunity for
 profit.

3. Compare the role of prototypes and production patterns in the product
 development process.

4. Analyze and select appropriate pricing strategies for new products that focus
 on innovation, price leadership, market penetration, and luxury.

5. Identify and explain the variable and fixed costs incurred when producing
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 apparel and sewn products.
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Introduction and Objectives

Even before you build your first prototype, you should be thinking about the life
 cycle of your product and business.

Planning for the decline of a product in the marketplace is just as important as its
 introduction and growth. A product's life cycle stages and sales curves typically
 follow the path shown below.

Product Life Cycle Stages

The business life cycle curve looks similar. It has a development stage where little
 profit is made. Then the growth and maturity stages where both sales and profit
 increase. Finally, the business may decline.

Some businesses progress through these stages rapidly and others do so slowly,
 depending on the type of company and the entrepreneur's goals. For example, the
 business may be

a hobby providing a supplementary income
the entrepreneur's sole income for life or
a short-term, high income venture intended to be built and sold rapidly.

Each affects the length and shape of this curve differently.

This module will explore product as well
 as business life cycles. It will ask specific
 questions that you should be able to
 answer as you develop new products,
 product lines, and a distinctive brand.

You will compare several potential
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New designs must be generated as fashion trends
 change

 markets in which you can position your
 product. You will also develop your
 expectations for the life cycle you want
 your business to follow. You will consider
 whether to grow the business through
 your lifetime and pass it on to your heirs

 or plan a fast growth and early exit strategy. You will realize that thinking about the
 maturity and decline of a business venture is as important as developing its first
 product.

Objectives: 
 At the end of this lesson, you will be able to

1. Describe the six stages of the product life cycle and how each stage affects
 your business.

2. Describe your product idea in terms of its product type category, its item
 characteristics, its potential development as a line, and possible brand
 names.

3. List three advantages of line extensions and branding.
4. Identify three potential industries in which your product may be positioned

 and evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each.
5. Analyze three business life cycle options and which best fit your goals. 
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Trade shows are a good place to source materials
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Introduction

 

Fabrics and other raw materials for
 your apparel or sewn product
 contribute about 50-70% of the
 production costs or about 35-40% of
 the total wholesale price of apparel
 products. So, naturally, where you buy
 your raw materials (or "source" them)
 is of critical importance.

 There are many vendors (or sellers)
 for materials, and your choice will
 depend upon the nature of your

 product and your business model, the volume of your production, and your location
 (though these matter less and less with computers, information technology, and
 new ways of using the Internet). Materials should be selected based on their
 characteristics and the purchasing requirements offered by the vendors.

 The characteristics of material offerings include extent of selection, fiber content
 and fabric construction, color and prints or custom options, and performance
 characteristics such as yarn and fabric weight, durability, dye fastness, insulation
 values, and laundering requirements. Vendors often specialize their offerings based
 on fiber content and fabric construction; a vendor selling cotton knit usually does
 not also sell rayon woven fabric.

 Vendors' purchasing requirements include minimums, lead times, cost, delivery
 options, and return policies. The same materials could be available with different
 purchasing options that are more or less attractive to your business.

 Your choice of materials will be different based on the aesthetic and functional
 characteristics of your product, price point, expected sales volume, and business
 model (i.e., size and value proposition).

 Two additional decisions are whether to purchase 1) domestic or foreign-made
 fabric and 2) production and materials together as a "full package."

Objectives

 After completing this lesson, you will be able to:
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1. Identify and evaluate purchasing variables to consider during purchase
 (sourcing) of materials that suit your own products or ideas.

2. Analyze material offerings by specification, such as fiber content, care
 instructions, and performance characteristics and know when and how to
 contract with independent testing labs.

3. Describe the different types of material vendors and select those most
 appropriate for your business by matching your quantity and quality needs to
 purchasing processes offered by vendors.

4. Describe how to use a variety of Internet sourcing sites, including textile
 distributors, retailers, mill stores, exchanges, and auctions. 
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New York City garment district (courtesy of Cornell
 University Photo)
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Introduction

After you have designed a product that
 is innovative and satisfies a market
 need, you will have to decide how to 
 produce it.

 You will need to make samples to
 show prospective buyers and develop
 a plan to produce orders. You don’t
 want to 
 get an order for 20 dozen in six weeks
 and not have a production plan in
 place.

 You need to consider

What production method is best for
 you and your product?
Will you produce it or contract with
 someone else to produce it?
What volume should you produce it
 in, what styles, colors, fabrics?
How will you assure the quality level
 you desire?

There are three main production
 methods used in apparel and sewn product manufacturing:

custom
mass production
mass customization.

 Each has strengths and weaknesses. You need to choose one or several methods
 as the best choice for your innovative product. The production method will drive
 your design or service offerings. It will influence

who makes it
how long it will take
the level of inventory you will keep
where the production process will be located.
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 If you offer design services, such as pattern making or custom designs, your
 production process is the design itself. Your main job will be to clearly articulate the
 value and cost of the services to your customers. It is often difficult for a customer
 to imagine the process, time involved, and expertise that is required for services.
 Talking them through the process and pricing strategy is very helpful.

"When you provide a service, a creative

 service, it is much more difficult for people to quantify it in

 their minds."

Rhonda Gilmore recommends some specific strategies for

 entrepreneurs who offer services rather than products. She describes

 the importance of helping customers understand and put a price on the

 design value you are adding to the outcome of a project.

 

As we discuss production of products and services, keep in mind the
 entrepreneurial principles of

innovation
satisfying a market need
capitalizing on opportunity
creating value for individuals and society.

Objectives
 At the end of this lesson, you will be able to

1. Describe the advantages and disadvantages of custom production, mass
 production, and mass customization.

2. Based on your product or service and business concept, explain which
 production planning variables are most important to you and why.

3. Identify and compare the choices for sourcing production of apparel and sewn
 products.

4. Describe several technologies that can make production and production
 planning more efficient.

5. List the human rights and fair labor practices that are concerns in the apparel
 and sewn products industry. Discuss some steps you can take to assure that
 the factory where your production takes place is in 
 compliance.
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Textile surface prints are protected
 by copyright laws.
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Introduction and objectives

This module is a basic introduction and does not replace the advice of a lawyer. We
 strongly suggest you consult a lawyer about intellectual property issues that
 concern you.

 We come into contact with copyrights, trademarks, patents, and even trade secrets
 every day.

From brand names such as Patagonia and Liz Claiborne protected by
 trademarks
to surface print rights afforded by copyrights
to patents protecting a process to make a technical fabric,

intellectual property laws provide the legal
 means to protect ideas for individuals and
 businesses.

For the entrepreneur who is marketing an
 innovation, it's essential to understand the rights
 and obligations provided by intellectual property
 (IP) law. Not only can knowledge of IP law protect
 your rights to a design, but it can also protect you from violating a law and being
 sued.

Objectives
 After completing this lesson, you will be able to:

1. Compare the purposes, registration process, and length of protection of
 copyrights, trademarks, patents, and trade secrets and decide which is right
 for your entrepreneurial venture.

2. Describe the limitations of IP law for textile surface designs (2D) and apparel
 designs (3D) in the U.S. and how these affect the way you develop and
 market apparel and sewn products.

3. Compare the advantages and disadvantages of licensing the right to use your
 business trademark, copyrighted material, or patent rather than producing
 and selling a product yourself.

4. Conduct a preliminary online trademark or patent search. 
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Introduction

 A business' distribution approach can determine its success or failure.

 The company's product, business plan, target market, and production capacity all
 influence the distribution strategy. Your business can be an exclusive, selective, or
 mass distributor depending on the production and sales volume and your value
 proposition (covered in the Entrepreneurship module). The strategy should be
 consistent with the business plan and target market. 

Many entrepreneurs start by selling products at craft shows and farmer’s markets

 Four main distribution channels will be discussed in this lesson: retail, non-store
 retail, wholesale, and business customers. You could select one of these or
 become a multi-channel firm.

 Shipping orders and reorders and organizing inventory (of materials as well as
 finished goods) is called logistics. Efficient logistics employing the latest computer
 and tracking technologies, such as bar codes and RFID tags, can lead to a smooth-
functioning, profitable business, no matter what size.
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Retail stores are one viable distribution method.

 Technology can help

control your inventory
shorten the order-to-delivery time
replenish stock for major customers, and
track orders for you and your customers.

Distribution channels and logistics planning should be developed at the same time
 as product design, production, and marketing. Getting the product to the customer
 in a timely, efficient manner cannot be overvalued. Consider enabling technologies
 to make the process more efficient and to identify cost-making and cost-cutting
 procedures.

Objectives 
 At the end of this module, you will be able to:

1. Discuss the reasons to choose a mass, selective, or exclusive distribution
 strategy for your product.

2. Compare the advantages and disadvantages of the available distribution
 channels for your product.

3. Analyze two or three approaches to logistics that will be

Cost effective
Time saving
Customer involving

4. Evaluate technology available for

Inventory
Order processing
Invoicing
Delivery options
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 The goal of The Cutting Edge is to provide industry-specific information to the
 entrepreneur who is developing, producing, or selling an apparel or sewn product
 or a service. It consists of seven modules that can stand alone to provide
 information on specific business aspects, or used together as a primer on starting
 or growing an apparel or sewn products business. The Cutting Edge was
 developed to complement general small business and entrepreneurship resources
 rather than replace them.

What it is 
 The Cutting Edge is an online business resource that takes advantage of the
 Internet to present information from a variety of sources - short video clips from
 guest entrepreneurs, interactive summaries, and links to web site resources. The
 aim is to actively engage readers in the subject matter by applying the concepts
 and principles in the context of their own business or prospective business.
 Whenever possible, readers are pushed to think about how the information relates
 to them specifically.

What it isn't 
 The Cutting Edge is NOT a complete guide to starting a business or exploring an
 entrepreneurial venture. It should be used in combination with other resources that
 provide in-depth information and recommendations for business start-ups. For
 example, the Small Business Administration (www.sba.gov) and Small Businesse
 Development Centers (www.sba.gov/sbdc) in each state provide excellent step-by-
step guides to:

writing a business plan,
registering for the appropriate licenses,
and identifying funding sources.

The Cutting Edge identifies these resources rather than repeating the generic
 business start-up information.

 

http://www.sba.gov/
http://www.sba.gov/sbdc
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 The Cutting Edge is NOT a substitute for legal and accounting information. Every
 start-up or entrepreneurial venture requires advice from professional legal and
 financial advisers. The Cutting Edge will highlight the issues, discuss the
 considerations you should be making, and recommend when legal or financial
 advice is appropriate.
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Faculty

Suzanne Loker
 Professor and J. Thomas Clark Professor
 of Entrepreneurship and Personal Enterprise 
326 Martha Van Rensselaer Hall 
 Ithaca, New York 14853-4401
SL135@cornell.edu

 This web-based course was developed by Dr. Suzanne Loker,
 Professor and J. Thomas Clark Professor of Entreprenership and Personal Enterprise in the
 Department of Textiles and Apparel at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. Loker has taught a
 variety of courses in apparel design and management at Cornell and five other universities for
 three decades. She has published a dozens of research and teaching articles, book chapters,
 and two edited books. Her current research program focuses on innovation and technology in the
 apparel industry with emphasis on applications of body scan technology and mass customization
 strategies. The development of The Cutting Edge guide to apparel business was funded by the J.
 Thomas Clark Professor of Entrepreneurship and Personal Enterprise program at Cornell.

The Cutting Edge is NOT responsible for the success or failure of your business and neither the
 author or Cornell University is liable for any of your business transactions. The information
 presented is accurate to the best of the author’s knowledge but may change at any time. 

Contributors

The following people contributed to the development of The Cutting Edge through research,
 writing, interviewing, or review.

 Fran Kozen, Extension Associate, Cornell University

 Cornell students Melissa Kaan, Jennifer Cohen, Tara Taff, Narges Kamali, Pamela Connolly

 Cornell student sketches and designs

 Dr. Pamela Brown, Texas A & M University

 Dr. Sharon Stevens, University of Missouri

 

 Web Page Design and Development

 Mike Tolomeo, Cornell Information Technology

 Nate Demarest, Deviron, Ithaca, NY

Jason Mooberry, Ithaca, NY
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 Guest Entrepreneurs who were interviewed

 The following entrepreneurs willingly shared their stories for this project. The names of their
 businesses at the time of their interviews are listed. Note that some have moved to new
 entrepreneurial ventures and are no longer with the business they describe. This is the way of
 entrepreneurs.

 Amy Brill, Amy Brill Handmade Sweaters 
 Diane Brush, formerly of Garnet Hill
 Michael Crooke, Patagonia
 Peter DelRio, IC3D, Interactive Clothing 3-Dimensional
 Nate Demarest, formerly of Deviron
 Peggy Hart Earle, Hartstrings
 Rhonda Gilmore, former owner interior design business
 Amy Hall, Eileen Fisher
 Sandaresan Jayaraman, Sensatex
 Chris Mackin, SweatX
 Deni McCann, Champion JobBra
 Malia Mills, Malia Mills Swimwear
 Joan Reuning, Fibers and Fantasy
 Kathleen Saxby, Kathleen Saxby Designs
 Jin Seo, formerly of RLX
 Nathaniel Stern, nathanielstern.com
 Chris Stoia, Christophe
 Margaret Carroll Taft, Design Works and Calf Cozy
 Carol Young, [un]designed by Carol Young
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 Comments and Feedback

Another benefit of the online format is the ease with
 which these lessons can be edited for errors and
 additional information or illustrations.

Please tell us

What you think of the information
How you applied the information in your business
What additional information you would like us to include
Other resources you find helpful that we should list.

cuttingedge@cornell.edu
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Angel Investor – someone who gives entrepreneurs money based on their belief in the idea, who usually wants his/her
 money back, sometimes with interest or partial ownership in the business

Automatic Replenishment – a collaborative inventory management system between manufacturer and retailer where POS
 data automatically generates a reorder when stock quantity falls below a specified minimum

Bar Code – also known as a universal product code (UPC); a scan-able electronic code identifying manufacturer and item
 number that is used for inventory management

Basic Product – a product bought/sold for years with few style changes

Brand Extensions – extending existing brand names to new product categories

Brand Name—a name that provides the customer with an easily identified theme or connection between products sold by
 one business to increase product recognition

Business Concept – your product, your potential customer, your competition, the format you imagine for your business and
 the value you expect to offer your potential customer

Business Life Cycle – the changes occurring in a business over time, including ownership structures, financing, and sales

Business Objective – description of what you want from a business and how you will define and organize your business

Business Plan – a written document that defines your product concept, potential customers, and necessary financial
 resources needed to achieve your business objective

CAD – Computer Assisted Design or use of computer technology to assist in design and pattern creation

CMT Contractor – a firm that is contracted to cut, make (sew), and trim a product from fabric, findings and cutting marker

COD (Cash on Delivery) – payment for shipments must be received when the goods are delivered or they will be returned to
 sender

Cash Buyouts – one or more employees purchase a business for cash or promissory notes

Co Brands – brands bearing two or more brand names, such as fabric and garment brand names (Goretex and Northface)

Commercialize – to modify a product to ready it for sale in the marketplace

Consumer Panel Research – market research used to gather product reaction from consumers by paying a panel of people
 to try out a series of products and discuss their reactions

Contractor – an independent firm that owns its own machinery and employs its own operators and manufactures products
 full or part time for other firms

Converter – a business that purchases unfinished textiles and changes them by dyeing, printing, or finishing

Copyright – legally protects the use written material or textile design for 70 years and requires no registration

Core Competency – the unique qualifications of your business to be the source of product or service offerings

Corporation – a business structure in which the corporation rather than you as business owner or partner earns the profits
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 and assumes the liability of the business

Designer Label – a brand bearing the name of the designer, and usually indicating exclusive materials, limited production,
 and higher price

Digitizer – a computer accessory used to draw or trace a garment pattern or textile motif to enter its digital image into a
 computer file

Distribution Channels – the means by which a product is sold to customers; the sales locations selected for a product such
 as wholesale, store retailers, catalog, and internet

Domestic – product or service originating in the United States

EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) – the computerized exchange of digital information and specifications during
 manufacturing or distribution

Employee Stock Ownership – employees purchase stock in exchange for profit sharing and voting rights on the actions of a
 business

FOB Buyer – shipping is free-on-board to the buyer; the seller pays shipping

FOB Seller – shipping is free-on-board to the seller; the buyer pays shipping

Fabric Distributor – a wholesaler of textiles that might represent one or more fabric producers

Fabric Producer – a mill that weaves or knits textiles or a converter that finishes textiles

Fashion Forward – leading fashion trends

Fashion Product – a style adopted by a large number of people at a particular time

Fit Tests – evaluation of garment fit on fit models, usually in one designated size

Flexible Manufacturing Strategies – processes that adapt production assembly and set up to a variety of styles and garments
 quickly, including modular manufacturing and mass customization

Focus Groups – market research that asks a group of people to discuss their product needs or react to new products

Forecasting – process used to predict the style or production needs for the future often using market trends and past sales
 data

Full Package Contractor – a contractor that carries out all steps of production for a design from fabric purchase to cutting,
 sewing, trimming, packaging, and distribution

Full Package Sourcing – offering finished products by coordinating material purchase and production, working closely with
 firms in designing, selecting materials, approving samples, completing production, and sometimes even delivery to a firm’s
 final customer

IPO (Initial public offering) – selling of stock on a public market as a funding approach; often used after establishing a solid
 reputation in the market

Innovative Market Development – expand geographic or target markets for a product
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Innovative Process Development – improve process efficiencies by adopting flexible strategies and advanced technology

Intellectual Property – legal rights to things people create such as unique ideas, names, symbols designs, processes, and
 products

Intercept Studies – market research at retail outlets and shopping malls that intercept and ask consumers to compare
 several products by showing them the items

Intrapreneur – person using innovation and change within a large organization as a business concept

Inventory Costs – the expense of holding finished and in-process products or inventory, including warehouse maintenance
 and money invested for materials and products not yet sold

Joint Venture – a business ownership arrangement where two businesses establish a factory together, often sharing
 ownership at least for a set period of time

Lead Time – the amount of time required for materials acquisition, design, production, and shipping before product can be
 delivered

Leverage Buyouts – managers or employees borrow money from financial institutions to purchase a business

Licensing – a legal agreement with a firm to purchase the right to use a brand name, trademark, cartoon character, designer
 name, or other marketable label on goods it produces and sells. In exchange, the designer or licenser, receives a royalty or
 fee for each item produced.

Life Cycle Theory of Entrepreneurship – measures success of a venture based on growth

Limited Liability Company (L.L.C.) – cheaper and less complex to set up than a corporation but with some of the tax and
 liability advantages

Line Extension – existing product line extended to encompass new size ranges, colors, fabrics, garment types, or target
 market

Line of Credit – a set amount of money that a company can draw against from a lending institution, like a loan except that the
 borrower only pays interest on the amount actually used

Logistics – organizing and tracking inventory of both materials and finished goods for efficient shipping of orders and
 reorders

Logo – a symbol or graphic design used to represent a brand

Market Penetration – the percentage of a potential market held by one product

Market Position – defining a product based on its place in the market, such as low priced, high fashion, or basic

Marketability – level of interest in a product among potential customers

Mass Customization – the adaptation of mass production, process & information technologies, and management strategies
 to increase customization for individual customers

Minimum Order Requirement– a minimum yardage or dollar amount that must be purchased or must be purchased in order
 to receive a volume discount
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Multibrand – adding new brands to a brand name as an expansion, for example, Levi’s Dockers

NAICS Codes – North American Industry Classification System categorizes businesses based on their products or services
 offered (replaced SIC codes or Standard Industrial Classification system after NAFTA)

Net 30 – full payment for delivered goods is due within 30 days of delivery

Niche Market – a specialty market for a unique product

Off-shore – product or service originating outside of the United States

Outsource – to contract with another company to produce your product or some part of the product instead of doing it in your
 own factory

POS (Point of Sale) Data – sales information about product and customer collected at the time and location of purchase

Partnership – you and at least one more person pool your resources and run the partnership, or, for a limited partnership,
 some partners contribute capital as a passive investment instead of active participation

Patent – legally protects products or processes from unlicensed manufacture, sale, and use for 20 years; requires extensive
 and expensive research to establish originality

Point-of-purchase Interviews – market research that asks customers at retail outlets about the specific products they are
 buying at that moment

Price Leadership – a pricing strategy that sets a product price expecting others to follow

Private Label – a brand owned, developed, and sold exclusively by a retailer

Product Configurator – interactive program involving customers in product design by select desired product features on the
 Internet for ordering mass customized garments

Product Hierarchy – a classification system that helps a business to clearly define its product line by coordinating the
 addition of new products with existing products

Product Life Cycle – the expected sales period of a product over time that included introduction, growth, maturity, and
 decline

Product Maintenance– keeping a product interesting to the target market with updates, additions, expansions, and marketing
 strategies

Production Patterns – patterns modified for mass production

Production Planning – arranging for availability at the right time, place, and correct quantities of the equipment, materials,
 and labor necessary for producing and distributing an order

Prototype – a completely constructed example of a potential product

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) – an identification system that uses radio frequency electronic tags and antenna on
 product for tracking by a transmitted radio signal

Resource Based Theory of Entrepreneurship – measures success of a venture based on the ability to take a discovery, do
 something with it (innovate), and commercialize its value
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Retail Exchange – sells products for a number of businesses for a fee by providing web-based infrastructure

SKU (Stock Keeping Unit) – a way of tracking stock by assigning a unique number to the smallest unit available for order,
 such as one item in a particular size, fabric, and color

Secure Platform – refers to the use of a computer operating system that can maintain privacy and is protected from viruses,
 worms, and information theft

Shopping the Market – a method of identifying and comparing competition by looking at products available at retail outlets
 that could also distribute your product

Sole Proprietorship – a single owner who runs the business, earns all profits, and is totally responsible for any business debt

Stock Item – an item always kept in stock for immediate shipment upon order

Succession – planning for a change in business ownership

Supply Chain Management – overall organization and management of interactions with suppliers and customers for timely
 and efficient production and delivery

Swatch – a sample piece of cloth

Target Market – potential customers for a product defined by a business through demographics, purchase behaviors, or
 lifestyle variables

Trade Dress – protection for a unique or distinctive combination of colors, designs or other features that establishes an
 overall image or the packaging of a product, which has sometimes but infrequently protected apparel design

Trade Organization – membership organizations that support a specific set of products through joint promotion or research
 on developments and trends

Trade Shows – shows organized by product type to display, sell, and purchase products, materials, and services

Trademark – a name or logo that easily identifies a business and product and also provides legal protection from other
 people using the same mark

UPS (Unit Production System) – an overhead computerized system of moving and tracking components during the assembly
 process

Value Add – the value of a product to the consumer that will make them want to purchase it or a value proposition

Value Proposition – the value of your product or service to the customer

Vendor – a seller of product or services

Venture Capital Firm – a firm that pools investments from a number of members to invest in high risk, potentially high-growth
 start-ups in exchange for a share of the business

Venture Project – use of innovative business approaches and product ideas
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Children's clothing is one product niche for an
 entrepreneur
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What Is Entrepreneurship?

A dictionary definition of entrepreneur is
 "the organizer or promoter of an
 activity, especially one who assumes
 the risks of a business." In practice,
 entrepreneurship can be

starting your own business
inventing something new
a spirit of creative thinking and
 innovation that embraces an entire
 organization.

Entrepreneurs take many paths to many business objectives.

Take a look at this list of entrepreneurship definitions. Note that innovation is part of
 most of these definitions. Some mention starting a business, but entrepreneurship
 can be simply a way of thinking and taking action. 

Definitions of Entrepreneurship

"An entrepreneur is a person who is willing to take risks in order to obtain
 positive results." (Cornell student, 2001)
"An entrepreneur is one who organizes, manages, and assumes the risks of
 a business or enterprise." (Cornell student, 2001)
"Entrepreneurship is being a dare devil businessperson by assuming risks,
 thinking differently, and distributing resources so as to shake up the
 market." (Cornell student, 2001)
"An entrepreneur is a person who has the vision and the drive to overtake
 and make a project happen." (Cornell student, 2001)
The role of entrepreneurship is "to assemble and deploy resources in new
 combinations that disrupt the otherwise static nature of the market."
 Schumpeter (1934)
"Entrepreneurs innovate. Innovation is the specific instrument of
 entrepreneurship. It is the act that endows resources with a new capacity to
 create wealth. Innovation, indeed, creates a resource." (Drucker, 1985).
"Perceived opportunities are contrived from the entrepreneur’s assessment
 of the ‘waste’ in existing resource combinations." Kirzner (1973)
"Entrepreneurship is the process of acquiring, assembling, and deploying
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 resources in the pursuit of perceived opportunities for long-term gain."
 Bowman & Upton, 1991)
"Entrepreneurship is the discovery of new combinations of resources under
 uncertain situations that generate entrepreneurial rent as reward for risk
 taking." (Rumelt, 1987)
"A firm-creating entrepreneur creates and perhaps operates a new business
 firm, while an innovating entrepreneur transforms inventions and ideas into
 economically viable entities." (Baumol, 1991)

 

"An entrepreneur to me just means someone

 who thinks out of the box and they're on a different beam.

 1 + 1 doesn't equal 2. 1 + 1 equals 5 to them somehow."

Michael Crooke of Patagonia describes what

 entrepreneurs who innovate by thinking differently contribute to the

 spirit and success of any good business.

 

"If you're going to do it, do something you

 love."

Carol Young, the entrepreneurial designer who started [un]designed,

 makes some recommendations to prospective entrepreneurs,

 especially those who want to be designers. She continues by

 explaining that entrepreneurial design businesses usually take some

 time to establish a valued reputation.
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Flat sketches of a final skirt
 design
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Entrepreneurship vs. Small Business Ownership

Entrepreneurship describes a specific approach to business
 development and ownership, and it can also be a way of
 thinking that focuses on innovation-an innovative product or
 service, an innovative production process, innovative
 marketing strategies, or an overall approach to business.

Here's a simple 3-step description of entrepreneurship:

Thinking new ideas
Doing new things
Creating value in the marketplace

 These three steps separate entrepreneurs from other business owners. Creativity,
 innovation, and unique value are the key ingredients of entrepreneurial businesses.

Simply offering the same products or services that others have offered successfully,
 as retail stores and sales representatives do, is not the same as true
 entrepreneurship.

"We still make all of our own yarns. We twist

 it all and that's one of the things that makes it really

 interesting."

Amy Brill designs and produces hand-made sweaters from hand-

twisted yarns. She talks about this process as the innovation that

 makes her sweaters different from others on the market and therefore

 a value to her customers.

 

 

Test your business idea against the innovation criteria discussed below to decide
 whether you are setting out to be an entrepreneur or a small business owner. Either
 can make money for you and provide a valuable and rewarding life's work. The
 important thing is to match your goals with your approach as you investigate the
 potential of your apparel and sewn products business.
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Fabric choice can be the innovation in an entrepreneurial
 venture

Venture Project
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Innovation

Creativity is having a new idea.
 Innovation is doing something with that
 idea.

 As an entrepreneur, you can follow an
 innovative process that is

a product development process from
 idea to commercial application, or
a venture project that encompasses
 the product, process, and market
 development.

If your innovation is a product, you'll focus on that single product or set of products
 to develop and commercialize. Your new product will be distinctive in its style,
 material, trim, or end use. The design of the product is the value for your customer.
 You can produce and sell it, sell only the design for someone else to produce and
 sell, or design it as an "intrapreneur" employed by a larger business where the new
 products are produced and sold by that business.

The new product capitalizes on an innovative idea-a new fashion trend, a new
 material, a revolutionary product, a new technology or process-and thus creates
 value for you as well as your customer. Examples are the development of Gore-
Tex, or the introduction of a revolutionary backpack design, or defining the new skirt
 style for a season.

"They created the first sports bra by using

 Lycra...the real innovation was Lycra."

Denni McCann, the head of design at Champion JogBra,

 explains the compression and Lycra fabric as the innovation of the

 founders of JogBra that launched the company.
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With several employees and sewing machines, a small
 apparel business can be started

 

"We realized that the Internet allowed

 personalization, a one-to-one relationship with the

 customer, [especially] in apparel."

Peter Del Rio is the founder and CEO of IC3D, a mass customization

 firm offering individually sized jeans and pants with some customer-

selected individual design choices. He describes a personalized

 product as the core competency of his firm.

 

In a venture project, you will innovate in your business approach as well as your
 product.

You might use the innovation as the overall guiding principle for the business, such
 as quick response time or environmental stewardship. You could combine
 innovation in product development, market development, process development,
 and the guiding principle, or some combination of these.

In innovative market development, you identify new target customers or
 geographic markets for expansion. Your products might be redesigned slightly or
 dramatically to address the needs of the new customers or markets. For example, if
 you were in childrenswear, developing clothing products for young children to
 accompany a maternity clothing line is an example of innovative market
 development.

Other examples of new target markets
 include bidding on government
 contracts or opening up a new
 distribution channel, such as a retail
 store, in another part of the country.

In contrast, if you adopt innovative
 process development to distinguish
 your business, you might be adopting
 advanced technology to improve
 efficiencies, such as to

Improve the process of production or
 distribution to decrease the time from
 order to delivery, or
Develop new methods of forecasting—
predicting the number of orders fro
 each product each month.

 These process innovations can reduce inventories by producing the right number of
 products for consumer demand.
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If you want to effect social or environmental change with your business offerings,
 you might identify a fitting guiding principle for the business and develop
 production, design, distribution, and/or human resource strategies based on that
 principle.

For example, the guiding principle behind SweatX is producing clothing with fair
 labor practices. The Isaac Mizrahi line of clothing fits with Target's guiding principle
 of quality design at an affordable price point.

"The idea is to use a commercial brand to

 bring together strands of consumers who care about the

 fate of workers and the environment and things like that."

Chris Mackin explains the social responsibility vision upon which the

 brand SweatX was launched. This vision is the core competency as

 well as the value proposition for SweatX. It depends on identifying

 customers who are willing to pay for products that fit their social

 conscience.

 

 

Knowing your innovative approach to entrepreneurship will help clarify your
 business objectives.
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Business Objectives

A business objective describes what you want from a business and how you will
 organize the business to meet this objective.

You will define where you're going and how you're getting there by answering
 questions such as:

Will you work alone or with partners?
Will you use innovation and change within a large organization as an
 intrapreneur?
Will you build a business and then sell it for a profit or take it to an initial public
 offering (IPO) as a public stock company?
Are you interested in a business venture that will be your life's work, or a
 business that is a hobby mostly for your own satisfaction?
Are you building the business as a family operation with the hope that your
 children will take over the business?
Is your guiding principle to make a lasting contribution to society, or is it to make
 a profit so that you can quit your current job?
Are you raising your standard of living through the growth and profitability of your
 business, or are you looking for a particular lifestyle in entrepreneurship?

Business objectives can take a variety of formats. Entrepreneurship can mean a
 business start-up, innovating within a large firm, or being in business on a very
 small scale with freelance projects.
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Success as an entrepreneur

These short descriptions of life cycle and
 resource based theories could guide your
 thinking about why you want to be an entrepreneur
 and how you want to measure your success.

Life cycle theory views successful innovation as
 having three phases: beginning, growth, and
 maturity. It evaluates the value of the innovation at
 each phase and measures the success of the
 venture based on its ability to grow:

number of employees
facility size
sales volume, and
profits.

Life cycle theory often applies to high-growth, high-profit entrepreneurial businesses
 that are favorites of venture capitalists.

Resource based theory views success as the ability to take a discovery, do
 something with it (innovate), and commercialize its value for selling. The emphasis
 is on the firm's ability to acquire and develop resources for commercializing the
 discovery rather than for the growth of the company. This theory covers
 entrepreneurial businesses that focus on discovery and continue to make new
 discoveries through research and development.

The large firm with extensive expenditures on research and development that is
 known for innovative product offerings can also be explained by resource based
 theory - its resource expenditures result in innovation.

1. What is a major difference between an entrepreneur and a small business
 owner?
 2. What is innovative about your business idea, product, process, potential
 market, or guiding principles?
 3. What business objectives best match your personal goals?
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The Business Plan: Concept, Customers, Capital

What is a business plan?
 Whether you are starting a business or working as an "intrapreneur" in a larger firm,
 you need to know

What is your product and what are your goals?
What and where is your target market and your competition?
How much will it cost to realize your goals, and how will you get that money?

 Writing a business plan can help you define and clarify the value proposition and
 core competency of your business idea. Writing a business plan involves
 researching the market and evaluating the potential of your idea. The length of the
 plan is not as important as its focus and clarity.

You can think of the business plan as "the 3 Cs" - Concept, Customers, and Capital.

Many guides to writing a complete business plan are available in print and online.
 The U.S. Small Business Administration has a guide to writing business plans and
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 a tutorial to take you through the process on its web site (www.sba.gov). Local and
 regional Small Business Development Centers also offer materials as well as
 workshops and individual consultations, and can be found on the same site. These
 centers can also guide you through the process of legally establishing a business
 name and fulfilling licensing and tax obligations, activities that often vary by local
 and state laws.

The business sections of most bookstores and public libraries have many useful
 guides to writing a business plan. 
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The business concept: core competency and value proposition

 Although your business will not be successful without customers to buy your
 product or service, and capital to fund the venture initially, the most important part
 of the business plan and the process you will follow to develop it is the business
 concept. It forms the vision for your business, describing what the business is and
 what value it presents to customers. 
 Some questions you should answer to define your business concept include:

What value does your product or service bring to the customer?
How is it different from what's already being offered?
What is its potential for controlled growth?
How are you uniquely qualified to offer this product or service?

 The first three questions define your business' value proposition.
 The last question describes the core competency of your business.

"We don't get caught up in trends."

Diane Brush describes how Garnet Hill designs and

 chooses its products to support its core competency and value

 proposition - home furnishings and apparel made from beautiful fabrics

 with unique prints and embroidery.

 

Defining the value proposition and core competency of your business idea in writing
 a business plan can help you clarify

what you want to do
why it will be valued
why you are qualified, and
how you can best reach your goals.

These concepts help clarify your business idea, evaluate its potential for success,
 and articulate your ideas to others, including family, friends, business advisers, and
 investors. 
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The Nolita district of New York City is a popular place for
 young designers to open stores
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Customers

The second part of the business plan
 should answer

Who will your customers be and how
 many of them are there?
How will you market and sell to them?
Who are your main competitors, if
 any?
Why will customers choose your
 product instead of someone else's?

Another basic question is whether you
 will be a wholesale or direct to
 consumer (retail) operation. There are advantages and disadvantages to each.

Wholesale

You sell only to other businesses, not to consumers.
You can limit inventory by producing to order.
You have fewer customers with larger orders.
Your marketing and distribution efforts will be to fewer customers.

Retail

You will deal directly with the ultimate buyers of your products.
You can make a higher profit per unit sold. The wholesale price is typically only
 half as much as the retail price.

"[Retail] is not where we're going to start nor

 is it where we can start, because not enough people know

 who we are."

Chris Mackin explains the reasons that SweatX chose to sell its

 products to wholesale instead of retail markets.

 

Another question is how to position your product.
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Will it be a fashion product or a functional product?
Will you sell it within the fashion industry? Sports industry? Corporate sales
 industry?
Will you sell it in department stores, specialty shops, boutiques?
Will you sell it on the Internet? Through your own site, on exchanges, auction
 sites?

The product development and life cycle modules will discuss these questions in
 greater depth and recommend resources to conduct product and market research
 as you develop your business plan.

"I would wear everything that I created and

 sewed and people would ask me, where did you get

 that?. This was my great informal focus research."

Kathleen Saxby shares some advice for prospective apparel start-up

 businesses, including some ideas for distinguishing her designs using

 design details as the surprises that draw customers.

 

 

1. Why should you write a business plan?
 2. What are the three Cs of a business plan?
 3. What is the core competency and value proposition of your business idea?
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Business Start-up Checklist

After you define your business concept, there are a number of necessary steps in
 establishing your business in the eyes of the local, state, and federal governments
 for ownership, tax, and liability purposes. This list illustrates the scope of things to
 do. You can use it to understand how many details there are to starting a business
 as well as a checklist during the process. 

Checklist for Legal and Tax Requirements
(Brenner, Ewan & Custer, 1990, pp.8-9)

 Obtain local business license
 Obtain state occupational license 
 File and publish fictitious business name statement, if applicable 
 Obtain federal license, if applicable to business activity
 Comply with city, county, state, and federal licensing requirements
 Comply with state and federal job safety requirements
 Obtain weights and measures permit, if applicable
 Notify health department, if applicable
 File an application for federal employer identification number
 File Quarterly Income Tax Withholding and Unemployment Insurance Returns with state

 File employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return
 File Quarterly Sales/use Tax Return
 File Declaration of Estimated Corporation Tax if you are conducting business as a corporation

 File Person Income Tax Withholding with the state
 File Personal Property Statement with County Assessor
 File Income Tax Return with the state
 File Federal Income Tax Return
 File Federal Unemployment Tax Return
 Obtain Worker's Compensation Insurance or Certificate of Consent to Self-Insurance

 Register as an employer with your state employment tax agency
 Remit state Personal Income Tax Withholdings and Disability insurance Contributions

 Remit personal property taxes
 Remit federal income taxes and FICA taxes
 Furnish withholding statement to employees
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Legal Forms of Business Ownership

 Another important task is to evaluate which of the four basic legal forms of
 ownership is right for your business:

sole proprietorship
partnership
limited liability company (L.L.C.)
corporation

 Each has advantages and disadvantages that you should weigh according to your
 personal and business goals. The U.S. Small Business Administration is a great
 resource (www.sba.gov). It provides materials to help you decide which business
 ownership to pursue. Use the summary below as an introduction to the basics of
 the legal forms of business ownership options.
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Sole Proprietorship

In a sole proprietorship, you, the owner, are the business. You do not need to set up
 any legal entity as you are totally responsible for any debts incurred as a sole
 proprietor.

Simplicity is your obvious advantage in a sole proprietorship. It costs little to start
 and you are in control of all decisions and reap all of the profits. You will pay
 personal income taxes rather than corporate taxes on your profits.

 On the negative side, sole proprietorship will limit you to personal or borrowed
 funds for capital. You can't sell stocks and investors other than family will want
 more protection for their investments and the business' liabilities. The business as
 well as all contracts will be in your name. Therefore, you risk losing everything if the
 business fails. If you're married, property owned in common is liable for obligations
 by either spouse.

 If you are just starting out with a small business, perhaps more as a hobby or as a
 supplement to your main income, a sole proprietorship might be a viable option for
 you.

"I started out as a sole proprietorship and

 then I incorporated, for two different reasons: the tax

 benefits and the liability issue."

Margaret Taft sells her services for developing and grading patterns

 and making markers as well as selling the Calf Cozy, a product she

 designed and distributes for newborn calves. She discusses the

 problems with the sole proprietorship form of business ownership.
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Partnerships

There are two types of partnerships - general and limited. The main difference
 is who has invested money.

 In a general partnership, you and at least one more person pool your resources
 and run the partnership. In contrast, in a limited partnership, you could have some
 limited partners who contribute capital as a passive investment as well as general
 partners who are active in running the company.

Limited partnerships must file a certificate in the state of operation. While general
 partnerships require no filing, it is recommended that you have a written partnership
 agreement to prevent misunderstandings. These agreements should include:

name and location of business
identities of partners
nature and scope of business
term of partnership
capital contributions of each partner
formula for division of profits and losses
partner responsibilities
restrictions of the authority
salaries, and
means for withdrawal of a partner.

In general as well as limited partnerships, each general partner's entire personal
 resources are at risk for debts and obligations. When limited partners do not
 participate in the control of the business, they are not liable for any obligations
 beyond their capital investment.

 In addition to financial risk, you should consider other potential disadvantages of a
 general partnership such as the dissolution of the partnership upon death of a
 partner, shared management and control, and limited transfer of interests without
 consent of all partners.
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 Partnerships might be a good option for your business if you are just starting out,
 but you should also consider a new option described below, the limited liability
 company (L.L.C.). The L.L.C. is designed for small businesses and gives you some
 of the protections of a corporation.
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Limited Liability Company (L.L.C.)

 You should definitely consider a relatively new legal business form, the limited
 liability company (L.L.C.). It is cheaper and less complex to set up than an S
 corporation (described in the following section) but with some of the tax and liability
 advantages.

 L.L.C. businesses are

flexible,
can be run by individuals, partners, and groups of partners from a variety of
 business types,
taxed according to how they are operated and organized, and
an attractive alternative to corporations.

 Many of the entrepreneurs interviewed in the video clips established their
 businesses as L.L.C.s.

As you consider the different forms of business ownership, you should seek
 legal assistance in making the final decision and completing the legal
 processes. You can save time and expense in the future if you select the right
 legal form for your business for your circumstances and set it up correctly.
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Corporations

There are two main types of corporations: C and S. Both have one major
 advantage-the corporation assumes the liability of the business rather than you as
 business owner or partners.

 The C corporation can sell and trade shares to others to raise capital, and the
 company survives the death of individual shareholders. Profits and losses remain in
 the corporation unless paid out in dividends or capital distributions. However, there
 are significant overhead costs such as incorporation fees, taxes, legal and
 accounting fees, and termination costs. Large apparel firms such as Liz Claiborne
 and VF Jeans are public, C corporations.

 The S corporation is designed for small businesses and is a viable option for a
 start-up. S corporations can sometimes avoid corporate income tax and pass
 through losses to stockholders. It is possible to begin as an S and move to a C
 corporation as the business grows and becomes profitable. S corporations require

domestic ownership,
no more than 35 shareholders,
no foreign shareholders,
only one class of stock, and
election to the S corporation status on IRS Form 2553.

1. In which legal business formats are personal assets at risk if the business
 fails or incurs debts or other liabilities? 
 2. In which legal business formats are ownership shares in the business sold? 
 3. In which legal business formats are business and personal income taxes
 filed separately?
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Finding the money

The circles of financing diagram illustrates the way many entrepreneurial ventures
 are funded, starting small in the center with small amounts of funding from savings,
 family, and friends, and growing to larger funding amounts from IPOs and venture
 capitalists. Let's discuss each option starting from the center.

Concentric Circle of Financing

Many entrepreneurial ventures start small, using personal savings, perhaps even
 as a hobby where intrinsic reward is the main goal. Family and friends sometimes
 see potential in an idea or product and want to help with financing, either by lending
 or investing. But when the entrepreneurial effort reaches a point where capital
 investment is necessary beyond these sources, where do you go for funding? 

"The money...to get started is often people's

 big road block."

Peggy Hart Earle describes how she started her childrenswear

 company, Hartstrings, with a small amount of money that she used for

 fabric.
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Establishing a line of credit for your business is a good idea. This separates your
 business expenses and profits from your personal assets. Even before you choose
 and set up the legal form of your business, you can establish a business bank
 account and credit card using the business name. This is an important first step for
 accounting purposes and for eventual business loans and lines of credit.

Look for a local bank that is committed to small business development. You can
 build a relationship with a bank through a business account and demonstrate the
 timely payment of your credit card accounts.

As your business grows and you are ready to pursue a business loan (a set amount
 of money) or a line of credit (borrow money as you need it to a set maximum), your
 financial relationship is already established. Some local banks and credit unions
 have micro-loan programs for new entrepreneurs, with good rates and payment
 policies.

The U.S. Small Business Administration (www.sba.gov ) offers a variety of small
 business loan programs that target specific potential business owners, such as
 women, minorities, and special industry sectors. Its Small Business Innovation
 Research and Small Business Technology Transfer programs (www.sba.gov/sbir)
 support research and development of technology innovations with strong potential
 for successful commercialization.

Some communities have economic development grants and support systems that
 help small businesses begin and grow. The local chamber of commerce or the
 mayor's office are good places to start identifying these programs.

Angel investors are usually identified through business networks. They are often
 wealthy people who give entrepreneurs money based on their belief in the idea.
 They almost always want their money back, usually with interest or partial
 ownership in the business. Inc. magazine published an article on how to find angel
 investors and available online directories.

Venture investors can be individuals, institutions, or corporations and their
 investments can vary from $5,000 to millions of dollars. Venture capital firms pool
 the investments of a number of members and then invest in a number of high risk,
 potentially high-growth start-ups. Only 10% of their investments are expected to be
 successful, but these are expected to make 40% or more interest on the firm's
 investment, usually within 3 to 8 years. Venture capitalists negotiate a contract
 based on interest and share of the business. The potential for big sales and high
 growth are necessary to be competitive for these investments, making this a viable
 alternative for later-stage entrepreneurial projects.

Going public (IPO - initial public offering) by selling stock is another approach
 often used after establishing a solid relationship in the market. Business owners
 usually retain majority shares of the stock after an IPO. In this way, the original
 owners can take some of the capital out of the business, but they give up some
 autonomy in the transaction. A public company is held accountable to and must
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 report to its investors or stockholders about the company's successes and
 challenges.

 There is no one answer to the question of funding.

First, decide how much money you need for your business idea.
Then, conduct thorough research about your funding options and the specifics
 about investors' requirements.
Finally, consider which of your funding options is compatible with your personal
 and business goals.

 

1. When should you set up an account for your business separate from your
 personal assets?
 2. What are some differences between a credit card, a bank loan, and a line of
 credit?
 3. Compare the advantages of angel investors and venture capitalists.
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Interactive Summary

 Matching Business Objectives to Choice of 
 Business Ownership and Funding Sources
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 Design and Product Development

Design is only one part of product development.

You have an idea for a product that you think others will buy.
 When you transform this idea into a product, you have
 designed the product. So, for an apparel product, design
 means that you have chosen the materials, the styling
 characteristics, and the means of putting it together.

It often takes more than one try to make the product exactly
 like the idea you had in your mind. These trials are called
 prototypes. After each trial, you test the prototype and
 maybe even ask others to try it. All these steps make up the

 design process. (The design process is covered in more detail later in this module.)

Product development is much more than the design of a product. Product
 development is a process of

continuous idea generation
designing multiple prototypes to represent multiple ideas
developing a product concept that is valuable to the customer and helps to
 identify competitors
commercializing the product by preparing and costing it for volume production
 and sales to many customers.

The product development process also encompasses the business part of design.

 It makes design a commercial enterprise, setting the design process and product
 design evaluation within a business context. It asks questions such as:

Is the design compatible with the other products in my business?
What products in the market does it compete with?
How many people might consider buying it (or, how large is its target market)?
Should the product design be adjusted for volume production? If so, how?
How can the product be improved after introduction to add value or to sell
 cheaper?
How long will people buy the product? What is its potential life span?

"We have a really fascinating design
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 niche...We don't have one subclass...we sell both home

 and clothing...It is a very unique niche for the product

 assortment and within that assortment, we sell both our own private label

 and [purchased brands]. "

Diane Brush describes the product assortment niche for Garnet Hill, a

 catalog company that also sells on the Internet.

 

 

The product development strategy at every stage should reflect the company's
 business plan and core mission. For example,

If the plan positions the business as the low cost producer of screen printed T-
shirts, then the product development process should focus on low cost design
 and production.
If the business plan is to be the technology leader in outerwear, then technical
 fibers, fabrics, and clothing structures should be the main product development
 consideration.
If customer service is the business plan's competitive edge, then the product
 should inspire loyalty between customer and designer.

1. How does design differ from product development?
 2. How might design and product development be related to products whose
 main selling point is

innovation?
high fashion?
low cost?
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Childrenswear has 315212
 as its NAICS code
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 Fitting the Product into Apparel Industry Categories

The first step in developing your product concept and
 business plan is to learn about the industry in which you will
 sell your product. Every industry is organized differently,
 based on products, customers, distribution channels, or
 competitors.

 To understand the organization of the apparel industry, you
 will

identify products and businesses that are competitors
learn about trade shows and other sourcing and distribution
 methods used in the apparel industry
consider selling your product, or positioning it, through an related industry.

We will discuss four organizing concepts to the apparel industry in this section:

product type
size
price
brand name.
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 Product type by NAICS code

The apparel industry has historically divided
 itself by product type. Manufacturers and
 contractors that produced apparel defined
 themselves by their products - e.g., dresses,
 men's wear, or sportswear businesses. This
 is logical because the machinery and layout
 of the factory floor is determined by the
 production steps that are determined by
 product type.

For example, in a factory making T-shirts,
 there are a limited number of pieces (front,
 back, sleeves, pockets, binding) and sewing
 steps (8 to 12) to complete the T-shirt. In a
 factory making outerwear jackets for hiking,
 there are more pieces, interlining and lining,
 zippers and snaps, and more intricate sewing steps (40-100) than in the T-shirt
 factory. Manufacturers and contractors try to sew products that are similar in order
 to

hire workers who are skilled at sewing these products
set up the machinery and factory for sewing these products as efficiently as
 possible.

In New York City's Garment District, manufacturers were located according to their
 product type for most of the 20th century. This gave buyers easy access to
 production facilities as well as showrooms. For example, when buyers came to
 NYC to buy women's sportswear, they could see all of the competing products in
 one or two buildings. This has changed as rents have escalated. More and more
 apparel businesses have located or relocated outside the Garment District. But the
 industry is still organized by product type.

The U.S. government requires all businesses to report on their activities, including
 the number of employees and sales figures. This information is organized by
 industry and is available in a variety of U.S. Census Bureau documents.

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), formerly known as
 the SIC codes or Standard Industrial Classification system, classifies businesses
 together that are similar. NAICS is used by the United States, Canada, and Mexico
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 and for uniformity among the three countries. You will use the NAICS code when
 filing business reports and taxes. The web site
 www.census.gov/epcd/www/naics.html can help you understand this system.

NAICS categorizes more than 350 new industries into 20 broad sectors. The
 apparel and sewn product industries are in the manufacturing sector, numbers 31-
33. There is also a retailing sector that includes apparel businesses.

NAICS uses a six-digit code, rather than the four-digit SIC code.
 The hierarchy of the code is as follows:

The first two digits designate the economic sector, such as manufacturing.
The third digit designates an economic subsector, such as apparel
 manufacturing.
The fourth digit designates an industry group, such as cut and sew apparel.
The fifth digit designates the NAICS industry group, such as contractors.
The sixth digit designates a NAICS subdivision such as women's and girls' and is
 specific to each country.

Reading Industry Classification Codes

31 The two-digit classification 31 is the manufacturing sector.

315
The three-digit classification of 315 is the apparel manufacturing
 subsector.

3152
The four-digit classification of 3152 is the cut and sew
 apparel manufacturing industry group.

31521
The five-digit classification of 31521 is the cut and sew
 apparel contractors NAICS industry group.

315212
The six-digit classification is the women's and girls' cut and
 sew contractors for the United States.

 The complete list of NAICS Codes is available.
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 Size

Businesses in the apparel industry can also be
 categorized by the sizes of clothing they offer.
 Most small businesses start with one or two size
 classifications. This helps to focus the business for
 marketing as well as simplifies production and
 materials sourcing. Businesses do not always offer
 every size listed in the classifications below. The
 objective is to keep the number of stock keeping units (SKU's) small to simplify
 ordering and inventory for the apparel producer.

Typical sizing classifications by product type

Men's   

Tailored 26-50 (chest), waist/inseam Regular,
 long, short

Sportswear S-M-L-XL or waist/inseam  

Furnishings (shirts, underwear,
 sweaters, sleepwear)

Neck/sleeve length or S-M-
L-XL or waist sizes

 

Active sportswear S-M-L-XL-XXL  

Uniforms/Work Waist/inseam, S-M-L-XL  

   

Women's Wear   

Missy 4-18 or S-M-L  

Women's or Plus sizes 16W-26W, 1X-4X  

Petite 2P-16P, under 5'4"   
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Tall 10T-18T over 5'9"  

Junior 1-15  

   

Children's Wear   

Infants Weight/height or month
 (3,6,12,18)

 

Toddler 2T-4T  

Boys 4-7, 8-20 Husky,
 Chubby

Girls 4-6X, 7-16  

Preteen (girls) 6-16  

Young junior 3-13  

 

The actual measurements of these size categories vary greatly across firms and
 even within firms across different product lines. Each firm uses its own "ideal figure"
 to create patterns based on a fit model. So, one firm's size 6 could be another firm's
 size 10. This is especially true for the women's wear category, where some
 businesses label their clothing with smaller sizes than measurements warrant, often
 known as vanity sizes.
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 Price

 The apparel industry also uses price to classify products. You can think of the price
 categories as a continuum increasing in value from budget to designer. Businesses
 focus their products on specific price categories or between these five categories.

Price categories

The budget lines appeal to the masses and are usually sold in mass
 merchandisers and discount stores. Their value is in low price.

Moderate lines are the nationally known brands and store brands (or private labels)
 sold at a moderate price. These include such brands as Dockers, Gap, JC Penney,
 and L.L. Bean and are known for quality at a good price.

Better lines are higher in price and
 more fashion forward than moderate
 lines. DKNY and Nordstrom are
 examples of brands and store brands in
 this category.

Bridge and Designer lines are sold at
 the highest prices and carry the most
 design prestige. These often carry the
 name of the designer and build value
 for higher priced goods through more

 fashion-forward and exclusive designs. A designer's bridge line is intended to
 attract new customers to the designer's products through slightly lower prices.

"I found that there is a gap in the

 bridge/designer eveningwear departments. They go from

 $500 dresses to $2000 dresses. "

Chris Stoia researched the retail offerings to find a gap in the offerings.
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 He describes the styles, fabrics, and wearing occasions of his clothing

 line.
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 Brand Name and Private Label

 Manufacturers and designers build brand names to create a unique identity for their
 lines of products. Brands represent a certain style, lifestyle image, price range, and
 quality that consumers recognize. Brands differentiate products from competing
 products.

In the past decade, retailers have developed their own store brands or private
 labels, such as JC Penney's Arizona brand and the Gap's private label.

 At the same time, manufacturers and designers no longer produce all of their
 products in factories that they own and often source production off-shore. Branding
 has become a marketing strategy with little relationship to who is actually
 manufacturing the product. The high quality and identity tied to a product brand
 depends on the involvement of the design team and quality assurance in the
 production and distribution process, regardless of factory location.

1. How would you classify your business using the NAICS code, size, price, and
 brand name or private label categories?
 2. Identify competing products or business competitors for your product idea
 using one or more of these classification systems. 
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 Product Development Stages

Understanding Customer
 Needs

 The first thing to consider
 in product development is
 what your customer
 wants.

What are customers
 buying now?
What will they want in the
 future?
What would they buy if it
 were available?

 It is important to identify NEEDS that potential customers may not even know they
 have. Who thought 20 years ago that we would be wearing sandals that can be
 worn in water or hiking up a mountain? Or that we would wear underwear that
 shows through our tops? Successful product development addresses customer
 needs.

Researching the market is the next step.

What's being offered in the market?
Who is offering it (i.e., the competitors)?
What are the current consumer trends in color, styles, and lifestyle?

A variety of methods make thorough research easy. This research can help you
 determine how your product fills a gap in the market. But research cannot assure
 100% success to your product. Use it as one step in your product development
 process.

You can do the research to identify customer needs on your own or pay someone
 else to do it. You can also buy data from research that has already been
 conducted. The objective is to make certain that someone NEEDS your product
 and that it is different from other products being offered.

Trend reports
 There are a number of companies that sell trend reports-on
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Each target group has
 specific design needs

 

 consumer buying habits, fashionable colors, and predictions
 or forecasts of the next new styles and products.
 www.apparelsearch.com/color_trends_forecasting.htm lists
 a number of organizations that sell their information on
 clothing and textile trends. The reports are generally
 expensive (i.e., hundreds of dollars) and are sold to many
 entrepreneurs, so others are using the same trend
 information. The information can be based on past sales or
 "educated" guesses by industry professionals. Be sure to
 identify the source of the information and what it represents.

Consumer studies
 You can go directly to consumers and ask them what they
 are buying and what they would like to buy. You can also
 test out your product idea in this way. 
 You can ask your friends and family or potential customers
 to evaluate your product idea using written surveys,

 interviews, or focus groups.

Surveys and interviews should be short. Respect the time of your participants. A
 survey should usually be no longer than one side of one page, easy to read and
 understand, and quick to fill out. An interview should take no longer than a minute
 or two.

Focus groups have the added value of discussion among the participants. As the
 name suggests, the discussion should be focused by the leader with a few general
 questions. But the participants should be allowed to wander in their thoughts so
 that they reveal and describe their unmet needs. It is a good idea to audio record
 focus group sessions so that you can listen to them many times. Focus group
 discussions often uncover valuable information for product development through
 free-form discussions.

Observations are another method to evaluate consumer needs and buying habits.
 Watching customers interact with products similar to yours and listening to their
 comments can give you insights on what they value. Point-of-purchase
 interviews ask questions about the specific products customers are buying at that
 moment. Intercept studies in shopping malls can be set up to compare several
 products at once, often in a room off the main hallways. Shoppers are selected
 randomly or by their interest in similar products on their current shopping trip.

"We have a very small line that fits a wide

 range of people. The only thing they have in common is

 they like the style of the product. They like the colors.

 They like the silhouettes. They like the way it fits and, lastly, they’re will
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 to spend some money on it.."

Malia Mills describes the target market for her swimwear line,

 contrasting the approach with other businesses that define a very

 narrow target market.

 

Market competition
Shopping the market is a tried and true method of identifying your competition.
 Buyers at the major department stores shop the market regularly, sometimes as
 often as once a week. First, decide where you would want to sell your product. Go
 to these stores, web sites, or catalogs and look at the available products. Make a
 chart for future use noting the materials, colors, styles, and costs of the products.
 Then, compare your product idea.

Relationship between customer needs and your product
 Analyzing your research results is the last step in understanding customer needs.
 You are actually testing whether the market is ready for your product or service
 idea.

How is your product/service different from what's already available?
What makes you think the market is ready for your product or service idea?
Why do you think consumers will buy your product or service?
How much will they be willing to pay for it?
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 Product Development Stages

 Idea Generation or Design
 Designers' work is the
 generation of ideas. But
 contrary to many people's
 beliefs, ideas are not
 usually "flashes of
 brilliance" or intuitive
 creativity. Design is hard
 work. It requires
 researching ideas and
 trends, educated guesses,
 and trying out alternatives.
 Inspirations from art,
 architecture, nature, or the
 streets can help you

 generate multiple ideas. Then you can try out some of the ideas and decide which
 ones are best.

The design process includes

analyzing customer needs
defining the design problem
ideating or generating ideas
selecting design criteria
implementing one or several prototypes
evaluating prototypes against design criteria.
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Design Development Example: Initial sketch, 2nd sketch, final sketch and final design illustration

Individual designers use all of these steps, but often develop an order that works
 best for them. A variety of methods can be used to generate design ideas. 
Brainstorming is one of the simplest and most effective methods of generating
 ideas. You can start with your initial idea - say, that people have many electronic
 gadgets that they need a way to carry. Then, write down all of the possible ways
 that these gadgets could be carried. For example,

in a pocket
in a bag
on the shoulder
on the wrist on the belt
and on and on

Once you have a long list of options, you can start designing clothing and
 accessories based on these possible carrying strategies. Brainstorming helps you
 to get lots of ideas and to consider each one's merits.

A similar strategy is the mind map. Starting with the same need (carrying gadgets),
 you divide the problem into different concepts. You could start by listing all of the
 gadgets that need to be carried, such as cell phone, PDA, wireless laptop, pager,
 etc. You can add some low-tech things that also need to be carried, such as
 wallets, credit cards, and pens. Write all of these on a piece of paper in different
 locations.
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Now, next to each item, you list all of the possible design solutions for carrying it,
 including body placement, apparel, or accessory. Once you have a number of
 solutions for each item, you can see whether several items can be carried using
 one design solution.

For this example, the mind map can be started with body parts instead of gadgets.
 You can list all of the body parts that might be involved in carrying electronic
 gadgets, for example, the wrist, waist, upper arm, head, thigh, and chest. Then, for
 each location, list the types of solutions that would work at that location. At the
 wrist, a band or pocket purse might hold a PDA so that it can be used while
 attached. At the waist, a cell phone, PDA, pager, or wallet could be attached to the
 belt, attached as a fanny pack, built into pants as extended pockets, etc.

The objective is the same as brainstorming - to generate numerous ideas that you
 can evaluate and perfect. One or several of these many ideas may lead to an
 innovative design that customers will value and buy.

A group ideation session can be especially successful at generating ideas that are
 innovative and "outside the box." Getting a group of people together to brainstorm
 or develop mind maps generates creative energy and "way out" ideas. "Way out"
 ideas sometimes identify a surprise kernel that sends you on the road to an
 innovative product design. In all ideation sessions, it is important to write down
 every idea, no matter how wacky. Then, go back and discuss the merits of each
 idea, discussing how the design might look, how well it would carry, and so on. The
 best ideas can be developed further during group discussion.

Experimentation with materials, finishes, stitching, or draping can also be used to
 generate design ideas. For example,

draping fabric on dress forms to create unique design variations
folding and stitching material to create texture, and
painting or printing fabric inspired by color, nature, or street art.
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"I like to take a plain fabric...like muslin and

 see what it will do when you stitch it this way and wash it

 and shrink it. That's the fun part...I want to manipulate it. "

Carol Young describes how she manipulates and changes fabrics

 during her design process.

 

 

1. Identify a problem and at least 5 apparel or sewn product solutions using
 brainstorming, mind maps, or ideation. 
 2. Using a product idea you have and one of these creative methods, identify 3
 alternative design solutions to your problem. 
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Incorporating design details
 can be a competitive edge
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 Product Development Stages

 Product concept: adding
 value to your product
The product concept
 describes The value of the
 product idea to your
 customer - its value
 proposition The
 relationship of the product
 to your overall business
 objective.

 In the product concept
 stage, ask several crucial
 questions to identify the
 value proposition of your
 product.

What extra value does the product bring to the marketplace?
How does the product create value for the customer?
How is the product different from what is offered in the marketplace now?
Will customers be interested in and willing to buy your product?
How many customers will buy your product? Will they buy more than one?

Adding value to your product
 In general, there are four business processes where value can
 be added. You can build an understanding of your product's
 value proposition by evaluating it against each process.

1. New product development process innovation by
 addressing a need, introducing new materials, design
 features, brand name value, workmanship, packaging, quality.

This is the value proposition that most often comes to mind in
 entrepreneurship- being the first to offer an innovative product.

It's always advisable to do thorough research on the market offerings and on
 whether consumers will like your product. A business based on this value
 proposition needs to know and be different from its competition. Customers should
 be able to describe the special features of the product that makes them buy it
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Innovative fabric design can add value to your product

 

 instead of another. Innovation should be added throughout the product's life cycle.

"We don't get caught up in trends...I think

 that being true to the brand, not wavering on who we

 are...We are very much aware of what the identity is. "

Diane Brush describes the success of Garnet Hill during the product

 development process as remembering the brand identity.

 

2. Inventory management process lowers inventory or raw materials and finished
 goods

 A company that can lower its inventory holdings and still offer a product in a timely
 manner has value based on reducing costs. A good example is a custom-made
 dress that is made to order with only enough fabric and trimmings purchased for
 the orders.

Buying materials and producing goods "just in time" to fill the orders is another
 example. Technology and computer software is available to help you plan and
 organize your production to reduce inventory costs of materials and finished goods.

3. Order-to-delivery-to-payment process - reduces the time and efficiency of
 taking orders, producing goods, and delivering.

 Streamlining the order-to-delivery-to-payment process can add value to a product.
 Some businesses offer products similar to others in the marketplace, but offer
 shorter lead time for production and faster delivery methods. Information
 technology is again the key. It offers efficient communications with customers and
 business partners that speeds up the production and delivery process. As off-shore
 and domestic options for apparel production increase, time may make the
 difference in the decision to buy from one business rather than another.

4. Customer service process builds an
 effective communication process with
 customers during initial inquiries, order
 and delivery, and post-purchase
 questions. Electronic communication,
 technical manuals, and repair and
 maintenance agreements can aid
 customer service.

 From easy shopping and ordering
 processes to life-time guarantees of products and generous exchange policies,
 customer service can be a successful business value proposition. Either by itself or
 in combination with another value proposition, customer service is increasingly
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 used to differentiate product offerings. 

"We have a responsibility not only to our

 customers but to the bigger public which means engaging

 with other companies and toward a common goal to

 improve factory conditions around the world...I think we all realize now

 that it is not just creating a great product and getting out there but there

 is a bigger picture to look at. "

Amy Hall, director of corporate accountability at Eileen Fisher,

 discusses the importance of social responsibility to today's businesses-

for employees, production workers, and customers as well for personal

 accountability.

 

 

 Relating product value and business objectives
After you have defined your value proposition, relate it to your business objectives.
 These questions may help you.

What products or services compete with your products?
Will they compete on price? On function? On style?
Who are the potential customers or target market for your product?
When will they buy? How often will they buy? How many will they buy?
Will fashion innovators or fashion followers buy your product?
Will your product be bought repeatedly or just once?
Can the product be manufactured in quantity at a profit?
Is the financial support for the product development and launch adequate based
 on the business environment and demand?

According to one estimate, out of 64 ideas that a major business might start with,
 only 2 will make it to a national launch. (See the chart below.) Moreover, the cost to
 test, develop, market, and launch a new product grows exponentially at each stage
 from idea to launch.

Pass Ratio and Cost of Product Launches

Stage
# of
 Ideas

Pass
 Ratio

Cost per
 Idea

Total Cost

 Ideas 64 1:4 $1,000 $64,000

Concept Testing 16 1:2 $20,000 $320,000
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Product
 Development

8 1:2 $200,000 $1,600,000

Test Marketing 4 1:2 $500,000 $2,000,000

National Launch 2 1:2 $5,000,000 $10,000,000

Small businesses and entrepreneurs will concentrate on local or niche markets
 rather than a national launch. Still, every businesses of any size should recognize
 that every idea will not make it to market.

1. List four ways to add value to a product. Describe your product idea's value
 proposition.
 2. Compare the advantages of two value-adding strategies. For example,
 compare low inventory of materials and finished goods with short order to
 delivery time. Or, short order to delivery time with excellent customer service. 
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 Product Development Stages

 Prototype development
Potential design solutions
 that match your product
 concept should be
 constructed using the
 most likely materials.
 These first designs or
 models are called
 prototypes. The
 development of these
 prototypes is a very
 important step. It should
 include a thorough
 evaluation of materials,
 structure, surface design,
 and wear testing.

Selecting materials and methods
 Prototypes give you the opportunity to test out a variety of

materials and trims
product structures through pattern-cutting and construction methods
surface design methods.

Materials should be evaluated for functional
 characteristics such as stretch, water repellency,
 cleaning requirements, and wear. You should ask
 for the material specifications at time of purchase
 (see the Sourcing Materials module). The wrong
 material in a good design may cause failure.
 Actually constructing prototypes in several
 materials and trims will help you evaluate the materials and the entire design.

Both look and cost will determine your final decisions.

"Generally, fabrications are becoming more
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 and more interesting. There are more and more new

 developments and techniques...especially in the sports

 field. "

Fabric is often used as inspiration as well as to fulfill a technical

 function, as Jin Seo describes.

 

 

"Most of the colors I think are timeless. But I

 always try to do a percentage fo the collection in a

 surprising color or a surprising fabrication. "

Kathleen Saxby discusses how she chooses colors, fabrications, and

 small details to subtly distinguish her jackets from others in the

 marketplace.

 

Pattern development and fit
 Developing patterns that are sewn together to make a product that looks like you
 imagined is another objective of prototyping. It often takes several tries to perfect a
 pattern that represents your product idea. Testing a variety of construction methods
 and stitch types will also strengthen your design and its durability.

 Fit should be considered from the production and consumer satisfaction
 perspectives. Most apparel businesses use standard sizes but also develop their
 own measurements for each size based on an "ideal" customer's figure. Skilled
 patternmakers, either as full-time employees or free-lancers, can help you develop
 the fit. Consumer satisfaction with fit should be evaluated during wear testing.

Surface design
Several prototypes should be
 developed, not just one. The
 prototypes should vary in
 materials, product structures, and
 surface designs so that function
 and appeal of the prototypes can
 be compared. Color, print, and
 embroidery design options should
 be selected and tested during the
 prototype stage. What works in
 one color sometimes doesn't work
 in another, for example.
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Once the prototypes are ready,
 you can try them on, wear them
 around, and adjust obvious
 problems. Then, you are ready for
 wear testing.

Try these web sites!

Some web sites provide customers with interactive choices of
 materials and styling online. Develop your own prototypes of

shoes
T-shirts
T-shirts
bags and totes.

 These are the same steps you should follow in testing out a variety of
 materials, styles, and surface designs during the prototype stage.

 Wear testing for function and appeal
 Using wear tests to evaluate prototypes can help you make final design
 refinements. Three or four volunteers wear the prototypes as customers would
 wear or use them - outdoors, doing laundry, in the shower. They can tell you about
 the way it looks, how it feels, how it performs, how it fits. Do they like wearing it? Is
 it tight or loose, or stretchy? Do they feel warm or cold, happy or pretty?

"We have about three dozen people who

 wear test. A lot of people are interested in testing. ..We

 send through the mail the product and a

 questionnaire...They use it a couple times a week and wash it...and we'll

 call it back after six weeks. "

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/mccann18.html",500,550)
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Some companies, especially those selling functional products, conduct

 wear tests. Denni McCann describes the process Champion Jogbra

 uses to test their new and continuing products.

 

 

Modifications and final prototype
 After testing your prototypes for function and aesthetic appeal, you will be able to
 choose the features of each prototype that seemed to work best. Often, you will
 combine features from several prototypes for the final product. For example, the
 neckline of one prototype might be most comfortable while the binding on another
 neckline is the most appealing.

"This is new for us. We've never bound it all

 the way around before...The additional cost wasn't that

 much and we felt it gave a better looking, more finished

 product. "

Margaret Taft explains some of the special design features that make

 her Calf Cozy, a warming garment for newborn calves, unique and

 functional.

 

 

1. How many prototypes should you make? Why should you test different
 materials in a prototype design? 
 2. What is the goal of wear testing your prototype designs?
 3. Describe several questions to ask and things to observe during a wear test.
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 Product Development Stages

Optimizing product design
 for production
 When you have decided
 to produce a final
 prototype of a product,
 you have to communicate
 the information to others
 involved in buying
 materials and production.
 Most apparel businesses
 use specification sheets
 for this purpose. The
 information necessary to
 purchase the right
 material in the right

 amounts can be indicated. Below is a sample materials specification sheet for a
 simple T-shirt.

View materials specification sheet here

A picture of the product with the sewing operations, stitch types, and seam
 allowances is needed for the production department and sewing machine
 operators. The exact dimensions of the finished product and the acceptable
 tolerances (e.g., a seam allowance can be +/- 1/8" off) can help in quality
 assurance.

A sample production specification sheet is shown below.
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A specification sheet is developed for each product

The commercialization matrix
 To get a product to market, you need to decide on

Production method
Cost position
Volume
Profit risk

Optimizing your product for production focuses primarily on the first three items:
 production method, cost, and volume. 

Commercialization Matrix

Production Method Cost Volume Profit Risk

Custom High Few High risk

Mass production  Low High Medium risk

Mass customization  Medium Made to order Medium risk

 Production method
 The first decision is about production method. Once you have settled on a
 prototype design and material, you need to prepare the design for production. This
 requires a product that can be easily manufactured in quantity and at a price that
 will be profitable.

 The prototype patterns and construction methods often need to be modified by
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changing the shape of the seams to be more easily sewn
reducing the number and types of seams
choosing materials that are easy to cut and sew in volume
reducing the amount of fabric or fabric waste by adjusting the design.

If you choose custom production, you will make individually designed and
 produced products. Your prototype may not need changes before
 commercialization, i.e., you may make only one final product. Your profit will come
 from high price rather than high volume.

The objective of mass production is to make the production process cost effective
 by

increasing volume while
reducing material and labor costs.

Modifying the prototype to accommodate volume and cost requirements is very
 important in a mass production setup. It requires standardizing and simplifying the
 pattern pieces, seam allowances, and seam types.

Mass customization is a relatively new business strategy that adds value as well
 as reduces the cost of the product by

making products to customer specifications
involving customers in the design and delivery
using advanced technology (see the Production module).

This unique approach requires technologies that can produce small numbers of
 similar products at a low cost. The production cost may be higher than mass
 production due to individualized design and small production lots. But the cost is
 lower than custom due to extensive technology use. Making products to order
 instead of as stock items, reduced inventory cost of finished goods to zero.
 Profitability depends on getting enough orders at a price that will pay for the
 technology and individual service.

Cost and pricing
 Cost is the second decision you will make to optimize your product for a
 commercial market. Based on your product concept and business plan, you need to
 produce at an appropriate cost level for your product. Then, price it to sell.

View cost specification sheet here

There are several approaches to pricing that you should consider.

Cost-based pricing starts with how much it costs to produce one unit or piece. The
 direct costs include materials, labor, and marketing. An overhead cost is calculated
 based on an annual rate for all design and production. This includes rent, lights,
 heat, and travel to trade shows, for example. The overhead cost can be calculated
 for each product unit as a percentage of the direct costs or as a dollar amount and
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 added directly to the unit cost. The final variable is profit.

Direct Cost + Overhead (% of direct cost) + profit = Cost-based Price

Overhead percentages vary widely based on a business's expenses. If you work out
 of your home, your overhead would be much lower than if you run a factory with 25
 workers and extensive equipment. Direct costs might be high if you contracted out
 all of your production, but your overhead would be lower.

Profit percentages vary dramatically based on the market, product innovation, and
 the prestige of a product.

Demand-based pricing calculates prices based on

what consumers will pay
what comparable products sell for.

For example, you set the price based directly on competitors' prices.

Market penetration pricing is used to enter a new market, setting prices lower
 than competitors' products in order to gain some of their market share.

If you want to establish a product as a prestige item based on its uniqueness, high
 fashion, or quality materials, you may want to use status pricing. It assumes
 customers will pay more than the cost of a product warrants because of its value to
 them. This strategy can lead customers to think your product cost more for
 production than it actually did and purchase it for that price. This results in a higher
 profit for your product. The risk is that customers will not buy the product at all
 because they think it is overpriced.

The potential for market success and profit needs to be considered before you start
 production. Only those products that have the potential to sell in high enough
 volume to make profit should be commercialized.

 

1. What types of information can be communicated using production
 specification sheets? Materials specification sheets?
 2. Compare the cost, volume, and profit risks of producing dresses using
 custom, mass production, and mass customization production strategies. 
 3. List and explain three types of pricing strategies you could use to set the
 price for a mass-customized outdoor jacket. 
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 Product Development Stages

Commercialization

 Evaluation of the profit
 risk is the final step in
 product
 commercialization. Even
 if a product is optimized
 for commercialization, it
 is still not clear that it
 should be produced and
 marketed. Your choice of
 production method and
 estimated cost based on
 sales volume will help
 you test the market and
 evaluate the potential for
 your product's success.

Commercialization Matrix

Production Method Cost Volume Profit Risk

Custom High Few High risk

Mass production  Low High Medium risk

Mass customization  Medium Made to order Medium risk

In fact, we have come full circle back to analyzing customer needs, competition, and
 market environment.

At this stage, consumer research can evaluate the actual products you will offer.

Point-of-purchase surveys can provide information about the motivation behind a
 purchase (if the consumers fill them out).

Consumer panel research has been an effective method for commodities such as
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Testing the acceptance of design with customers is a step
 toward commercialization

 

 health care products and cleaning supplies. A panel of consumers is identified that
 represents the target market. This is often done within designated geographical
 areas to make it easier to communicate directly with the consumers. They are paid
 to try out products and discuss their reactions, often in small groups or by recording
 their patterns of use. The same consumer panel can be hired for a series of product
 evaluations to make this form of research easier to conduct. In addition, panel
 members will benefit from the experience they gain over time.

Observation methods sometimes
 uncover even richer descriptive
 information about product use. Trained
 researchers develop systems to
 categorize the ways consumers actually
 use products. For example, observing
 the way certain age and interest groups
 wear baseball caps - bill forward,
 sideways, or backwards - might lead a
 company to redesign the cap to fit the
 head better in these new wearing
 positions, or place the images or logos
 in different locations.

Some consumer product companies
 actually send researchers into people's homes to follow them as they use their
 products.

Products are also evaluated alongside competitors' products to find out which ones
 consumers prefer and why. The superior aspects of your product can be used to
 develop attractive claims about your product that can be used in advertising and to
 develop marketing strategies.

 

1. What market and consumer environment conditions would cause you to
 decide against commercializing your apparel product?
 2. Describe an observation study you could conduct to evaluate the
 commercialization of a warm sock design to be worn with sandals. 
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 Product Development Stages

Product Maintenance and
 Extension

The product development
 process is not finished
 with product
 commercialization. A
 product's expected life
 cycle should be planned
 for from product launch
 to the last sale. Product
 maintenance and
 extension, including
 branding, are discussed
 in the next module,
 Product and Business
 Life Cycles.

Explore development with an Interactive Activity
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Product Life Cycle Stages

Product life cycle is one of the most important
 principles of entrepreneurship. Every product
 goes through stages during its lifetime. Product
 life cycles can vary in length - weeks, or months,
 or years. Cycles also vary in expectation and
 success at achieving a particular level of sales
 and profits. It is most easily understood as the
 curve pictured here.

A product's life cycle begins with its development where there are no sales or
 profits.

When the product is introduced, sales begin slowly and then, hopefully, the product
 has a period of high growth in sales and profits.

At the mature stage, profits begin to level off.

Sales continue to increase until the market is saturated with the product and
 competing products. Because of competition for market share, profits typically
 decrease earlier than sales.

In its decline stage, profits are very low even with considerable sales. With declining
 demand for a product and a saturated market, profits, sales volume, and prices are
 all in decline.

This life cycle pattern can help you to understand the relationship between sales
 volume and time in the marketplace. No matter how innovative and functional a
 product idea may be, you must plan for its growth as well as its maturity and
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 decline. Marketing and pricing strategies should be different when a product's sales
 are growing than when declining.
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Basic, Fashion, and Fad Products

Apparel and other consumer products can be classified by the length of their life
 cycles. Basic products such as T-shirts and blue jeans are sold for years with few
 style changes. Businesses selling basic products can count on a long product life
 cycle with the same customers buying multiple units of the same product at once or
 over time.

The life cycle curves of basic, fashion, and fad products are pictured below.

Life Cycle for Basic and Fashion Products

Fashion product life cycles last a shorter time than basic product life cycles. By
 definition, fashion is a style of the time. A large number of people adopt a style at a
 particular time. When it is no longer adopted by many, a fashion product life cycle
 ends. Fashion products have a steep decline once they reach their highest sales.

The fad has the shortest life cycle. It is typically a style that is adopted by a
 particular sub-culture or younger demographic group for a short period of time.

The overall sales of basic products are the highest of the three types of products,
 and their life cycles are generally the longest.

Apparel products often have a fashion dimension, even if it is just color. As fashion
 features increase in a product, the life cycle will decrease. Therefore, if you are
 designing a fashion product, you will want to have multiple products in line for
 introduction as each fashion product's cycle runs its course.

Some firms build their lines to include basic, fashion, and fad products in order to
 maximize sales. For example, with a sweater line, a business may have four styles
 that have classic styling and colors and are always in the line. Four additional styles
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 may be modified every two years to include silhouette, length, and collar changes
 based on the current fashion. One or two short-cycle fashion or fad styles based on
 breaking trends may be introduced once or twice a year. Styles that a popular
 celebrity or sports hero is wearing are examples of fashion and fad styles.

We can also look at the number of fashion product adopters against time. 
 Five types of consumers emerge at each of the life cycle stages.

Fashion Adoption Consumer Types

Different marketing strategies should be used to reach each of these consumer
 types.

Fashion innovators adopt a new product first. They are interested in innovative
 and unique features. Marketing and promotion should emphasize the newness
 and distinctive features of the product.
Fashion opinion leaders (celebrities, magazines, early adopters) are the next
 most likely adopters of a fashion product. They copy the fashion innovators and
 change the product into a popular style. The product is produced by more
 companies and is sold at more retail outlets.
At the peak of its popularity, a fashion product is adopted by the masses.
 Marketing is through mass merchandisers and advertising to broad audiences.
As its popularity fades, the fashion product is often marked for clearance, to
 invite the bargain hunters and consumers, the late adopters and laggards, who
 are slow to recognize and adopt a fashionable style.

"The customers are very jaded. They want

 new things."

Some styles or prints can be sold year after year, but these must be

 balanced with new styles and prints to continue to capture the

 customer. Diane Brush describes how Garnet Hill uses tracking of

 sales to help in the product life cycle decision-making process.
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1. In which stage of the product life cycle are sales the highest? 
 2. Why do profits begin declining before sales in a product's life cycle?
 3. Which type of product - basic, fashion, or fad - have the longest product life
 cycle? Why?
 4. If you were selling a product made from an innovative material, to which
 consumer adoption group would you market it?
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Product Items, Lines, and Brands

Many entrepreneurs start their businesses
 with a single design or item. That single
 item, or SKU (stock-keeping unit), is the
 building block of their business. Additional
 items can be added over time.

The goal is to add products that coordinate
 with the first prototype design to develop a brand and line of products that customers
 can readily identify. The product hierarchy diagram below illustrates this concept.

Product Hierarchy Model

You can start at the bottom of the hierarchy with one idea that you want to transform
 into a commercial product. For example, let's say that you are developing a shirt for
 high school-aged young men and women from a new fabric that changes colors as
 your body warms it. It is called the chameleon shirt. The value proposition (covered
 in the Entrepreneurship module) is its innovative use of materials to create a
 dynamic shirt color.

After the chameleon shirt has been launched successfully, you need to create a
 second product to sustain and grow the business. For example:

1. Use the chameleon fabric for another shirt design and build your business as a
 shirt business.

2. Choose another innovative material for a shirt and build your business as a
 shirt business.

3. Use the chameleon fabric for another product for the same target market and
 build your business as teen-age fashion/fad clothing.
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4. Redesign and size the chameleon shirt for another target market or industry.

Let's consider each of the four options in relation to the product hierarchy model.

Creating a second shirt design from the same fabric begins to build a line of items.

A line of products, in this case the chameleon shirt line, usually contains items that:

serve the same functions and maybe the same product type (i.e.,
 shirts) or in the same product family (i.e., made with innovative
 material),
are marketed together,
sold to the same target market, or
fall in the same price range.

You can also build another line of items by choosing a second innovative material for
 a shirt.

The line will still be marketed as a single product type (i.e., shirt), but the items in the
 line will vary by material rather than shirt style, and go by a different name.

A third option will develop several lines of related items across several product types
 for the high school market. For example, the chameleon fabric could be used for
 shirts, pants, gloves, and hats. The lines will be marketed to the same target market
 but across several product types, making it a collection. It could be called the
 chameleon collection. The pattern development and production would become more
 complicated because the design requirements for each item would vary.

 A final option will build another line based on chameleon fabric for shirts to another
 target market.

 The value proposition will be the innovative material in shirts for all ages, providing
 several distinctive lines in your brand. Although the product type remains the same,
 the production and marketing strategy may be more complex as size, style, and price
 may differ.

Using these ideas as you build a business will help your long-range business
 planning. Consider each single item, groups of items as lines, and potential branding
 opportunities to extend the length of each product's life cycle.

1. Describe the relationships among product items, lines, and brand name in an
 entrepreneurial firm. 
 2. Using an example of an existing apparel line, describe the characteristics of
 its set of product items that make it fit into the line.(For example, Prada, Ralph
 Lauren, or Nike.)
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Branding

The power of a brand lies in its ability to influence

 purchasing. A successful branding program is based on

 the concept of singularity. It creates . . . the perception

 that there is no product on the market quite like your

 product. 

 (Ries & Ries, 1998)

The brand name of your product line should reflect the line's
 specific value proposition. It provides the customer with an
 easily identified theme or connection between your products
 and will increase product or brand recognition. With
 recognition, repeat customers and sales will increase.

Branding is a very powerful force in today's marketplace and you should consider
 whether and how to develop a brand. This is not a decision to take lightly. It takes a
 lot of time and costs a lot of money. Although the first step is to trademark a name,
 developing a brand involves more than just choosing the name. 
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Developing a brand (or not)

You can conduct a trademark search online or hire a trademark lawyer to help you.
 You can even register for a trademark online (www.uspto.gov). (This process is
 discussed further in the Intellectual Property module.)

Trade marks will establish your right to use the name exclusively for your company
 or product line. If no one else has trade marked a name in a similar product and
 industry, you can start using the name with a ™ after it. If you choose to legally
 register your use of the name - a better choice - you can use the ® symbol after it
 has been registered.

After you have trademarked your company name or a product line, here are five
 questions you should ask yourself about branding.

1. Should you develop a brand at all?

In today's marketplace, the power of the brand dominates.

Customers like to relate to a designer or trade name that represents their fashion
 image, lifestyle choices, or dreams.
Brands can develop loyal customers and attract new customers.
Brands can also build a strong corporate or company image that can be
 extended to future products.

A brand name makes it easier to identify and describe the
 core selling points of a product. It also provides a
 distinguishing symbol (name and logo) that customers can
 remember. A trademarked name is legally protected from
 use by others.

The downside to developing a brand is the cost in time and
 money. The large consumer product manufacturers spend
 millions of dollars developing and marketing brands.

For a designer entrepreneur, it is best to think small. Use the trademark to identify
 and promote the product in your chosen distribution channel.

Don't worry about competing with the Ralph Laurens and Donna Karans of the
 apparel industry. As your business develops, so will your name recognition. Then
 you can advertise and market your product line as a brand with its distinct image.
 At the beginning you are selling the product, not the name.

http://www.uspto.gov/
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2. What does the brand identify - a manufacturer's brand, a private label or
 retailer brand, or a licensed brand?

To most consumers, all brand names are alike. But you should have a very clear
 idea of the business organization behind a brand. If you trademark several names
 over a period of time, you should define the relationship among them.

Brands identify the qualities of specific products with specific
 manufacturers. For example, the names Brooks Brothers,
 Pendleton, and Malia Mills all evoke images of the companies
 as well as of their products.

In the past 30 years or so, brand-named apparel has come to
 represent much more than items produced in manufacturers' factories.

Some manufacturers no longer own factories. They contract production with
 others.
Retailers have developed their own brands, such as Gap, Land's End,
 Nordstrom, and Arizona for JC Penney. They often contract design, product
 development, and production with others. These are called private labels or
 retailer brands.
Designers, manufacturers, and retailers sometimes license the rights to products
 designed by others or sell the rights of their designs to others to produce.
 Licensing is a legal action where the licensee pays for use of the trademarked
 name under specified conditions. (More in the Intellectual Property module).

These business distinctions become important as you develop multiple brands. For
 example, Malia Mills has trademarked her company name and uses it as the brand
 name for her swimwear products.

She does not own a factory. She contracts with other businesses to produce her
 swimwear. At one time, she was developing a fragrance line with a fragrance
 company. She could:

License the Malia Mills name to be used on the product and be paid for the
 name, or
Pay to have the fragrance made and only sell it herself, just as the swimwear.

As you develop your brands, you need to consider the advantages and
 disadvantages of these business alternatives. You should seek legal and financial
 advice as you proceed.

 

The swimwear industry was a pretty small industry - $1.5

 billion at retail. And because we make our swimsuits like lingerie
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 anyway, it was a natural brand extension for us

 

 

3. Should the brand name indicate a

company and all of its products?
family of products?
line of products?
single item?

This is a decision that warrants thorough
 consideration. It's possible to establish a company
 brand name as well as a number of product-
specific brands. The connections or relationships
 among a set of brand names and their logos must
 be consistent, so that customers make the
 connections easily.

It's fairly common for entrepreneurs just starting out
 to brand a single item. It is just as important to
 plan ahead for a line and family of products. What
 brand would represent what the company might
 become in the future?

Some well-known examples that indicate different product types and price points
 are:

Ralph Lauren - Polo, Home
Calvin Klein - CK, Calvin Klein Jean
Liz Claiborne - Lizsport, Elizabeth, Claiborne

Peggy Hart Earle is one of the guest entrepreneurs. Her company, Hartstrings, has
 a number of brand names under the company brand, including

Kitestrings
Hartstrings Baby
K.C. Parker, and
Hartstrings Newborn.

Large companies own multiple brand names that consumers may or may not
 recognize as belonging to the parent company. These portfolios of brands are
 developed to complement a company's core competencies in product type,
 production capacity, or target market. For example, Vanity Fair or VF has more
 than 40 brands grouped within five product areas:

Jeans (Wrangler, Lee, Gitano, etc.),
Intimates (Vanity Fair, Lily of France, Tommy Hilfiger, etc.)
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Image wear (Lee Sport, Red Kap, Penn State Textiles, etc.)
Outdoor (The North Face, Jansport, etc.)
Sportswear (Nautica, John Varvatos)

Notice that some of these are brands in their own right, such as Tommy Hilfiger.
 This represents a licensing agreement that allows VF Intimates to produce and
 market the intimate lines for Tommy Hilfiger.

4. Does the brand name allow for future branding strategies? Here are some
 possibilities.

Cobrands: brands bearing two or more brand names, e.g. Gore-Tex and
 Patagonia on the same garment
New brands: a new brand for a new product category, e.g., Claiborne to
 perfume
Multibrands: new brands in same product categories e.g., Levi's Dockers
Brand extensions: existing names extended to new product categories, e.g.,

Nike to apparel, and
Malia Mills to cosmetic products.

Line extensions: existing names extended to new sizes, colors, fabrics, e.g.,
 petites line with same name

A broad approach to brand names is more likely to encompass future items and line
 development. For example, a catchy, futuristic name like Techie Tee's works very
 well for T-shirts. But a brand name like Cyber Wear or Hot Links Clothing
 Connection could describe a broader range of products that the business will
 develop over its life cycle.

"We position the company as a beauty

 company to promote self-esteem and our products are

 always designed for you..."

Malia Mills Swimwear was a seasonal business within a small industry.

 Malia Mills describes how the pursuit of two brand extensions - lingerie

 and cosmetics - matched the swimwear product and the company

 mission.

 

Branding strategies are growing in importance as established firms work to increase
 market share. New entrepreneurs need to plan ahead for possible growth
 strategies as they choose an initial brand name for their product.

5. How could the brand be repositioned in the future with this name?

Consumer preferences change. A competitor could cut into your market share. Your
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 initial product or service might become outdated.

In all of these cases, you can save the brand name by repositioning.

Design entrepreneurs may need to reposition their innovative product as a basic
 product once the unique features become available from other companies.
Design entrepreneurs who develop a method of low inventory, such as mass
 customized production, might be copied. When many businesses adopt the
 same method of low inventory control, the brand may need repositioning to add
 value in another way.

"Our company...has evolved. "

Michael Crooke describes the repositioning of Patagonia

 as consumer demand shifted.

 

Constant reevaluation is required. Repositioning is called for when customers'
 underlying needs changes.

1. List 5 advantages that a brand name can bring to a business. 
 2. Can you develop a brand name for a product you don't produce yourself?
 Describe an example to illustrate your answer. 
 3. Think of a brand name that indicates
 a) a single product 
 b) a family of products
 4. Describe 3 strategies that can build a brand from its initial form to
 encompass more products. 
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Choosing a Brand Name

 Your brand can be the name of your company or you may have several brands
 within your company. Entrepreneurs often begin with a single product and name it
 for its function. For example, Jogbra (now Champion Jogbra) developed the first
 bra for women to wear when jogging.

 When the company grew and wanted to offer other women's products and men's
 wear as well, the trademarked name was a problem.

 It excluded other women's apparel and men's wear by its use of the word bra. The
 company started using JBI (JogBra International) instead of Jogbra. Eventually the
 company was sold and now Champion Jogbra is the brand name.

 You should ask five initial questions about potential brand names you are
 considering.

Choosing a brand name

1. Does the brand name indicate something about the core benefits?
2. Does it indicate product qualities such as warmth, fashion, or color?
3. Is it easy to pronounce, recognize, and remember?
4. Is it distinctive?
5. Does it have negative meanings in some subcultures, countries, or

 languages?

Many entrepreneurs use their own names as their company name and/or brand
 name. This certainly establishes a unique identity and one connected directly to the
 designer/entrepreneur (unless you share a name with a famous or infamous person
 such as Colin Powell or Julia Childs or George Clooney).

Using your name connects the value of the design with you.

However, you do need to consider:

How long will it take for people to recognize the core benefit of the product or
 service if your name is not well known?
Will it be easy to find suitable names for brand extensions and enough of them?
 Think: Liz Claiborne, Elizabeth, Liz Sport, etc.
What if your product or service is not successful? Will your name be ruined along
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 with your unsuccessful business venture?
What if you want to sell your company in the future? Will you be selling your
 name as well?

 

1. Consider how well the five questions for naming brands were followed with
 well-known brand names (for example, Diesel, Vera Wang, L.L. Bean,
 Patagonia, others).

2. List some advantages and disadvantages for a new apparel business to use
 the following brand names: Softly Technical, Kazamento, United Colors, and
 your own name.
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Products that involve the customer in design can be
 positioned as e-businesses.
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Market Positioning

Another strategy that defines a company
 and its products is market positioning.
 There often are several markets or
 industries that may need your product,
 but they may need to be addressed
 differently.

For example, baseball caps have been
 an enduring fashion over the past
 several decades. Individuals possess
 and wear a variety of hats with printed
 or embroidered logos of sports teams,
 clothing companies, or corporations.
 Interestingly, these hats are targeted for
 several markets or industries.

Clothing companies that sell baseball
 hats often offer the hats as an accessory part of an apparel line. Nike is one
 example.

Other companies target corporation or business sales exclusively. This is referred to
 as the corporate sales or promotional industry. Apparel producers selling to this
 industry make basic styles. They offer personalized names and logos or work with
 a distribution business that does the personalized embroidery or screen printing.

The distribution firms usually acquire products across many categories, such as
 apparel, hats, bags, pens, coffee cups, and stationery. Some have their own
 manufacturing facilities for embroidery and screen printing, while others do some of
 the manufacturing of products as well.

Other potential markets in which to position apparel products are active sport,
 outdoor products, and special-occasion costumes. The choice between on-line and
 retail store distribution can also be an important to success.

Design entrepreneurs need to seriously consider market position for their products.
 A product could succeed in one market segment and fail miserably in another. Or,
 selling in several markets can maximize sales with a small product line. In
 positioning your product, consider:
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who your competitors are
norms for buying, selling, and marketing your type of product
the value your product or service provides to the buyer
product testing in several industry supply chains
gaps in the market that you can fill
attending industry-specific trade shows.

 

1. Evaluate two industries in which your product idea could be positioned
 successfully.
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Marketing Characteristics and Strategies

This section will provide a brief overview to some general marketing concepts. Many
 books and websites focusing on marketing are available for you as you proceed
 with your business start-up.

The Four P's of Marketing
One easy way to develop a marketing strategy is
 to use the Four P's of Marketing. (These aspects
 have been covered individually in other modules.)

Product design and development can be the
 value proposition of the business.
Price can be based on cost plus profit or on a
 competing product's price.
Place can be wholesale or retail, business or
 consumer, fashion or promotional industries, as
 covered in the Distribution module.
Promotion can be word-of-mouth, print and
 online advertising, or through television and
 mass media.
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Marketing and the Product Life Cycle

 Marketing objectives should be closely based on the product life cycle stages
 discussed earlier in this module: introduction, growth, maturity, and decline.
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Summary of Product Life Cycle Marketing Objective and Strategies (Kotler, 1997)
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Let's use the chart to compare the marketing strategies for the introduction of a new
 sweater line with a sweater line that is in the maturity stage of its life cycle.

Price for an introduction might be cost plus profit (or markup) to reflect the true cost
 at first offering. In the mature stage of the life cycle, the price will be set to match
 competing product prices.

Distribution (or "Place") will be selective in the introduction stage. In the maturity
 stage, greater distribution will play a larger role in profitability.

Advertising (or Promotion) in the introduction stage will focus on creating
 awareness among dealers as well as innovators. In the maturity stage, advertising
 will focus on creating brand awareness and comparing the brand with competing
 products.

There will be heavy promotion in the introduction stage to encourage people to try
 the product. In the maturity stage, promotion will be focused on switching brands to
 increase market share.

"We are product-driven, whereas you might

 say Nike is image-driven. We still advertise a product."

Marketing decisions should be made based on the size

 and maturity of your business. Younger businesses with smaller lines

 might be product-driven and need to direct their marketing programs

 accordingly as described by Denni McCann at Champion JogBra.

 Larger businesses, such as Nike and Ralph Lauren, focus on

 developing the brand with image advertising.

 

1. Explain how you would use the 4 P's for

A new T-shirt worn by a celebrity and to be mass marketed to teenagers
A sweater product that was copied from Prada
A technical jacket made from innovative materials to adapt to heat produced
 during physical activity. 
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The Business Life Cycle

Much of a business's life cycle depends on the goals of the entrepreneur as
 covered in the Entrepreneurship module.

The life cycle curve of a business looks similar to a product's life cycle curve. It has
 four business phases: start-up, growth, maturity, and decline.

As the business matures you will want to consider whether you want to

continue running it
bring in partners or family members
sell it, or
close it down.
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Succession planning

We usually think of entrepreneurs as being in the start-up phase. But eqully
 important to entrepreneurship is the succession phase or planning for what will
 happen to the business when you move on or retire. Succession becomes an
 important process that needs to be planned for years in advance, especially when

the business has value not totally dependent upon you, the entrepreneur owner,
 or
if family members are involved in the everyday operations of the business.

“We became Champion JogBra so that we had a broader

 appeal. Suddenly we had a brand that everyone knew, not

 just a small niche brand of JogBra.”

Denni McCann describes the purchase of Jogbra by Champion. The

 marketing clout of a large company's backing had positive effects on

 sales.

 

There are three main succession scenarios that entrepreneurs should consider.

1. Selling your business for profit to Insiders

 There are three main options for selling the business to family or employees.

Cash buyouts (CBOs)
Leveraged buyouts (LBOs), and
Employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs)

Each has advantages and disadvantages. One of them might be a better choice for
 you or your business than the others, so you need to consider them carefully with
 financial and legal advice.

Cash buyouts require one or more employees to buy the company. It may be
 important to you to select new owners who will run the company in the same spirit
 and with the same values as you have. This may be more important than the
 highest purchase bid.
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In leveraged buyouts, managers or employees borrow money from financial
 institutions to purchase the company. Unfortunately, they often take on so much
 debt that they have little flexibility to manage and make changes to existing
 operations.

Employee stock ownership plans give a group of employees who purchase stock
 a share of the profits and voting rights in the company.

2. Selling your business to outsiders

 Businesses can be sold to outsiders as a private sale or public stock offering. 
 In a public sale, one or several people may own and run the company. They may
 have a board of directors to advise the officers. But the board is appointed by the
 officers.

“With selling the company, I had to sign a 3-year contract

 to remain with the company as did my five top

 executives.”

Peggy Hart Earle describes the selling of her company, Hartstrings.

 

When company stock is offered to the public we say that the company is "going
 public" or has made an initial public offering (IPO). A board of directors is elected
 by the stockholders. Both the board and the stockholders (based on how many
 shares they own) will vote on the actions of the firm. Before considering an IPO, the
 firm must be sure that the public is interested in buying stock in the company. This
 requires advice from legal and financial experts.

3. Selling the business to family members

 Some entrepreneurs groom a family member as successor for the business,
 believing, as is often the case, that the business will be most prosperous by
 remaining in the family.

By involving family in the business long before the founder retires, planning
 carefully, and choosing the right family members for key positions, the company
 can continue its profitability in the future.

There are a variety of legal approaches to transferring a business to family
 members that are best discussed with a lawyer.

1. At which phase in the business life cycle should you begin to consider your
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 options for leaving the business?
 2. Describe three succession options for leaving or retiring from your business.
 3. What are some important considerations when planning to pass the
 business on to family members?
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Trade shows are a good place to source materials

Trade shows are a good place to source materials
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Sourcing Options

Once you have decided to produce
 your design in quantity, you will need
 to seek out sources to buy the fabrics,
 trims, fasteners, threads, and labels.
 You are likely to need fabrics in
 greater quantity than you could
 purchase at a local retail fabric store
 except when only small quantities of
 fabric and trims are needed for
 samples or custom products. In this
 case, you may be able to special-order

 fabrics by the bolt at discount prices from retailers.

 When you start a business, wholes markets offer materials and trims in great
 variety and at much lower prices than retail. Wholesale markets vary by whether
 the wholesaler actually produces the goods and by where the goods are sold.
 Fabric producers such as Malden Mills, Milliken, and Burlington usually sell in
 large quantities through regional sales offices or distributors (middlemen).
 Converters purchase fabrics from these mills and then print or dye the fabric
 (convert) before selling it.

There are also wholesalers who
 purchase fabric from a variety of mills
 and then sell the fabrics to other
 businesses.

 Some wholesalers sell in quantity as
 well as in retail outlets directly to
 consumers.

 Materials can be sourced either
 domestically or off-shore and some
 companies offer materials and
 production services as a full-package. 
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Some retailers will offer wholesale prices for fabrics
 and materials
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Wholesale Retailers

In New York City, apparel fabric
 wholesalers have retail stores or
 showrooms in or near the Garment District,
 from 35th to 41st streets, between 8th and
 9th Avenues. Wholesalers of trims or
 buttons and other fasteners are clustered
 nearby. In fact, the Garment District
 buildings often house similar kinds of
 businesses to make it easy for buyers to
 shop the market on foot. A cluster of home
 furnishing fabric wholesalers is located on

 Third Avenue in the 60s, and another on Fifth Avenue in the upper 20s. The
 Fashion Center, a Business Improvement District encompassing the traditional
 Garment District, offers an on-line map (www.fashioncenter.com) that allows you to
 see which buildings specialize in textiles, and for some, to see a list of tenants.
 Additional fabric wholesalers in New York City can be found on the Lower East
 Side, on or near Orchard Street.

"We have a relationship with the supplier; it's

 a wholesale versus a retail price."

Peter Del Rio discusses how he orders fabric for IC3D

 products without holding excessive fabric inventories. He combines mill

 orders with purchases from New York City wholesale fabric shops.

 

 

Most wholesalers have minimum order
 requirements for wholesale purchases, either a
 yardage or a dollar amount. If you purchase from a
 wholesale retailer, you will benefit from discounts of
 30-50%, depending on the size of your order, and
 you will not pay sales tax on your purchases. In
 order to receive these benefits, you must apply for a
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Some retailers will offer wholesale
 prices for fabrics and materials

 tax resale number or purchase a vendor's license.
 Requirements vary by state.

 In New York, you would contact the New York State
 Department of Taxation and Finance to request a
 Vendor Registration Form (www.tax.state.ny.us/)
 (pdf file, select Pub 20 1100.pdf, page 15) . It might
 take several weeks to receive this document. 
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Hundreds of fabric vendors participate in textile trade shows
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Wholesale Markets

 

Regional wholesale markets or trade
 shows are held throughout the year
 and this is where many different
 wholesale vendors sell their products.
 These shows are usually organized by
 product type - textiles, apparel, home
 furnishings, boutique, electronics,
 outdoor sport, etc.

 Materials, trims, thread, and other
 findings are available at these markets
 along with artwork, knit designs, and

 trims that can be bought or licensed for use as prints, fabric weaves or knits, and
 other garment details. Some shows include materials as well as finished goods.

www.apparelnews.net/TradeShows/index.html provides a list of dates and locations
 of trade shows related to apparel and textiles.

 In NYC many wholesalers have permanent showrooms in the Garment District
 while some wholesalers in other US cities also have permanent showrooms in a
 market building, such as the Dallas Market Center, California Market Center, and
 Americasmart in Atlanta for apparel and textiles, and the Merchandise Mart in
 Washington, D.C., for home furnishing products, including textiles.

www.dallasmarketcenter.com
www.californiamarketcenter.com
www.americasmart.com
www.merchandisemart.com/dcdesigncenter
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 International Fashion Fabric Exhibit, April 2001 at the
 Javits Center, New York, NY

The Javits Center in NYC hosts many trade shows for
 apparel and textiles
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Textile trade shows

 Fabrics and new market offerings are
 available at textile trade shows, held
 once or twice annually in the United
 States and abroad. The International
 Fashion Fabrics Exhibition (IFFE)
 held at the Javits Center in New York
 is one example. Exhibitors include
 domestic and international fabric
 mills, converters, trim and fastener
 manufacturers, and supporting
 services providers such as CAD
 manufacturers.

Five-yard samples can be requested,
 or a full order can be placed, but no
 fabric order can be physically taken
 away from the show. Educational
 seminars and color trend information
 are available for a fee. Admittance to
 this and other shows requires advance
 registration. To be a full attendee you
 must send full company information
 and show a business card at
 registration. Students may attend as
 guests. For fabrics for functional
 outdoor apparel, the Snow Sports Industries of America show (SIA) is held in Las
 Vegas in January and Outdoor Retailer is held in Salt Lake City in August. Both
 includes fabric and trim vendors as well as finished apparel and hard goods such
 as skis and snowboards.

"I go to the gift show at Javits (Convention

 Center in New York City)"

Joan Reuning visits several trade shows to purchase

 clothing that complements her own designs for her retail store. These

 shows are potential sales venues for apparel designers.
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Trade shows in every industry are important resources to entrepreneurs and are
 advertised in the trade press in either printed versions or web versions such as:

www.apparelnews.net/TradeShows/index.html displays current trade show
 information and is part of an online version of a trade journal, California Apparel
 News.
www.nhfa.org(National Home Furnishings Association) lists meetings,
 educational opportunities, and industry news.
www.wgsn.com (Worth Global Style Network is an online business-to-business
 news and information service for the fashion and style industries. It reviews
 completed shows thoroughly and has a searchable calendar of shows for a long
 list of design-related categories. It requires registration and a membership fee.

"For ready-to-wear, we go twice a

 year to Paris to the Premier Vision Show. If we don't find

 what we need, we will commission artwork...quite often in

 the children's division.."

Diane Brush describes how designers at Garnet Hill get inspiration,

 hunt for fabrics, and purchase artwork that is transformed into fabric

 prints, novelty knits, and applied designs.

 

 Shopping a wholesale market is very different than shopping as a consumer. The
 vendors expect their customers to be well-versed in materials as well as the
 wholesale environment. They can be aggressive, rude, and demanding. Here are
 some hints to surviving your first wholesale shopping experience.

Hints on Shopping Wholesale

 Write down what you're looking for before you go. For example,

Fabrics needed for what products
Desirable fiber contents and fabric constructions
Special characteristics and performance specifications
Preferred color or prints
Price restrictions
Yardage needed for each product

Decide how many different sample fabrics you want to buy. Or, how
 much you will spend on materials for samples and production.

 Browse the trade show before you get serious with particular
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 vendors, fabrics, and prices. Bring a small notebook to record
 information about vendors and samples that interest you.

 Be prepared to say "no" or to move on to the next booth. Vendors
 want to sell you materials. They will react to things you say and do. If
 you seem interested, they'll focus on the fabrics you are looking at. If
 you seem disinterested, they'll try to identify other materials that will
 interest you.

 After deciding on a sample purchase, take time to discuss cost,
 payment, and shipping terms for a future production order. This is
 your opportunity to talk directly with sales representatives in person.
 Use the time to figure out what you will and will not be able to
 negotiate for and take notes for later use.

 If you're ready to purchase yardage, decide what terms are best for
 you. Negoitate. If the terms aren't acceptable, go to another vendor-
the first one will try to get you to return if further negotiations are
 possible. 

 Remember that you are the buyer . If you prepare, you can control
 the purchase process
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Many firms have permanent showrooms in New York, Dalla,
 Atlanta, or Los Angeles
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Showrooms: Mills and Converters

Fabrics may be purchased directly from
 fabric mills that actually produce the
 goods or converters that purchase and
 change the product through dyeing,
 printing, and finished. Many mills and
 converters have permanent
 showrooms in the large fashion
 centers of New York, Atlanta, Dallas,
 and Los Angeles. In New York, many
 are located on Avenue of the Americas
 near 40th Street. In addition, mills hold
 fashion shows for apparel and home

 furnishings producers and participate in the major fabric trade shows.

 Purchasing directly from mills and converters usually requires large orders.
 Generally only the largest sewn products firms work directly with mills, while the
 smaller firms work with regional sales offices or distributors. Two examples of fabric
 mills are Burlington Industries and Milliken, whose corporate Internet sites describe
 available products and refer buyers to regional sales offices or distributors.

www.burlington.com
www.milliken.com
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Some materials are easier to find either
 domestically or off-shore
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Domestic, Off-shore, and Full Package Sourcing

With NAFTA and the new World Trade
 Organization agreements (WTO) that call for the
 phasing out of textile and apparel quotas in 2005,
 the question of whether to source domestically or
 off-shore is becoming more important. Many of
 the larger apparel firms have moved some or all of
 their production off-shore to take advantage of
 lower wages for labor. Materials from international
 suppliers are available at all of the major materials
 markets and on the Internet. It is wise to compare
 the material characteristics and purchasing
 options of domestic and foreign materials,
 especially the required minimum orders and lead
 times. US textile mills have focused on large

 orders of basic materials (such as denim and cotton wovens) and required long
 lead times, though many have adjusted their offerings to address the needs of
 smaller businesses.

 In contrast, European and Far East materials suppliers have specialized in small
 yardage minimums and unusual fabrics. They also have offered material purchase
 and production together as one full-package deal. They work closely with the firms
 in designing, selecting materials, approving samples, completing production, and
 sometimes even delivery to the firm's final customer.

"What you give up when you import, you give

 up flexibility and lead time."

Peggy Hart Earle describes how Hartstrings determines which products

 are sourced domestically and overseas.

 

As US apparel manufacturers and retailers developing their own private labels (e.g.,
 GAP and Nordstrom) pursue off-shore production, they have increasingly
 purchased full-package services. This is certainly a more convenient process than
 dealing with lead times from both the materials supplier and the contract producer.
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 For the small apparel producer, there are still advantages to domestic materials
 sourcing and production-closer contact and control, flexibility, shorter lead times,
 and lower shipping costs.

 If you want to focus your energies on the design, marketing, and distribution
 functions, and outsource everything else, the full-package approach may be for
 you. Some domestic firms are offering such services as well as Mexico and
 countries in Latin America, Europe, and Asia.
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Internet Sourcing

The internet has become an easy way to source fabrics. It is possible to search for
 types of fabrics by

end uses such as apparel or upholstery,
by fabric categories such as woven or knit,
or by specific fabric types such as fleece or denim.

 Some sites simply list distributors, mills, or converters that offer particular types of
 fabrics, giving addresses or phone numbers, and offering Internet links if available.
 Cotton, Inc., www.cottoninc.com/FabricLibrary maintains a site like this for sources
 of cotton fabrics.

 Fabric mills or distributors often sell directly online. Minimum yardage or dollar
 amounts might be required to obtain the lowest prices. Sometimes prices decrease
 incrementally as order size increases. Sample swatches may be available from
 Internet suppliers just as from wholesale retailers. Examples of Internet textile
 distributors/retailers are:

www.fabricdirect.com
www.rosecitytextiles.com
www.cheeptrims.com

Some fabric wholesalers have developed their own Internet sites for direct sales,
 such as the Malden Mills' (www.maldenmillsstore.com) online mill store.

Internet exchanges provide sites for buyers and sellers of materials and finished
 products to post requests or offers for textiles and findings. Some are limited to
 those with Vendor Registration (i.e., wholesale) numbers and require free
 registration. Two examples of this are www.textilemall.com and www.garment.com.
 Others have postings in business-to-consumer as well as business-to-business
 forums. Examples of this type are www.fabrics.com and www.womensapparel.com.
 For both of these, the exchange is only one portion of the site, with the remainder
 being devoted to directories of product suppliers for business and consumer
 customers alike.

Internet fabric auctions sometimes offer especially good prices on fabrics with
 limited availability. An example is www.buytextiles.com, a site maintained by the
 American Textile Manufacturers Institute (ATMI) for sale of fabric, yarn, home
 textiles, thread, apparel, textile machinery, and other textile goods. ATMI creates
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 the structure and the procedures for registered sellers to post fabrics to auction.
 Each posting is run as a separate auction. Sellers pay ATMI to participate, and
 buyers must either be sponsored by a seller, or pay an annual fee. Sellers may be
 mills, finished goods manufacturers who are unable to use all the fabric they
 purchased, wholesalers with seasonal leftovers, or fabric jobbers, who buy
 overruns, sample yardage, ends of rolls and other short lengths for sale.

1. How do you register your firm to attend wholesale markets, to receive
 discounts, and to avoid sales taxes on material purchases? 

 2. Compare the advantages of purchasing materials

directly from the mill
from jobbers
from wholesale retailers
from full-package contractors
from Internet exchanges and auctions.

3. Contrast the advantages that niche apparel producers with small, specialized
 material needs may find with off-shore materials vendors, domestic materials
 vendors, and full-package contractors. 
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Designers can buy small quantities of fabric for samples
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Materials Specifications

Before you begin looking for fabric and
 trim, you need to thoroughly evaluate
 the functional and aesthetic
 characteristics of the materials you are
 looking for and the price point of your
 final product. These vary widely, and a
 material that is appropriate for one
 product may be very wrong for another.
 Books about the performance and
 quality characteristics of textile
 materials are listed in the reference

 section. But here is a basic approach to evaluating fabric choices and some
 principles to apply in choosing from the available options.

A fabric buyer for a fashion product would be primarily concerned with aesthetic
 details, while producers of high performance sportswear might require fabrics
 made to strict performance specifications.
A fabric vendor must provide fiber content information, but does not have to
 provide details on dyes, finishes, quality standards or performance evaluation.
Mills will provide this information on request.
Wholesalers or other retailers could refer a buyer back to the mill for specific
 information.
Sample yardage can be evaluated for suitability to end use before purchasing
 large quantities.

Specifications will be listed in swatch books
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Legal Requirements

Standard procedures and customs for
 purchase, sale, and use of textiles are
 guided by the Worth Street Textile
 Market Rules, codified in 1926.
 According to these rules, it is the
 responsibility of

the buyer to determine fabric suitability
 to end use.
the fabric manufacturer to provide
 serviceable products and information about quality and performance.

 There are several legal requirements for sewn products made from woven and
 knitted textiles that must be followed by the wholesaler and the sewn product
 producer of an apparel or home furnishing product. Here are the regulations to
 which you need to comply.

 Textile labeling is regulated by the Federal Trade Commission. The Textile Product
 Identification and Wool Product Identification Acts require certain fiber content and
 origin labeling when sewn products are ready for sale to consumers. There are
 certain sewn products, such as hats made of fibers other than wool, that are
 exempt from the requirements. Items in an intermediate stage of production must
 include an invoice disclosing the fiber, country of origin, manufacturer or dealer
 identity, and the name and address of the person or company issuing the invoice if
 a label is not attached. The full details are very clearly explained at
 www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/thread. The required information for sewn-in
 labels is:

Fiber Content - generic fiber names and percentages
 by weight of each constituent fiber over 1% must be
 listed in descending order of predominance.
Country of Origin - Imported products must identify the
 country where they were processed or manufactured.
 Check the FTC website below for details concerning
 products made in more than one country or made in
 the U.S.A. of imported materials.
Manufacturer or Dealer Identity - textile labels must

 

http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/thread
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 identify EITHER the company name OR Registered
 Identification Number (RN) of the manufacturer,
 importer, or another firm marketing, distributing, or
 otherwise handling the product. An RN is a number
 issued and registered by the FTC and may be issued
 to any firm in the U.S. that manufactures, imports,
 markets, distributes, or otherwise handles textile,
 wool, or fur products 

 

Care Labels

 In additon, the Federal Trade Commission requires
 manufacturers and importers to attach care labels to
 textile wearing apparel. Full details of what should be
 labeled, what labels must contain, and how labels
 must be attached are available at
 www.ftc.gov/bcp/conline/pubs/buspubs/comeclean.htm.
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Fiber and Fabric Characteristics

 Some basic information about fibers and fabric specifications is essential for
 evaluating and comparing available materials. Here are some essentials, but you
 might want to purchase a copy of Fiber Facts for a reference text that has more
 detailed information. It is available through the Cornell Cooperative Extension
 System online store (www.cce.cornell.edu/store/customer/home). Another very
 good source of fiber and fabric information is Fabric Link, which promotes itself as
 "The Educational Resource for Fabrics, Apparel, Home Furnishings, and Care", at
 www.fabriclink.com/University.html

Fiber Content 
 Fiber content refers to the raw material making up
 the yarns and fabric. It can be natural, such as
 cotton, wool, linen, alpaca, and other specialty
 fibers; man-made from natural plant products,
 such as rayon, acetate, and lyocell; or synthetic
 from petroleum products, such as polyester, nylon,
 acrylic, olefin, or spandex. Fiber content is a major
 contributor to the appearance, comfort, durability,
 costs, and care characteristics of fabrics. Fibers
 present in percentages above 1% must be labeled
 by percentage as a required component of your
 product's label.

Fabric Construction
 There are three main categories of fabric construction: nonwoven, woven, and
 knitted.

 Fabrics can be constructed directly from intertwined fibers, such as felt or modern
 non-woven fabrics. Fabrics can also be formed from yarns that are then woven or
 knitted into fabrics.

 Yarns can be formed from continuous filaments, either naturally, in the case of silk,
 or extruded from machinery, in the case of man-made fibers. Filament fibers are
 often very smooth, although texture can be imparted to the fiber to change that.

Yarns can also be spun from short fibers, such as with cotton, wool, and linen. Cut
 lengths of man-made fibers can be used to create a softer texture or to blend with
 natural fibers.

http://www.fabriclink.com/University.html
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 Very fine yarns such as microfiber yarns, can be created from filament yarns. Yarn
 diameter, twist, and texture will all affect the characteristics of fabrics made from
 them.

 There are many methods to weave or knit yarns into fabrics. Woven fabrics have
 sets of yarns interlaced at right angles to each other. The interlacings can vary
 considerably to create patterns, nap, or textures. Knitted fabrics are made by
 intermeshing loops of yarn. There are several types of knit with different
 appearance and characteristics, as well. Fabric construction will influence the
 aesthetic, functional, and cost qualities of materials and is the third characteristic
 important to your choice.

Plain weave Twill weave Jersey knit

Weight 
 Many fabrics are characterized and sold based on weight. Think about the variation
 in your T-shirts. Some are lightweight (2-4 oz. per yard) while others are heavier (6-
8 oz.per yard). The yarn diameter and the number of yarns per inch of knit or weave
 determine the fabric weight. One measurement system used for yarn weight in
 some fibers is denier, equal to the mass in grams of 9 kilometers of that yarn. As
 the denier becomes larger, it describes a heavier yarn. A more detailed explanation
 is available at www.sizes.com/units/yarn_numbers.htm.

 Fabrics are referred to by weight in ounces per yard. A shirt or blouse will typically
 use a lighter weight fabric than pants or a skirt. The weight of the fabric you should
 choose depends on whether your product's value is in function, durability, or price.

Color and Print
 It is important to understand the various ways that fabrics can be dyed and printed.
 These determine different care requirements and expected colorfastness. Dyes can
 be pigments put into synthetic fibers before they are formed. Fibers, yarns, fabrics,
 or finished garments can be immersed in dye solution. Dye chemisty varies to
 accommodate fiber content and the desired color effect. Fabrics vary in
 colorfastness, depending on the chemistry of the particular dye or pigment, the fiber
 type, and how well the colorant is absorbed into the fabric. If color maintenance
 under particular conditions is desired, it is a good idea to check with the fabric
 manufacturer or converter to see specifications for dye fastness, or to send fabrics
 to a lab for testing.

 

http://www.sizes.com/units/yarn_numbers.htm
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 Fabric can also be colored by printing. Print paste can be applied with rollers,
 blocks, flat screens, or rotary screens, or transferred from paper to fabric with
 application of heat.

 One innovative computer-assisted printing method is called digital printing. It adds
 value by

printing one-of-a-kind images onto completed stock, such as T-shirts
printing images onto pattern parts before construction to accommodate
 engineered patterns for one-of-a-kind styles.

 Digital printing advances the mass customization production method by allowing
 single-item or small quantity printing on stock fabric.

 Fabrics have a wide array of finishes, such as a flame retardant required for
 children's sleepwear, a waterproofer, or a stain preventer such as Teflon. In
 addition to imparting special properties to fabrics, some of these may require
 special care. This information should be provided by or requested from materials
 vendors before purchase.

1. What three pieces of textile information are required by law on the labels of
 apparel and home furnishing products. 
 2. When you ask for a knitted material, are you indicating fiber content or fabric
 construction?
 3. What performance characteristics do knits have that make them desirable
 for clothing? 
 4. At what stage can color be added by dyeing: fiber, yarn, or fabric?
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Quality Control

Even with extensive specifications, quality of fabrics is a critical issue that designers
 must monitor actively to insure that they receive what they bought. Textile
 manufacturers monitor fabric production as part of their own quality control
 systems. Apparel manufacturers may test sample yardage before making large
 purchase commitments and also conduct either whole cloth or statistical sampling
 inspections of textiles they receive. The small entrepreneurial firm must set up a
 system to carefully evaluate fabrics and trims as they are received. The process
 can be as simple as checking the order numbers and specifications, but the most
 thorough process includes a visual inspection of the fabric for defects and some
 basic testing for fabric content and performance.

 If a firm does not have the necessary equipment and expertise, independent textile
 testing laboratories can be hired to perform tests on samples of textile, apparel, trim
 and other materials for a fee. The cost varies depending on the complexity of the
 test, the equipment required, and the time involved. Most labs will test for a wide
 variety of mechanical, chemical, and environmental performance factors using
 standard methods designed by organizations such as the American Society of
 Testing and Materials (ASTM) and the American Association of Textile Chemists
 and Colorists (AATCC). Both organizations have web sites explaining standards.
 Sample test methods for textile products are on the AATCC web site
 www.aatcc.org/Technical/Technical.htm. For a list of independent testing
 laboratories, see the ASTM web page www.astm.org. The chart below has
 descriptions and contact information for independent labs located in or near New
 York state.

ACTS Testing Labs, Inc.
 25 Anderson Road
 Buffalo, NY 14225-4928
 Phone: 716.897.3300
 Fax: 716.897.0876

ACTS provides testing for quality
 assurance of textiles and finished goods
 for retailers and manufacturers.

ETC Laboratories
 40 Ajax Road
 Rochester, NY 14624
 Phone: 716.328.7668
Fax: 716.328.7777

ETC Laboratories conducts physical,
 thermal, and environmental tests on
 apparel and textile products.

 Denni McCann describes the quality problems her firm experienced that resulted in
 product recall to protect the integrity of the brand.

http://www.astm.org/
http://www.astm.org/
http://www.aatcc.org/Technical/Technical.htm
http://www.actstesting.com/
http://www.etclabs.com/
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"Quality surprises those are the biggest

 disasters."

Denni McCann describes how Champion Jogbra corrected

 a quality problem by stitching elastic to prevent unraveling.

 

Recourse
 Before purchasing, you should know all the guarantees, warranties, and return
 policies. It is wise to ask vendors questions starting with, "What happens if.....?"
 The responses will vary from "it's your problem" to "if you don't like it, send it back
 for a full refund." You may not change your mind about the purchase, but at least
 you will understand the consequences.

If you have accepted fabric or trim that you find has a major quality problem, several
 recourse actions should be considered. First, if you have signed an agreement
 describing your recourse options, you can contact the materials vendor directly
 accordingly.

"One of the lessons we've learned is we

 haven't signed enough paper ever, in any business

 transaction."

Malia Mills describes some complications that arose in purchasing

 when she didn't complete a formal written agreement.

 

 

However, without such written documentation, you still should pursue some
 recourse with the vendor. If the results are not satisfactory, you can report the case
 to your local or regional Better Business Bureau or to the state Attorney General's
 Office. These organizations may be able to act as liaison between you and the
 vendor and mediate an arrangement agreeable to both of you. At the very least, the
 organizations can add the vendor to their list of businesses with recorded
 complaints.

 
 1. What quality control checks should be standard procedure when receiving
 textile materials? Why?

 

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/mccann19.html",500,550)
javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/mills37.html",500,550)
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 2. Identify two recourse strategies to follow if you are unhappy with quality or
 you received the wrong product.
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Purchasing Variables

Purchasing variables should be considered in addition to the material specifications.
 These include: volume requirements; cost, payment terms, shipping options and
 costs, and lead time considerations based on location and production capacity.

SKU's (Stock Keeping Units)
 SKU is a practical unit that most retailers use to organize their buying and stock. It
 means the smallest unit of variation in a purchase or inventory. Each SKU is an
 individual style, size, and color, such as one red sweater in size 10. SKU's allow
 businesses to keep track of orders and inventory for the purpose of purchase,
 stock, and reorder. Advancements in information technology are making it possible
 to track at the individual article level rather than at the SKU level using either bar
 codes or radio frequency identification (RFID) tags. Tracking is especially important
 for mass customization, because a business can follow a single garment order from
 design through production and delivery.

For small businesses, it is
 important to start with a small
 number of SKU's. For example,
 minimums are usually required by
 color, so the more colors you
 order, the higher your minimums.
 Production logistics and costs will
 also increase as you increase
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 style and size SKU's.

Volume Requirements
 Mills sometimes require minimum orders of 5,000 yards or more for specification
 orders and have up to a six-month lead time. Converters often require a smaller
 minimum order and shorter lead time. Wholesale retailers and Internet distributors,
 exchanges, and auctions can offer some relative cost advantages with smaller
 yardage requirements. If you want custom ordered colors or prints, your cost,
 minimums, and lead time will increase.

 A second consideration is how much material inventory you need to keep on hand.
 Think of inventory as an investment. It costs money to keep material on hand. If
 you are making products based on orders, it is easier to keep a smaller amount of
 fabric inventory and order the fabric as the orders come in, depending upon lead
 time requirements. If you make products for stock, you will need to purchase fabric
 before you know your sales volume so you will need to forecast how much fabric
 you will need. Most companies use the past year's orders for similar products to
 forecast future sales.

 More accurate and progressive forecasting models use

information from buyers that bought your products before
current consumer point-of-sale information direct from the stores during the
 season.

 Generally, it is a good financial decision to keep only a small inventory of fabric.
 Basic fabric that will be used year after year could be bought ahead if the quantity
 discounts offset the carrying costs.

"You don't want to sink your money into too

 much fabric."

Carol Young gives some helpful advice about purchasing small

 amounts of unique materials.

 

If you are interested in considering off-shore production, the materials and labor are
 often purchased together as a full-package. Therefore, the decision to purchase off-

 

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/young11.html",500,550)
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shore production in a particular country might be influenced by the quality and type
 of materials available in that particular country.

Cost
 The cost of materials often depends on the quantity that you buy and the payment
 terms. If you are willing to purchase more fabric at one time, you may be able
 negotiate a lower price. You need to follow your business plan's value proposition
 in making this decision. If you are competing on price, low materials cost is
 especially important. If your value proposition is unique design, material costs may
 be a higher percentage of the total cost of the product.

 It is easy to get caught up in all of the beautiful fabrics--Carol Young calls trade
 shows playgrounds for designers. But remember, it doesn't matter how much you
 love the fabric if you don't sell any of your products because they are too
 expensive.

Payment Terms
 Always ask about payment terms before you make a materials order. 
 Payment terms are negotiated at the time of material purchase. A new business
 without a credit record may be required to pay by personal credit card or cash on
 delivery (COD). As the business establishes a good credit record with specific
 vendors, credit terms are more likely. Cash discounts for quick payment, longer
 deadlines for payments, and installment pricing could be possible negotiating
 points. Terms are often discussed in terms of discounts and "dating," such as "2/10
 net 30" which means 2% discount when paying within ten days of invoice date or
 full payment is due 30 days after the invoice date.
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Negotiation for price and terms is done at the time of order
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Shipping costs, options, and payment

Shipping costs vary substantially and
 should be used as a negotiating item.
 It is reasonable to ask the vendor to
 cover shipping, ship small orders, or
 accept payment within a 30-day period
 as part of the price negotiation.

Lead Time
 Lead time required for fabric orders
 depends in part on whether the fabric
 is a stock fabric or whether it is to be
 made to specifications. Open-stock

 fabrics are basics, made in anticipation of demand, and are often readily available
 for delivery and reorder. Fabrics made to specifications, or custom, require extra
 time to develop designs and approve samples. Mills as well as converters carry
 stock fabrics and many of them will produce other fabrics to specification.
 Converters purchase "greige," or unfinished, goods, then dye or print them close to
 market time once color and style trends of the season develop.

"You rely on people to pay you on time so

 that you can buy more fabric on time so that they can dye

 or print or knit fabric on time.."

Malia Mills discusses the interrelationships among all parts of the

 business. She describes how purchasing lead times can sometimes

 lead to missing deadlines.

 

A distributor carries a wider range of stock fabrics from a variety of manufacturers
 and could have minimum order requirements ranging from as low as one yard to
 much higher quantities. Many distributors discount in greater steps as the quantity
 being ordered increases. For example, if you purchase 50 yards, the price might be
 $4/yard. If you purchase 500 yards, the price could be $3.50/yard or even less.

 A fabric ordering strategy for mass customized production might involve
 establishing a relationship with a supplier so that you agree to order on a regular

 

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/mills21.html",500,550)
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 basis, in small units, rather than once a year. You may be able to work out a 2-3
 day shipping method. With an increasing use of flexible sourcing arrangements
 industry-wide, competition among suppliers means they are more likely than ever to
 be flexible about lead time and payment arrangements So, ask for ordering
 arrangements based on your business' needs.

 Another factor to consider when planning lead time is distance from mill and
 shipping method, especially with off-shore production and smaller orders shipped
 on a regular basis. Be sure to negotiate what shipping methods will be used and
 the costs and time involved before committing to an order.

1. Why would you want to limit color offerings of your products? 
 2. Why is it advantageous to order materials that are in stock rather than
 materials with custom specifications?
 3. What discounts does the term 5/10 net 30 give you for material purchase?
 When would you have to pay for the materials?
 4. Would mills or wholesale retailers be more likely to have higher minimum
 order requirements?
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Summary

Your choice of materials will be
 different based on the aesthetic and
 functional characteristics of your
 product, price point, expected sales
 volume, and business model (i.e. size
 and value proposition).

 This lesson has presented the
 variables you should consider as well
 as some strategies from which you can
 choose. In the interactive summary
 activities that follow, you will be able to

 apply what you have learned. 

Interactive Summary

1. Sourcing Materials by Specification
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Custom Production

Custom products and services are, by definition, unique. Each is
 produced individually, usually by an artisan, craftsperson, or tailor,
 to meet the size, color, style, and cost needs of the client. Custom
 products are one-of- a-kind items that involve customers in the
 materials selection, design, or individualized fit. They can be
 swimming suits, wedding gowns, men’s suits, or other product
 types.

 Custom products innovate through uniqueness. They often carry
 greater value than mass produced products in developed
 countries today as they are scarce and require much production
 time. This contrasts with developing countries including the US
 before the industrial revolution. Economies were household-
based rather than factory and technology-based then. Because
 only custom or home-produced products were available, mass
 produced or machine-made products were sometimes valued
 more than custom products.

Apparel and sewn products sometimes take on special meaning due to their design,
 materials, or acquisition. Regardless of production method, items with religious,
 ethnic, or family significance hold special value for the owner.

Crafts persons and artisans often build their reputations on design innovation and
 quality. Reputation is their main marketing tool and customers use past work to
 decide whether to place an order. Satisfied customers will place more orders and
 recommend the craftsperson to family and friends. If the quality of innovation or
 production is not acceptable, the craft person’s reputation and sales will fade.

 

In the apparel and sewn products
 industry, there is a time
 dimension for certain styles called
 fashion. Fashion is defined as a
 style of the times. Fashion is
 where many people adopt a style
 - cropped or bell bottom pants,
 monograms, or black colored
 clothing. The fact that many
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 people are adopting the style
 makes it fashionable. The
 presence of a fashion element to
 a product often makes the length
 of its popularity dependent on the style, designer, or company. Unless a designer’s
 product offerings continue to be innovative, adding new designs regularly, it will not
 continue to be classified as fashion. This could actually advantage custom
 production. If a designer specializes in one-of-a-kind products made one at a time,
 it is very easy to change design direction quickly without tremendous investment in
 new technology, patterns, and processes.

The main disadvantage of custom production is production time. Custom produced
 apparel takes more time and costs more money than other production options due
 to handwork, individual styling, unique production processes, and individual fittings.
 There is the time for interactions between designer and client, time for
 individualized production, and time for consultations for fitting and changes along
 the way.

Most products and services are priced according to material and labor inputs. Even
 though your production will get faster with experience as you develop shortcuts and
 repeat procedures, individual attention costs more. In addition, custom production
 does not provide the instant gratification or opportunity to buy on impulse that
 people enjoy with ready-to-wear and sewn products.

"That kind of twisting is easier than a

 spinning wheel spinning. The touch is easier to learn…to

 make something maintain an even twist.."

Amy Brill hires independent contractors to twist the yarns and to knit the

 sweaters using flat bed knitting machines. She trains them, writes

 specifications for each design, and sends them materials for each

 sweater as orders come in. Amy Brill Handmade Sweaters produces

 sweaters only to order. This requires enough lead time for the yarn

 twisters and knitters to produce the sweaters.
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Some products and services lend themselves to custom production and others do
 not. For example, there has always been a niche for custom wedding dresses,
 men’s suits, upholstered furniture with choice of fabric, and individualized
 embroidery or printing services. When a product’s value-added features focus on
 the match with body, lifestyle, or community, custom products or services may be
 appropriate if the cost is kept in line with the customer’s expectations.

1. What are some of the advantages of producing and selling custom apparel
 and sewn products? What are some disadvantages?
2. Why is the element of fashion easily accommodated by custom production? 
 3. How does the designer’s reputation contribute to the value and cost of a
 custom product?
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 Mass Production

 Mass production is the result of
 the industrial revolution, when
 machines were invented to do
 the production processes
 originally completed by hand.
 Sewing machines replaced

 hand needles, electric cutting saws replaced hand scissors, and industrial looms
 replaced handlooms. 

 Mass production is characterized by

interchangeable parts
specialized machines
a division of labor.

 Machines are built to complete a single task such as making piping, setting
 sleeves, or printing patterns. Workers are expert at one step in the manufacturing
 process and perform it over and over again.

 The objectives of mass production are to

achieve economies of scale by
standardizing products
developing efficient processes
thereby producing more of each product at one time
selling at a lower price.

The value of the product is in its low cost and
 standard look as well as a shorter production time.
 This contrasts with the value of uniqueness for
 custom production.

 How does mass production work in apparel?

 As the apparel industry adopted mass production,
 businesses began to specialize in a single product
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Mass production is based on economies
 of scale.

 

 type. In this way, it was easier to manage both the
 number of specialized pieces of equipment, as
 well as the skills of the workers needed to
 produce a single product type. This specialization
 holds true today, with apparel producers
 manufacturing one or several related product
 types. Here are the basic steps.

One pattern or specification is developed.
It is graded into a size range such as 2-18.
Multiple products are cut or prepared at the same time.
One worker is assigned to the first step, another to the next step, and so on.
Many single articles are being sewn at the same time.
Materials for production are ordered in bulk

to save money through high quantity orders, and
to ensure that materials are available when orders are received.

The total order to delivery time is based on the time it takes to

order materials
assemble the product
deliver the product to the customer.

When mass production was still
 a new idea, this process took
 months. In the apparel
 industry, until recently it was a
 66-week process. It was
 dependent on materials
 producers, throughput time
 (time for a single unit to be
 produced), and shipping
 strategies. Order to delivery time is usually shorter than for a custom produced
 product but is still considerable for the vast majority of mass produced products.
 Today, time is a competitive advantage and small and large firms must trim the
 time it takes from materials purchase, to design, production, and delivery
 processes. We call this supply chain management.
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 The main disadvantage of mass production is the lack of product uniqueness. It is a
 cookie-cutter process fulfilling many consumer needs with one solution. By
 definition the fashion process is many people choosing the same style, and mass
 production actually accommodates fashion better than custom production. It makes
 it possible for more people to purchase a fashionable item, the style of the times,
 sooner. If long, black, cotton cardigans suddenly become fashionable, many of
 them can be mass produced quickly to meet the demand.

"The most important part of your business is

 managing your inventory."

Malia Mills shares a valuable lesson that she learned about production

 volumes in the first years of her swimwear business.

 

To benefit from mass production, the sweaters must be the same style and have the
 same fabric. This lowers the cost by efficient processes and quantity purchases of
 materials. All consumers are offered the same selection; individual modifications
 are not regularly available.

 Another disadvantage of mass production is the inventory or stock of products that
 builds up before the products are sold. This happens because many items are
 produced at one time. Inventory costs money until it is sold because of the
 investment in materials and labor. Manufacturers and retailers try to limit inventory
 by only making the number of products that are ordered and by forecasting exactly
 the number of items that will sell. Unsuccessful guesses result in retail markdowns
 and other tactics to sell the excess inventory. Manufacturers’ outlet stores and
 discount retailers are strategies used to get rid of unsold inventory.

"We call it the extra stock list for the stores.

 But, for the knitters, it’s the faux pas list…If I have it in

 extra stock, [retailers can] get it tomorrow. I can ship it

 right out.."

Amy Brill explains how some designers use a retail store to sell extra

 stock. She prefers to sell only wholesale so she sends an extra stock
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 list to retailers with their orders. They can order from the list and

 receive the goods immediately.

 

 

1. Why does mass production have lower costs than custom production?
 2. In addition to sewing the products, what other processes must be calculated
 into the order to delivery time 
 for sewn products? 
 3. Why is inventory a potential problem for mass production businesses? 
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Digital printing can be used to produce mass customized clothing.

Value Add
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 Mass Customization

Mass customization is a new approach to manufacturing and providing services that
 is revolutionizing business. As consumers and retailers demand more
 individualized products and services, apparel producers are rethinking their
 approaches to products and manufacturing processes.

The term mass customization
 describes the adaptation of
 mass production, process &
 information technologies, and
 management strategies to
 increase personalized offerings
 with customer involvement.
The goal of mass customization
 is for customers to find exactly
 what they want when they want
 it at a reasonable price. Flexible
 manufacturing and quick
 response make this possible.

 A key component in mass
 customization is the reduction of
 time from order to delivery. Davis
 (1987) describes the time rules of mass customization as:

Customers need product orders in their time frame, and not the apparel
 producers’ time frames.
Apparel producers who shorten work-in-process time and ship products as soon
 as an order is completed will have an advantage over their competitors.
Reduced lag time between customers’ identification and fulfillment of needs will
 decrease work in process and inventory.

"We outsource our manufacturing here in the

 city to a union factory...We’re getting orders everyday

 from the customer so it doesn’t behoove us to have our

 stuff queued up behind someone else and get it all at once. We need to

 be cutting our product every day, be sewing everyday, and be shipping it

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/delrio09.html",500,550)
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 everyday. "

Peter Del Rio of IC3D explains how mass customization uses real time

 manufacturing to produce and ship orders as they are received. This

 requires new manufacturing processes that are based on single

 garment construction instead of large orders focused on lower prices

 with volume. Time is most important so that customers receive their

 products quickly and IC3D has no unsold inventory.

 

 Let’s explore mass customization options in apparel production by the points at
 which customers become involved in the production process as is illustrated in the
 apparel mass customization model below.

(adapted from Duray, Ward, Milligan, Berry, 2000)

Mass customization involves customers more than mass production. For example,
 consumers and retailers help in the design process by selecting garment details,
 fabrics or size measurements for clothing items.

 Mass customization requires enabling technologies for production, information, and
 communication. Here is an expanded list of these technologies that support product
 development, production, orders, distribution. 

 What is Mass Customization? 
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 Mass customization strategies can be used at any of these six stages in the
 production process.

A. Customer Involvement at the Pattern Stage
B. Customer Involvement at the Design Stage
C. Customer Involvement in Production Planning
D. Customer Involvement at the Assembly Stage
E. Customer Involvement in Distribution
F. Customer Involvement after the Purchase

Mass customization shortens production time and increases production efficiency
 while creating an individualized product or service. Its technologies reduce order to
 delivery time while increasing individuality.

 Mass customization can be the basis for an entire business (e.g. IC3D.com,
 Timbuktu.com) or one piece of the business (e.g., Lands’ End). Producers can
 adapt their design and production processes to incorporate some mass customized
 products or services.

 For example, retailers might request a current style to be ordered with a different
 fabric or sleeve. Or they continuously replenish their inventory with orders based on
 past consumer purchases.

Patterns Stage 
 When a customer enters the mass customization process at the pattern stage,
 custom fit or design can occur. Patterns can be developed for individual 
 customers and the ultimate form of mass customization occurs -- manufacturing for
 a market of one.

 Mass customization at the pattern stage is made possible with enabling
 technologies such as computer-aided design (CAD), digital printing, single ply, 
 automated cutting, and the body scanning pictured here. A customer can provide
 measurements and define styling details & fabric prints for unique 
 clothing items that can be produced efficiently through mass customization
 processes and technology.

 Body scanning technology collects over 200,000 3D
 data points to describe the body’s outer surface.
 These data points develop a more accurate
 representation of the body than the limited number of
 linear measurements taken with a tape measure (e.g.,
 waist, hips, chest, back neck, etc.). And the scanning
 process only takes 12 seconds. Measurements
 compatible with computer aided design (CAD) pattern
 making systems are extracted from the data cloud,

 permitting development of individually sized patterns.

Digital textile printing allows for unique designs to be printed onto pre-cut fabric that
 is then cut and sewn into unique apparel items. Apparel producers would have
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Customer may choose garment styles, such as necklines and front
 openings.

Digital printing technology enables fabric to be printed later in the 
 manufacturing process.

 

 pattern pieces ready for printing when a customer order for a particular print is
 received. This would save time in the production process where apparel producers
 currently purchase textile goods months in advance, without being sure any
 customer will order a particular print.

Single ply, automated cutting
 equipment and flexible
 manufacturing strategies are
 also essential to mass
 customization. While the
 advantage of mass production
 is high volume in one style,
 the advantage of mass
 customization is flexible, time-
sensitive production without
 wasteful inventory. Apparel
 articles are produced only for order and the orders may be for as few as one or two
 pieces.

Current Industry Examples of Patterns 

Design Stage

 At the design stage,
 components can be chosen by
 the consumer or retailer from a
 finite number of size, garment
 style, and fabric options.
 Consumers selecting pants
 with length variations within the
 regular size categories (e.g.
 size 12 long) or a shirt with
 neckline options are examples

 of component choice mass customizations. Retailers working with apparel
 producers to set style, fabric, and size specifications for private label products is an
 example of component choice mass customization. For example, retailers can add
 the store logo or request a specific color during the design stage of production.

 Component choice mass customization gives the power of choice to the consumer,
 retailer, or business customer within limits. The manufacturer may limit customer
 options by offering only fabric choices or sleeve style choices or size choices. Or
 the apparel producer can offer customers all three options. The important point is
 that the customer is involved at the design stage and chooses from a number of
 alternatives.

 Your-T is an example of a component choice e-commerce website. Note this
 interactive site on the Designers as Entrepreneurs site under your-T button. I would
 like this to be more obvious so that people can get to it in different ways.

 

javascript:openinwindoid("04patterns_production.html",500,550)
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Point-of-Sale purchase using an electronic link.

 

Current Industry Examples of Design

Production Planning

Mass Customization strategies
 at the Production Planning
 stage and later at the Point-of-
Sale (POS) stage are enabled
 by electronic links among the
 departments of an apparel
 producer and between the
 producer and its customers.
 Major retailers currently use
 EDI or electronic data

 interchange for ordering, invoicing, and shipping. These EDI links, and now Internet
 links, can be used to collect consumer purchase data and to base production plans
 on this information.

 Apparel producers traditionally operated on a 66-week production cycle, from
 design and ordering fabric to customer delivery. Mass customization can increase
 competitiveness by shortening this production time through production planning
 strategies. Forecasting future orders based on consumer purchases is one mass
 customization strategy. Testing styles and fabrics with retail customers during the
 pre-season provides valuable information used to plan (or mass customize)
 production. Basic styles and styles identified by retailers for which an apparel
 producer is certain to get orders can be produced early in the season. Then,
 production time is free later in the season for the styles that sell very well and are
 reordered. The goal is to make enough pieces of the styles that sell and will be
 reordered and not make too many pieces of the styles that will not sell.

Current Industry Examples of Production

Assembly Stage

Apparel customers can become
 involved in mass customization
 at the manufacturing stage if
 they want to repeat an order in
 a small quantity or with new
 fabrics. These small lot orders
 could take the form of basic
 styles that are reordered each
 year or during the season with
 new and well-received colors

 and fabrics or slight style modifications. The design and patterns already exist so
 the order is easily repeated using CAD equipment and sent directly to assembly?
 Flexible manufacturing strategies such as modular manufacturing increase the
 efficiency of small order production.

javascript:openinwindoid("04design_production.html",500,550)
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Current Industry Examples of Assembly

Distribution

With the advent of bar codes
 and electronic data
 interchange (EDI), consumer
 point-of-sale (POS) information
 is available to both retailer and
 apparel producer. This
 information opens up the
 possibility of delivering apparel
 goods to retail customers
 based on their sales and
 inventory needs.

Current Industry Examples of Distibution

 Mass customizing the delivery of apparel goods could revolutionize retailing by
 changing its basic assumptions. Rather than assuming and planning for
 markdowns halfway through a selling season, retailers order a small portion of each
 season’s order and use consumer sales to decide which styles need to be
 reordered and in what sizes and colors.

 Some retailers study the POS data and manage their own reorders. Some retailers
 put apparel producers in charge of this process, called vendor- managed
 replenishment. Apparel producers can also use point-of-sale information to manage
 their own production planning based on the styles and delivery dates they predict
 retailers will request.

Post Purchase
 Post-purchase adjustments can be built into the product for customers to do it
 themselves. Unhemmed pants, do-it-yourself kits for designing T-shirts, and
 sneakers with the choice of three colors of laces are all examples of post-purchase
 customer adjustments. More high tech adjustments in shoes, such as fit
 adjustments using air inflation in sneakers and gel in ski boots, suggest a future for
 creative post-purchase adjustments that could increase a firm’s competitiveness.

Current Industry Examples of Post Purchase
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Example from Issey Miyake’s A-POC line of clothing. 
 Image from National Geographic, January 2003

 

 

1. How does mass customization combine custom and mass production
 strategies to offer both customization and low price?
 2. After exploring the product configurator made available at
 www.digikids.cornell.edu and some commercial web sites, describe the value
 added to mass customized products with customer involvement. 
 3. List three technologies that enable mass customization strategies that might
 work for your business and explain how they would increase your efficiencies
 based on time and/or customer involvement. 
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Production Options

Your next decision is how to
 produce your design. Your
 production options vary
 tremendously depending on
 the scale of production.
 Usually, you should start with
 a small production plan to
 test the market either by

making samples yourself
contracting for home-based
 production
contracting for small
 quantities or sample runs. 
 Then, you need to decide

 how to produce your products for sale. Often, volume is a critical factor in this
 decision. 
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Company-owned production 
 There are a number of ways to organize company-owned production.

Sew all of your products yourself in your
 home.
Hire a small number of workers to help you,
 either at your home or at theirs, with you
 providing the materials. This requires
 registration with the U.S. Department of Labor
 (www.dol.gov) to assure that you are
 complying with the Fair Labor Standards Act
 and minimum wage laws.
Establish a factory with rented or purchased
 space, equipment, and employees. This is a
 major step. You should conduct extensive
 research and evaluate the costs and benefits before deciding to start a factory.
 You should consider the following advice.

Talk to other factory owners and ask them about their challenges.
Consider hiring a factory manager or consultant with extensive experience in
 apparel and sewing production to help you organize the factory, equipment
 purchases, flow of materials, human resource needs, and budget.
 Information and communication technology needs should also be outlined
 during the planning stages.
Match your production needs with production capacity in labor and
 equipment. Too much production capacity will leave you with excess
 inventory. Too little will drive the cost of labor and equipment up.
Compare the costs and benefits of owning your own factory versus contract
 options

"We bought a factory. We thought, oh well,

 this can’t be too hard…We learned pretty quickly that

 keeping a factory full and making money doing that is a

 whole different ball of wax. "

Hartstrings was successful for a number of years without any

 production facilities. But at one point, the company decided to get into

 the manufacturing of their apparel products and Peggy Hart Earle
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 describes the results. They found that running a production facility is

 very different than designing and marketing products and it takes a

 different knowledge and skill base.
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Contract production
 If you do not want to manufacture your products yourself, you have several options.

You can hire another firm to make them
You can enter into a joint manufacturing
 venture with another firm
You can license the design for your
 product or the right to manufacture the
 product to another business to make and
 sell
You can do a combination of contracting
 types and in-house production.

Contractors can be individual sewer-contractors, who might work independently or
 as part of production cooperatives. They are self-employed individuals using their
 own equipment. You send materials to them and they assemble the product and
 often get paid by the piece. Both you and the independent contractor must register
 with the U.S. Department of Labor.

 Contract firms are independent firms that own their own machinery and employ
 their own operators. They may manufacture only for others, or they may be brand
 name manufacturers who work for others when orders are low or in the off-season.
 Contractors often specialize in particular types of merchandise, such as tops, jeans,
 underwear or in production at a certain quality level such as moderate or designer.

A specialty contractor might perform only one operation, such as pattern size
 grading, embroidery, or application of a specialty finish.
A CMT contractor is a firm that cuts, makes, and trims your garment. You source
 the fabric and findings and supply a cutting marker.
A full package contractor takes care of the entire production process from fabric
 purchase to cutting, sewing, trimming, and packaging. You supply designs and
 specifications. Some full package contractors offer additional services,
 sometimes including design, patternmaking, grading, and marker making, as
 well as distribution and marketing. 
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Joint venture
Joint ventures are business ownership arrangements in
 which two businesses establish a factory. It is a form of
 business ownership often used in the apparel industry for
 off-shore or overseas plants, because foreign ownership is
 not permitted in many countries. Levi Strauss, for instance,
 established jointly owned plants in a number of countries
 as it expanded its sales internationally.

 Joint ventures sometimes provide capital to a new design
 business or to start a business of interest to two different
 parties. In some cases, there is a joint management
 structure. In international joint ventures, the business
 structure is sometimes modified after a specified time period so that the principals
 in the country where the business is located take over total ownership of the
 business.
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Licensing
 Licensing involves contracting with a firm to allow it to use a brand name,
 trademark, cartoon character, designer name, or other marketable label on goods it
 produces and sells. In exchange, the designer or licenser, receives a royalty or fee
 for each item produced. This generates revenue for the licenser with no capital
 investment. A licenser should monitor production to be sure products meet quality
 standards. A careful contract defining licensed product specifications and outlining
 the royalty rates should be agreed to and signed by both licenser and licensee.
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Domestic or off-shore
 The trend for the past decade has been for US apparel manufacturers and large
 retailers producing private label garments to source production offshore. The
 emphasis has been on the low wages in developing countries. International
 sourcing challenges involve cultural, communication, financial, legal and political
 issues. Ethical issues concerning child labor or poor working conditions are difficult
 to identify and correct. Quality is harder to control from afar.

Off-shore contractors typically offer full package contracting as a convenience for
 firms based in the USA, while domestic contractors have traditionally been CMT or
 specialty. Domestic firms have begun offering full package services to compete
 with off-shore firms.

"Gradually [over the last ten years], we have

 shifted specific product areas overseas as we saw fit…

 What you give when you import is flexibility and lead time.

 An, in most cases, you gain price and [materials and skilled labor in

 specific categories. For example, sweaters] that whole category is over

 there. "

Hartstrings used to produce entirely in the United States. But as it grew

 and the industry and competition changed, some production was

 moved overseas. Peggy Hart Earle outlines how the product category

 often dictates whether the production is sourced domestically and

 overseas.

 

Domestic sourcing, while often more expensive in terms of labor costs, offers
 advantages in terms of quick order-to-delivery time. Domestic contractors can

Fill small orders
Accommodate style and fabric changes easily to meet retailer just-in-time
 delivery requests.
Meet quality expectations with greater control due to geographic proximity.
Reduce shipping costs, customs duties and quotas
Attract customers who prefer garments made in the USA for patriotic, domestic 
 employment, or economic development reasons. The military services and other
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 branches sometimes require domestic production, providing a competitive niche
 for enterprising firms.

Off-shore contractors benefit from some of the emerging international trade policies
 in apparel and textiles. The World Trade Organization (WTO) phased out all quotas
 in January 2005. Tariffs are reduced in many locations due to other trade policies
 such as NAFTA and the Caribbean Basin Initiatives. International trade policies
 continue to evolve and are complicated, affecting apparel production decisions.
 Thoughtful analysis and advice from experts is usually necessary to reduce the
 risks in off-shore production

A combination of domestic and off-shore production is becoming the norm for many
 major US apparel and sewn products businesses. By selecting production by

product type,
delivery date
price,

businesses maximize flexibility and control costs and risks.

"We would not necessarily do the whole

 design work on our product and the development work on

 our product…we would design and send specs and have

 it developed at the factory where we’re going to have it made."

Denni McCann describes why it is sometimes more efficient to develop

 and produce selected products at factories other than those owned by

 Champion JogBra and its parent company.

 

 

1. Identify four production options you have and which best suits your business.
 
 2. What criteria should you use in deciding whether to contract production
 domestically or off-shore?
 3. Why is it a good idea to start producing in small quantities and then
 expanding?
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 Locating Contractors

You can locate contractors for apparel assembly
 through recommendations from industry contacts,
 trade groups, and trade shows or sourcing fairs
 such as Material World (www.material-world.com).
 In trade shows such as these, apparel, textile, and
 trim producers exhibit at one place. The shows
 focus on one-stop shopping for retailers,
 manufacturers and private label developers.
 Several directories are published, among them the
 Fashiondex publication The Apparel Production 
 Sourcebook. The trade press carries classified ads
 for contractors. Daily News Record has ads in
 print and on line (www.dnrnews.com), as does the
 Apparel Magazine (www.apparelmag.com).

The Internet has provided another way to match your needs with contractors’
 specialties. Three well known organizations that will help you find a contractor to
 match your needs are

www.usawear.org
www.gidc.org
www.seams.org

The American Apparel Producers’ Network (AAPN) calls itself the Sourcing Network
 of the Americas (www.usawear.org). The AAPN is a non-profit organization of
 apparel contractors. It has promoted the domestic and Canadian apparel industry
 for twenty years, and has recently expanded to include Mexico and the Caribbean
 Basin. It not only maintains a database of apparel contractors, but also offers
 assistance to small manufacturers using contractors for the first time. The
 organization offers design, pattern, and sample services at low costs, and will help
 you write specification sheets, all described at www.usawear.org/pattern.

 The Garment Industry Development Corporation (GIDC) is located in New York
 City and supports apparel contractors in the city and New York State. It is funded
 by the city, state, and a trade group for the NYC apparel industry. The contractor
 matching service is one of many services provided to the apparel industry by GIDC.
 Seams is a contractor group that promotes the production capacities of its
 members from the southeast US.

 

http://www.material-world.com/
http://www.dnrnews.com/
http://www.apparelmag.com/
http://www.usawear.org/
http://www.gidc.org/
http://www.seams.org/
http://www.usawear.org/
http://www.usawear.org/pattern
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1. Go to www.usawear.org. Open On the left hand page, click on Find
 Contractors. Pick a product that interests you, and use the arrow in the
 box to select the correct garment, then search. Open up one of the
 contractor names to see full information.

2. Open www.seams.org. Select sourcing. Pick something to source and
 see what information comes up for a contractor.

3. Open www.gidc.org. Select domestic sourcing from the buttons on the
 left. Do a search and look at an individual entry

Which system gives you the best information for making a contractor selection?
 Which ones enable you to link to a contractor’s e-mail? Which would you
 recommend to a new entrepreneur for ease of use?
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 Fair Labor Practices

A movement to ensure fair labor practices gained strength in the 1990’s as
 assembly production in apparel, toys, electronics, and other industries requiring
 low-skilled labor moved off shore. Unfortunately, the labor practices that had been
 banned through regulations and laws in the United States since the early 1900’s
 were still present in some of these countries. Restrictions against child labor,
 minimum wages, and philosophies of fair wages for equal work were not always
 accepted practices. The media discovered and publicized the noncompliance of
 production factories (in other words, sweatshops) where U.S. manufacturers and
 retailers contracted for labor.

 The main issue became compliance with fair labor practices. A White House
 special panel, the Apparel Industry Partnership, was appointed in the mid 1990’s
 and developed a plan for independent monitoring labor practices. The Partnership
 eventually resulted in the formation of a non-profit organization, The Fair Labor
 Association ( FLA, see www.fla.org), in 1997. 

 Several other organizations with similar missions emerged.

The Workers’ Rights Consortium (WRC, see www.workersrights.org) had an
 emphasis on input from the workers.

WRAP was the American Apparel and Footwear Association’s initiative named
 World Responsible Apparel Production (WRAP, see www.aafa.org)
 organization.
Social Accountability International (SAI, see www.sa-intl.org) developed a
 standard and approach similar to the internationally accepted quality
 management approach, ISO 9000.

In addition to compliance in fair labor practices, fair trade organizations promote

http://www.fla.org/
http://www.workersrights.org/
http://www.aafa.org/
http://www.sa-intl.org/
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 expansion of income generation opportunities, sustainable businesses, and
 empowerment of workers as indicated in the chart below. 

 Compliance programs differ by

specific categories of compliance
board membership
implementation of compliance programs
types of monitoring systems.

The emphasis for compliance has been on factories outside of the U.S. This is
 where the greatest growth in apparel production activities is occurring and the
 domestic laws do not always assure fair labor practices.

 But we must remember that there are still problems with fair labor practices in the
 U.S. You can be part of the fair labor compliance solutions by

researching the goals and practices of the compliance organizations
structuring your business to be in compliance
doing business with contractors that are in compliance with fair labor practices
promoting compliance with fair labor and other socially responsible practices in
 the industry.

"[Employees] were given a forum to voice

 their concerns…and as the suppliers learn more about

 the standard, are comfortable with it, and really use it to

 its fullest. Then, they will see the benefits as well."

Amy Hall describes how Eileen Fisher uses the Social Accountability

 International standard, SA 8000, to help the company assure fair labor

 practices and human rights at the factories producing their apparel

 products.

 

Respecting human rights

 Basic human rights include

the right to health and safety
the right to work without discrimination based on gender, race, religion or other
 factors.

You can demonstrate respect for these human rights through

written and informal policies
institutionalized and personal tolerance
everyday behaviors.

 

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/hall04.html",500,550)
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Health and safety issues are usually clear-cut as they are often based on laws or
 regulations instituted by external bodies.

 As the business owner/entrepreneur, it is important to work with all employees to
 establish a company culture and policies that promote human rights. Ownership of
 policies by the employees is one of the most significant factors in the ultimate
 effectiveness of a business’s human rights strategy. Policies should include issues
 on sexual harassment and discrimination, smoking, and drugs as well as issues
 that employees identify as important and request clear policies on.

 Consider employee benefits in addition to wages, insurance, and vacation time.
 Employees who are empowered to learn new things and advance in responsibility
 will be happier, loyal, and more productive. Develop individual plans for each
 employee that embraces identity and encourages career advancement and develop
 in-house programs to facilitate both.

 Create an atmosphere where

learning is the norm
production workers learn from and teach managers and vice versa
advancement of employees within and to other companies is celebrated

 And you will create a socially responsible business.
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 Interactive Summary

Selecting the best contractor for my business
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Why Are Intellectual Property Laws Important to Entrepreneurs?

 The function of intellectual property law is to reward creative thinking, to build a

 pool of intellectual capital on the national level and to respond to the demands of

 competition in international trade." (Keyder, 1998)

Here's a quick look at some IP protections and types of situations in which they are
 most appropriate.

Protection against IP
 approach

Blatant use of your name or mark TRADEMARK

Copying of a textile print or product symbol that's generally
 accepted as belonging to your company COPYRIGHT

Using a process or making a fiber, textile, functional apparel
 item, or machinery invented by your company PATENT

Using a secret formula held by company TRADE
 SECRETS

The following resources can help you to understand the general operation of each
 legal protection, but in most cases you should consult with an attorney as you
 initiate your business and these IP protections.

Other Contact Information

At the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office web site, you can

search for current trademark and patent registrations and
 filings,
learn more about the law and the patent process, and
file for a trademark or patent.

An electronic filing process is available and all registration instructions and fees
 are given on the site. 

The U.S. Small Business Administration

Cornell University Law Institute - scroll down to the IP section

 

http://www.uspto.gov/
http://www.sba.gov/starting_business/startup/ideas.html
http://www.law.cornell.edu/topics
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U.S. Government Offices
 Copyright Office
 Library of Congress
 Washington, DC 20559
 202-707-9100

Patent and Trademark Office
 U.S. Department of Commerce
 Washington, DC 20231
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IP protections specific to the textiles and apparel industries

The textiles industry, including apparel and some home
 furnishings, has specific protections that relate to design.

1. The equipment or machinery used to produce
 textile products, such as the sewing machine, cotton
 gin, and Jacquard loom. Patent protection on
 equipment or machinery allows the inventor or designer to exclusively
 produce, use, or sell the equipment for a designated time period, currently 20
 years.

2. Dyeing formulations.For example, the chemical composition and dyeing
 process for mauve dye was registered for a patent in 1865 and led to a
 movement toward chemical dyes.

3. When synthetic fibers were developed, starting with rayon and acetate in
 the 1920s, companies registered patents for the fibers.

4. More recent fibers such as Lycra, Dacron, and GoreTex have been
 protected through trademarks instead of patents. The advantage of the
 trademark is that its protection is perpetual, compared to the 20-year life of a
 patent. In addition, the name cannot be used by another company. Thus,
 trademarks build a unique product name that can be used for marketing
 based on its easy recognition and also legally protects its use.

Copying or "knock-offs" of successful designs is an accepted and common practice
 in the fashion business, and the role of IP protection for these constantly evolving
 designs and "styles of the times" can be complicated.

In a way, being copied is an achievement. It means your products have value,
 perhaps increasing value, and it establishes your reputation for design.

"Sometimes we want our ideas to be

 copied...."

Michael Crooke describes how Patagonia wants to lead others to use

 environmentally sound products and practices and, in these aspects,

 welcome copying by others.

 

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/crooke12.html",500,550)
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If you have found a way to be more socially responsible and environmentally
 conscious, perhaps you are innovating expressly so that others will copy you.

Whatever the reason for copying, you should not just throw up your hands and let
 any innovation be copied. You should consider your product or business idea within
 the context of the available protections and decide which protections to pursue.

 The chart below introduces and compares the characteristics of four main IP
 protection types.

 Copyright Trademark Patent Trade secret

What it
 does

Protects
 author's
 rights to
 writing,
 textile
 design:
 does not
 protect 3D
 design

Protects
 name, logo,
 slogan from
 use for the
 reputation
 of the
 producer

Awards
 monopoly
 when
 invention is
 new,
 inventive, and
 industrially
 applicable

Keeps
 ingredients,
 composition,
 or
 manufact-
uring
 process
 confidential

Why use it Prevents
 copying of
 idea in a
 fixed form,
 e.g., text or
 textile
 design

Signifies
 unique
 features or
 quality

Protects
 products or
 process from
 unlicensed
 manufacture,
 sale, use 

It's a secret,
 silly.
 Disclosure
 destroys
 secret

Registration
 and
 disclosure

No
 registration

Registration
 or not

Registration
 process can
 be long and
 expensive.
 Public
 disclosure of
 design/
 process

Non-
disclosure
 agreements
 common

Time frame Life of the
 author plus
 70 years

No
 expiration
 date

20 years No
 expiration
 date

Selling your
 idea

Licensed,
 sometimes
 for
 exclusive
 use

Licensed Licensed Licensed

Indicator Copyright ©
 2002 by
 __________

™
 unregistered

® registered

 Patent
 Pending

 Registered
 Patent
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Example Mickey
 Mouse,
 Burberry
 plaid, and
 William
 Morris print

Calvin Klein,
 DKNY, and
 Target's
 red and
 white logo

sewing
 machine,
 process for
 integrating
 smart sensors
 in fabric

formula &
 process for
 Geiger
 boiled wool
 from knitted
 fabric
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Trademarks, Brands, and Designer Labels, and Private Labels

"We have trademark issues because it's my

 name, Malia Mills, Inc. and the company actually owns my

 name."

Malia Mills describes some of the legal ramifications of using her name

 as the name of her business and as a brand name and trademark.

 

Trademarks
 Developing recognition of your business, company, and product is one of the first
 and most important activities for an entrepreneur.

Regardless of product or service offering, you want potential customers to know
 who you are and what you sell. Trademarks not only provide a name or logo that
 easily identifies your business and product, but can also provide protection against
 others using your identifying mark.

Trademarks protect brand names, logos, and private label names and these
 trademarks provide both name recognition and marketing potential. When
 trademarks are registered, an ® is circled and placed after the name. Unregistered
 trademarks in business use can be indicated by a ™ after the name.

Trademarks have no expiration date and this makes them attractive to businesses.
 But trademarks must be renewed every 10 years.

"You have to renew your

 trademark....Someone else took our name.."

Peggy Hart Earle offers some advice about filing for trademarks-either

 by yourself or with the help of a lawyer. And you must renew your

 trademark every 10 years.

 

Business names and product names can be trademarked and most entrepreneurs

 

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/mills31.html",500,550)
javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/earle23.html",500,550)
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 will want to do both. You will want to choose a name that represents

you, such as your name or location, or
your product or service offering, or
a lifestyle or concept that you want people to associate with your business or
 product.

A good trademark employs words or symbols that are specific enough to capture
 attention and broad enough to allow for future development.

YKK won a law suit against Jungwoo Zipper Co. Ltd. To prevent Jungwoo from
 selling zippers under the YPP label. The rationale was that there was a "great
 likelihood of confusion because of the strength of the YKK trademark" for
 zippers. (Bobbin, 2002)

 Historical trends in the apparel and sewn products industry provide insight into the
 selection and development of brands and trademarks.

More information about the history of brands and designer labels, and private labels
 is available. 
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Summary

Trademarks are very important for identifying a business or product and also to
 protect that name against use by others. It is the first IP protection that most
 businesses seek. Whether you develop your trademarked name into a brand name,
 use your own name as the trademark, or become a retailer and develop a
 trademarked private label, your trademarked name is protected intellectual
 property.

1. Once you trademark your product name, how long will you own the rights to
 it? How often you do you have to renew it? 
 2. Does your brand name have IP law protection if you have not officially
 registered it as a trademark?
 3. What involvement do retailers have with trademarks?.
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Copyright law protects 2D textile designs.
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Copyrights

Copyrights protect authorship or expression of a
 new idea but not the idea itself. The most
 common use of copyright law is in book and
 journal publication and web pages.

You do not have to register a copyright, although
 that's certainly recommended for high value
 intellectual property. In many cases it's enough
 just to print a copyright statement or the © symbol
 on your work. In 1998 the Sonny Bono Copyright Term Extension Act extended
 copyright protection in the U.S. by 20 years to a total of 70 years plus the life of the
 author.

In 2003, the Supreme Court upheld the longer copyright protections for companies
 such as Disney to protect the use of Mickey Mouse, a very well-known copyright.
 Currently, trademark protection is more often sought than copyrights to protect
 logo-like symbols or pictures. One major explanation is that trademarks have no
 expiration date.

Copyright law in the United States has been used to protect 2-D textile designs,
 especially printed, woven, and embroidered designs. It is a common practice for
 artists to sell their artwork to fabric companies, home furnishing houses, and
 apparel designers for use on products. The sale can be for the design and its
 modification through stylizing, developing for repeats, and color changes. In most
 cases, the artist retains the copyright on the original design. Another option used by
 manufacturers is to purchase the artwork and the copyright, a more costly and less
 common practice.

"It's very difficult to take [copyright

 infringement] to court and actually have a trial. So the idea

 is to let them know that we're watching and we want them

 to stop."

Diane Brush, formerly of Garnet Hill, discusses copyright protection for

 art work purchased for textile and apparel prints and how Garnet Hill

 chooses to handle blatant cases of copyright infringement.  

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/brush08.html",500,550)
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3-D apparel designs are not covered by copyright registration in the U.S. Indeed, it
 is very common for apparel designs to be "knocked-off" or copied within a few days
 or a week of store entry. This is especially true for designer labels that carry a
 special value because of the designer's talent or name recognition.

Designers that contract with clients for design work keep separate:

their work that is copyrighted,
and their work that is owned in full by the client.

 This has become an important distinction as web-based design and technologies
 have evolved. It is now very easy to copy a design, reproduce it in another medium,
 and modify it on a personal computer. Copyrights protect the rights of the designer
 from having their work copied unscrupulously or maligned to negatively affect the
 designer's reputation.

"You can do design work that you still own

 and you can work for hire and then you're giving up the

 rights to it. ."

Nate and Noah Demarest explain how they separate design work that

 they copyright from design work done for clients that the clients own

 and will use multiple times, such as logos or web site graphics.

 

Copyrights are easy to establish, but, as with other IP protection, are not easily
 defended. Many consider the copyright symbol © as a visible sign of ownership that
 is the best deterrent to unlawful copying. Filing a law suit is a last resort as it can be
 costly and may not resolve the situation in a timely manner.
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Patents

 Entrepreneurs often think of patent protection first when they want to protect their
 ideas, because it is the most rigorous and long-lasting IP protection.

Patents are also the most time-consuming and expensive IP protection. But a patent
 lasts only 20 years from the date of filing and requires public disclosure of process
 or product, two characteristics that restrict its use and protection usefulness.

"Software like Microsoft we don't have

 patents on that...we are in the process of patenting some

 things just to give us that protection. ."

Peter del Rio presents his view on patent protection with specific

 examples related to computer software and proprietary processes.

 

Normally, trademarks and design law are used for original designs based on
 aesthetics while the patent may be used for a revolutionary, often functional, design
 idea. Machinery design, unique software strategies, and fiber formulations would be
 more likely to be patented, while brand names and fiber names that will be used as
 marketing tools are trademarked. Patents have been used for synthetic fibers,
 genetically engineered cotton, CAD and body scanner equipment, as well as for
 unique functional apparel designs.

When filing a patent the actual specifications of the design must be filed as public
 record. Cost of obtaining and keeping a patent include:

an initial filing fee along with the specifications of the invention,
attorney costs for patent searches, and
on-going fees are some of the costs of obtaining and keeping a patent.

 Developing the documentation for patents should begin immediately with your initial
 design notes.

"It is important to capture all the ideas

 that you come up with. Write it down on a piece of

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/delrio1617.html",500,550)
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 paper and document it."

Sandaresan Jayaraman describes how important it is

 to document your design process in writing in order to protect

 intellectual property for licensing or outright sale.

 

The first step in deciding whether to pursue a patent is to read about the types of
 patents and be sure your idea is covered by either the utility or design patent. The
 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office web site is a good resource for information as
 well as to conduct a preliminary patent search. The Cornell University Law Institute
 [scroll down to IP] provides definitions and descriptions of patent types. 
 When you are quite sure that your idea should be patented, you are ready to
 consult with a patent attorney.

"An actual design patent is for what it looks

 like...It took us 15 minutes to redesign ours to get around

 the Woolover design patent."

Margaret Taft shares her experience in seeking advice about patenting

 her product, Calf Cozy, a blanket-like garment designed for a newborn

 calf. She ultimately chose to trademark the name and not to pursue a

 design patent.

 

Many large companies with employees working for them in research and
 development functions ask these employees to assign their inventions to the
 company. Patents can be filed in one or a number of countries and industrial
 globalization has increased the importance of such multiple registrations. 

"A patent can be obtained even if you

 have not reduced it to practice."

Sundaresan Jayaraman describes the finer details of

 the patent process-when you should apply and what

 you need to include in your proposal.

 

 

 

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/taft16.html",500,550)
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1. For what apparel product would you choose patent protection? 
 2. How long would a patent protect your innovation from being copied?
 3. Describe the process of filing a patent and the downside with its public
 disclosure. 
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Other IP Protections

Design law
Design law is an area in which there is absolutely no
 substitute for seeking the advice of a lawyer.

Not only is European design law different from U.S. law,
 but countries within Europe also have their own unique
 rules. This might impact your decision about where to
 base your business. If your business is international in
 scope, you should investigate IP laws in each country on
 a regular basis.

 Here are just a few examples of design law in Europe.

 US apparel designers have distinguished themselves in
 sportswear and functional design rather than haute
 couture. The lack of special design laws in the US to
 complement copyright, trademark, and patent laws is
 partly a result of these specialties.

The continuing evolution of the World Trade Organization
 rules are a major factor affecting international design
 laws.

Again, a lawyer's advice is indispensable in dealing with these issues.
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Trade dress

Trade dress was originally developed to trademark
 the packaging of a product. It has been used to
 protect apparel designs in cases where the unique
 or distinctive combination of colors, designs, or
 other features make a garment or sewn product
 instantly recognizable.

Trade dress

protects the outwardly visible appearance of the
 whole or part of actual apparel design resulting
 from features of lines, contours, colors, style,
 silhouette, shape, texture and other components
 of a design
requires that either a style or secondary meaning
 is already imprinted in the mind of consumers
protects clothing only to the extent that decorative features can be separated
 from clothing's utilitarian aspects.
protection is potentially unlimited in time. It continues for as long as the
 trademark or trade dress is in use

One case involving the trade dress law was Columbia Sportswear against Orvis for
 copying one of the parkas in its core lines. The case was settled with Orvis
 agreeing to immediately stop selling the parka and removing it from its product line.

For another interesting example of a trade dress dispute, see Samara Brothers vs.
 Wal-Mart.
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Trade Secrets

Trade secrets are just what their
 name implies-secret. They are not
 publicly disclosed or registered.
 They are often known only by the
 immediate people working with the
 formula or process and these
 people usually sign a
 confidentiality agreement.

The formula for Coca Cola is one famous trade secret. Another is the process
 followed by Geiger to produce boiled wool for jackets and coats. Trade secrets can
 be licensed to others, such as to manufacturing companies in another country for
 product distribution in that country.

Confidentiality agreements are usually internal to the company rather than a formal
 filing with a governmental agency. The written agreement to confidentiality gives a
 business or a designer some control over the acts of others regarding their designs,
 design processes, or other property.

1. Can you use copyright law to protect your apparel designs in the U.S? 
 2. If you purchase artwork to use for prints on your apparel or home
 furnishings, who typically owns the copyright on the design? 
 3. Why is it so difficult for IP law to protect against knock-offs in the U.S.
 apparel industry? What IP laws are used to protect copying apparel designs in
 Europe?
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Licensing

Licensing opportunities are important to consider along with IP protection. When
 you have the rights to an invention or design, you (the licensor) can sell those rights
 (to a licensee) instead of producing and selling a final product.

Payment for the use of intellectual property is in the form of one-time, annual, or per
 item produced (royalties) and the relationship often continues for years.

In design fields, licensing can be for the rights to exclusive use of designs or to
 produce or distribute designs. The designer or owner of the licensed name or
 product is usually involved with the design of the product and holds specific rights
 to control its content, specifications, modifications, and production.

Licensing seems like an easy way to gain wider distribution without the headaches.
 But licensing agreements can sour and the legal contract is your only recourse.

As in all IP protection, the best advice is to work with an attorney to develop a
 written agreement protecting you for the lifetime of your business.

The recent lawsuit by Calvin Klein against Warnaco illustrates licensing of a
 designer's name/company and some of the issues surrounding such an agreement.

 When should you consider licensing instead of producing and marketing a product
 on your own? Here are some guidelines.

Strategic Advantages of Licensing (Beamish, 1996)

When you lack the capital, resources, or knowledge of foreign markets.

When you want to test a product or develop a market.

When the technology/design is not central to your core business.

When you require licensee to inform and provide access to any new
 developments with technology.

When licensor will sell design/technology in small secondary markets.

 In foreign markets that have restrictions or risk.

When licensee is not likely to be future competitor.
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 In a fast-paced environment where licensee not likely to become superior to
 licensor.
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 Recourse for Copyright, Trademark, or Patent Infringement

 IP protection is valuable for your business as a visible symbol of legal protection. If
 you use the ® or ™ symbol to indicate a trademark or the © to indicate copyright,
 others should immediately know that you have registered or are aware of your IP
 rights. This visibility of your IP protection is a major deterrent to copying.

 Copycat products are always going to be a problem for designers, especially for
 new designers with small businesses. In most cases, the designer must prove that
 a competing product is a direct copy, and this takes time and money.

"We certainly have been faced with issues of

 blatant copying of our products. But so has everyone in

 fashion. "

Malia Mills agrees that copyright and trademark are important issues to

 designer entrepreneurs. However, she recommends caution in

 pursuing litigation except for the most blatant and significant

 infringements.

 

Recourse usually begins with a letter to the offending party asking them to cease
 production and distribution of the copies. Often this first demand is ignored and
 another letter is sent. If the copycat offense is finally admitted and settled out of
 court, a plan is agreed on to pay damages, stop distribution or relinquish all copied
 products. If not, the next step can be another letter, other communications, or a
 lawsuit.

"We came up with this name, K.C. Parker..."

Peggy Hart Earle shares a trademark litigation at

 Hartstrings where a person sued the company for using her nickname,

 K.C. Parker, for one of their lines.

 

Pursuing an IP infringement costs money and may not be the best choice for the
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 small designer. Given the nature of the fashion industry where knock-offs are
 considered a normal part of business (see www.anyknockoff.com), many do not
 pursue legal recourse. The main goal of those that do is to get offenders to stop
 copying products so they often settle without court proceedings. The offenders
 agree to stop to avoid negative publicity.

 Lawsuits are expensive and often do not resolve the issue in a timely fashion. They
 should be considered a last resort, but an option that is available to be pursued.

1. If you think you might want to license your product in the future, what forms
 of IP protection can you acquire that will allow licensing? 
 2. List three situations when licensing a product might make good sense for a
 business. 
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Interactive Summary

 An interactive review of the features of four types
 of intellectual property protection.
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Distribution Strategies

 Distribution strategy decisions can help you create a product and business image.
 This image will differ depending on where you sell your products. Four crucial
 questions will help you set your distribution strategy.

1. What outlets are appropriate for your product?
2. In what regions will your product sell best?
3. How should you limit the number of outlets for your product in one city or

 suburban area?
4. Given your expected sales and production capacity, at how many stores

 should you sell your products?

 These questions will help you focus or maximize your distribution. Most
 entrepreneurs will want to focus on a small market to begin with. With limited
 product offerings and untested production capacity, you will want to be certain that
 you can fill all the orders you take.

Selective and exclusive distribution strategies are both good options for small
 businesses.

 Selective distribution means that you only distribute to a small number of customers
 based on

Type of store, e.g., boutique or specialty
Geographic location
Minimum order, and
The image of the store

Many young designers open small boutiques in New York City neighborhoods to sell their products.

 Exclusive distribution strategies are developed to create and enhance a certain
 image for the products. Limited distribution can create exclusivity. Exclusivity can
 also be created by limiting the quantity of goods available, such as limited
 editions. For example, some private label or store brands, such as Nordstrom's
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  and Saks Fifth Avenue, are available only at those stores.

 Mass distribution is an alternative distribution strategy. You will use this strategy if
 you want to sell to as many customers in the market as you can. Mass merchants
 such as JC Penney and the discounter Wal-Mart are examples of stores you could
 sell to with a mass distribution strategy. This works well if your production capacity
 is tested. One of the biggest mistakes a company can make is to take orders for
 more products than it can deliver. You don't get a second chance with customers
 who didn't get the products they ordered.

 

"We had Champion in the name and that

 allowed our sales force to take us into department stores.

 So, we were no longer just in sporting goods, we were in

 department stores in the inner wear department. It had a huge impact on

 our sales as we had a whole other channel of distribution. "

Denni McCann outlines how JogBra's parent company repositioned its

 products to sell in sporting goods as well as department stores.

 Expanding distribution channels can lead to increased exposure,

 customer base, and sales.

 

 

1. Describe a selective distribution strategy that would be a good choice to
 market your initial products and explain why. 
 2. Identify an apparel product that could be distributed using either an exclusive
 or a mass distribution strategy and explain why that strategy would be best. 
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Distribution Channels

 Every industry sets up distribution channels of its own. A variety of businesses and
 organizations make up these channels, organizing the marketing and trade of
 products to consumers. It is important to understand the systems of distribution in
 the apparel industry and evaluate the options. 
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Industry Organizations

 The apparel industry has a complex set of organizations that help designers and
 producers get their product to the consumer. These include:

Trade organizations
Trade shows and collection (fashion) shows
Regional market centers, market weeks, and showrooms

Trade Show at the Javits Center in New York City.

 Trade organizations are membership organizations that promote a specific set of
 apparel products. They work for their members by promoting their products,
 providing information on industry developments and trends, and developing
 alliances with other industry organizations to sell products. Examples of apparel
 industry organizations are:

AAFA American Apparel and Footwear Association www.americanapparel.org
CFDA Council of Fashion Designers of America www.cfda.com
FGI Fashion Group International www.fgi.org
AAPN American Apparel Producers Network www.usawear.org
[TC]2 Textile Clothing Technology Corporation www.tc2.org

Trade shows offer space to sell products at the wholesale market. 

http://www.americanapparel.org/
http://www.cfda.com/
http://www.fgi.org/
http://www.usawear.org/
http://www.tc2.org/
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 Trade shows and collection shows offer places to sell your products as well as
 purchase materials (see the Sourcing Materials module). These are organized by
 product type and often coincide with regional industry Market Weeks in New York,
 Los Angeles, Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, etc. In addition to trade shows in convention
 centers, smaller groups sometimes locate with competing product sellers in hotels.

"We haven't even approached any of the

 upscale department stores...for a couple of reasons..."

Amy Brill Handmade Sweaters distributes mostly through boutiques

 and sells at shows set up for these small boutiques at hotels. Brill

 describes some of the problems for a small business with distributing

 to upscale department stores:

orders are too big to easily be filled

department store could cancel

payment is on department store terms, rather than her business'

 preferences-COD or net 30.

 

www.apparelnews.net/TradeShows/index.html provides a list of locations and dates
 of trade shows related to apparel and textiles. As you can see, you could go to a
 different trade show almost every day. The best idea is to decide which one or two
 shows will position your product for distribution to the right types of stores or
 business customers.

 Notice the shows for gift, boutique, and jewelry markets as well as the women's and
 men's fashion products. Some of the shows have a special section for
 entrepreneurs who have unique product lines and limited production capacity.

 Regional market centers as well as New York City's Garment District house
 showrooms are also organized by product types. You can rent a showroom
 permanently or on a temporary basis during the seasonal Market Weeks. Look at
 the offerings of the regional markets on their web sites: 

Dallas Market Center www.dallasmarketcenter.com
California Market Center www.californiamarketcenter.com
Americasmart in Atlanta www.americasmart.com
New York's Garment District www.fashioncenter.com
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Wholesale

 Selling your product in wholesale channels limits
 your responsibilities. You let the retailers sell
 directly to the consumer. While you concentrate on
 producing apparel products in large quantities,
 retailers concentrate on interesting consumers in
 buying the products.

 Entering wholesale markets as a new business is
 often tricky if you are unknown and have limited
 product offerings. Department stores and mass
 merchants require a minimum volume. Often they
 require production records that indicate the ability
 of your business to meet specific order volumes.

" If you look at it strictly from a wholesale

 standpoint, wholesalers generally want to see your line in

 July, place your orders in August for a November delivery.

 . . . From our standpoint with retail stores, we have to offer newness

 more often . . . we have to have a cycle of a little bit of newness to

 encourage our customers to come back and back and back."

Malia Mills originally sold only wholesale to large and small retailers.

 When the company opened a New York retail store and found great

 success, it decided to open other stores in warm locations, logical for a

 swimwear company. Mills describes some difficulties with retail that

 wholesale sales do not encounter.
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Trade shows and trade organizations can help you identify wholesale markets. You
 can also hire people to help match buyers and sellers, facilitating the product's
 availability to its eventual customers.

 Some of the types of intermediaries that can help you sell you product are listed
 below. 

Channel Intermediaries (Kotler, 1997, p.530)

Broker
brings together buyers and sellers but does not carry
 inventory, provide financing, or assume risk.

Manufacturer's
 Representative

a company that represents and sells the goods of several
 manufacturers; can replace or be in addition to an internal
 sales force.

Merchant buys, takes title to, and resells merchandise.

Retailer sells goods or services directly to the final consumer.

(Sales) Agent
searches for customers and negotiates on a producer's
 behalf but does not take title to goods.

Sales Force
group of people hired directly by a company to sell its
 products.

Wholesaler
 (Distributor)

sells goods or services to those who buy for resale or
 business use

 

Intermediaries can develop a channel of distribution for your products. They can
 help you identify buyers as well as facilitate transactions. It is best not to work with
 more than two levels of intermediaries. Each level increases the complexity of the
 distribution process and can cause conflicts.
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 Business between you and an intermediary can be specifically limited. For
 example, you could agree to give a merchant or sales agent the exclusive right to a
 geographic region. Or, you could give a wholesaler selective distribution rights to
 sell to only a few, specified retailers. 

"Sales will be done from a sales rep who

 normally has a certain number of other lines that may also

 be dress lines. So I have to find one where my dress line

 is different enough from other ones he sells and still be sold to the same

 stores where he sells..."

Christ Stoia describes his search for a sales representative to help him

 sell his first evening dress line to retail stores and the considerations

 he is using to select the right sales rep for his line.

 

Virtual showrooms are a type of Internet-based exchange. Apparel producers
 place images, specifications, and prices of their product lines on a web site. Retail
 buyers place orders directly on the virtual showroom web site using a secure
 platform, eliminating travel and other expenses. (This usually works best with
 established customers who are familiar with the feel and quality of a designer's
 clothing.) Exchanges and virtual showrooms also offer helpful features such as the
 ability to create assortment plans, and to track orders online. One example,
 www.7thonline.com, allows designers to exhibit clothing on the web in a way similar
 to an actual showroom.
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Retail Channels

 You could choose to build your own retail channel, producing and selling your
 products or services directly to the end user. This approach can be costly and
 requires several sets of knowledge, such as

product innovation and production
target market contact through store or non-store distribution
finding a location and decorating a retail store, and
strategies for selling and marketing.

 Retailing does have a much larger potential profit. A typical markup from wholesale
 price to retail price is 100%. For example, if your product sells for $15 at wholesale,
 the retailer would sell it to the consumer for $30.

 It is very tempting to want all the profit. But there are many costs (and headaches)
 to retail. Consider carefully before you jump in. One of the largest costs will be the
 retail location and employees to run it. In-home sales offer low overhead costs, but
 could affect your family life. Some non-store retail options, such as kiosk rentals,
 the internet, or mail order, could be better alternatives for you.

"They say location, location, location...and

 they were right. Location is everything when you open a

 shop. "

Joan Reuning started weaving and screen printing fabric for clothing

 and accessories and found that people were interested. She opened a
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 shop and moved several times before she found the right location for

 her products.

 

"We opened our store in New York and it was

 like we hit the lottery. We put it in the right location just as

 that area was blooming. So we got a great rent in a hot

 neighborhood and it's incredible....So, we said let's open a store in LA..."

Malia Mills describes the difficulty for small businesses to increase

 order sizes and still meet delivery times.
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Non-Store Retail Channels

Local farmers markets, kiosks, or other free-
standing spaces at indoor or outdoor malls are
 examples of non-store retail options. They offer a
 low-cost retail method for starting a business or
 test marketing a product. The rental fees pay for
 space, cooperative mall marketing fees, and
 insurance as indicated in the chart below.

 Local farmer's markets offer more reasonable rates. The Ithaca, New York Farmers
 Market (www.ithacamarket.com) charges an application fee of $100 plus daily stall
 fees ranging from $10-23 for a full stall and $6-14 for a half stall.

Kiosk Rental Fees

January - October
$800-1200 per month in 500,000 sq. ft. mall

$1800-2500 per month in 1.5 million sq. ft. mall

November - December
$4500-7000 in 500,000 sq. ft. mall

$8500-14000 in 1.5 millions sq. ft. mall

 Cooperatives that operate retail stores are also a good option for new businesses.
 Cooperatives usually jury the products before offering membership. Members are
 often required to work at the store, sharing the selling, stocking, and record-keeping
 responsibilities of a retail store operation. Consider the other products in a
 cooperative before joining. You want to be sure the products have

the same image and level of artistry and quality,
non-competing products, and
similar potential customers.

"[Trunk shows] are good just to get your stuff

 out there...Usually when I do the trunk shows, I'll price
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 things more in between wholesale and retail"

Carol Young uses trunk shows in addition to selling her work in small

 retail stores and design cooperatives. Some trunk shows are held at

 homes and spaces that set the ambiance for her creative clothing and

 bags through views and music.

 

 Catalog and Internet sales are also non-store retail options. These require other
 sets of skills. You will need to clearly define your target market and develop
 marketing strategies to be sure you reach your customers.

 Catalog sales require developing a mailing list. You can start by asking each
 customer for contact information. Many companies sell their mailing lists. You can
 identify catalogs that offer competing products and have the right image for your
 product and buy their mailing lists. A number of companies, such as Direct Market
 Group (www.dmgroup.com) offer help in buying the right mailing list for your
 product. The Direct Marketing Association is a trade organization for direct
 marketing businesses (www.the-dma.org). A variety of resources for direct
 marketing are provided to members.

 Crucial to your success will be developing your catalog with

an image appropriate for your product
visual images and text that will replace the need for customers to touch and try-
on
the right frequency and number of issues
a number and breadth of products, and
easy purchasing process with good customer service.

 This chart lists start-up costs for catalog and web-based businesses in 2003.

Type of
 Business

Typical Startup Costs

Mail Order

$30,000 to design a 32-page catalog

$25,000 to $40,000 to print 100,000 copies
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 Catalog 
 (production
 and
 mailing)

$15,000 to $20,000 for photography

$22,000 postage for each of three mailings

$9,000 for prospective customer list rental, 
 for each of three rentals

Web site

$35 per year, for the rights to own URL www.yourbusiness.com

$70 a year, for yourbusiness.org and yourbusiness.net to
 protect your Web name even further

$119 for a Web-based registration service for 2 years

Ranges of $1.95 for a two megabyte (Mb) to $128.95 for the
 bells and whistles business package plan, for a web hosting
 ISP (internet service provider)

$125 per page design by a web page professional designer

 Successful Internet sales require many of the same strategies as catalogs. The
 Internet helps independent designers and manufacturers alike to by-pass traditional
 retailers and sell directly to the consumer. Although developing a web site takes
 time and money, it can be cheaper than a retail store. A cooperative web site such
 as www.fabric8.com that sells clothing by several young San Francisco designers
 spreads the cost of constructing a web site across several businesses.

"It's difficult [on the Internet] when we sell the

 level of quality that we do.."

Diane Brush compares Garnet Hill's use of catalogs and the Internet.

 She explores the advantages and challenges of print and online sales.

 

Web sites offer personalized services in a fun and stress-free environment at a
 convenient time--ANY time. Many web sites ask their customers to "register." When
 they return, the web site uses a customer's previous shopping trips to highlight
 products they might like. Repeat customers can be directed immediately to the
 merchandise in which they have been interested in the past, saving them time and
 hassle.

 You can structure your web site so that search engines such as Google and Yahoo

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/brush11.html",500,550)
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 will list your business first or toward the top of the list. This is done by using
 particular search words and phrases that most web designers know. You can
 purchase advertising from search engines and other web sites where you think
 potential customers visit.

 You can also become a member of a retail exchange that sells products for a
 variety of businesses. Amazon.com, bluefly.com, and eBay.com are examples of
 exchanges. For a price, they provide the web infrastructure to sell products from a
 number of businesses. Your product would be listed and promoted when a
 customer asks for your product type, such as swimsuits. The advantage of
 exchanges is that you do not have to design, pay for, and implement your own web
 site in order to attract customers. 
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Business customers

 Some businesses focus on business customers rather than on individual
 consumers. Corporate apparel sales are one example. Businesses purchase
 apparel that is uniform in style and color for retail and service companies such as
 McDonalds, your local hardware store, or delivery services. The apparel signifies
 corporate ownership as well as the company's dress code. Another purpose for
 corporate purchases is for promotion. Caps and shirts with corporate logos can be
 given away to create positive impressions and promote the business.

The large quantity of orders from businesses is a major advantage of targeting
 business customers. In contrast to a consumer's order of one unit, business
 customers often order dozens or 100's. The style simplicity and lack of special
 fitting requirements of much corporate sale apparel also make business customers
 easy to satisfy. Start with local businesses as you build your product line and
 production capacity.
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 Other specialty markets can also be investigated, such as costume shops for
 theater, Halloween, or Mardi Gras and clothing for the physically challenged.
 Providing services such as alterations and transformations of favorite clothing into
 new products can also provide a profitable business niche. Positioning your
 products in the right wholesale or retail market is vital to increasing product
 awareness and getting the product to your customer.
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Multi-channel

 Multi-channel distribution is another option that is being used successfully. Retail
 stores are establishing Internet sales and mail order catalogs. Internet stores are
 establishing brick and mortar stores.

www.gap.com, www.macys.com, and www.target.com are extensions of in-store
 retail operations. Online stores offer slightly different selections, perhaps an
 additional color or a larger size range. For example, the Gap offered maternity wear
 exclusively online. Stores often promote the web site in the store and may offer
 complementary services. For example, Eddie Bauer online and catalog customers
 can return or exchange purchases at any of its retail stores.

 Traditional catalog companies such as Land's End, L.L. Bean, and Spiegel are also
 turning to online ordering. Many online catalogs maintain a similar look with their
 paper counterparts and are run similar to the other aspects of the businesses.
 Other online marketers distinguish their Internet offerings by style, products, or
 additional services.

1. Compare the advantages and disadvantages of selling in wholesale and
 retail distribution channels. Which best matches your product, business plan,
 and personal work characteristics? 
 2. How does your production capacity affect your choice of distribution channel
 for your product idea?
 3. Catalog and web-based businesses avoid the costs of retail stores. But what
 different types of expertise and costs are required for success?
 4. Describe how multi-channel approaches can extend customer services
 around buying an apparel product. 
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Market Logistics and Supply Chain Management

 Logistics is the planning for materials, production, orders and reorders, shipping,
 and inventory. Far from being an afterthought, logistics is the key to getting
 products to customers. Efficient organization and management of logistical systems
 can decide whether a company makes a profit or a loss. 
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Produce to order or for stock?

One of the first logistics
 decisions is whether to
 produce to orders or to stock.

 You can organize your
 business so that you only
 produce after receiving an
 order. This is reasonable if
 you are selling

in wholesale channels with large quantity orders
custom products with individual styling or fit.

 Or, you can organize your business to produce for stock and carry enough finished
 inventory to fill orders as they come in. This is reasonable if you are selling

basic goods that are reordered
with an accurate knowledge of expected sales.

The trade-offs in the two options are time and inventory. Producing to order has
 relatively longer production time requirements after the order and low inventory
 requirements. Materials can be purchased after the order is taken and in the
 amount needed for the order. Finished-goods inventory includes only cancelled
 orders and mistakes.

 Producing to stock has short order-to-delivery time because the finished products
 are produced before the order is placed. But the inventory of finished goods is
 large. Costs of materials, labor, and warehousing are incurred before any orders
 are placed.

Production To Order To Stock

Time: order-to-delivery long short

Inventory small large

Many small businesses use a combination approach

stocking some products
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making others to order only.

They produce products that have been strong sellers in past seasons and can
 deliver them immediately. They offer other products with a longer lead time,
 producing them after orders are taken.

 Another approach is to define your business niche as "one-of-a-kind." You can
 build the customer expectation that they must wait for a unique product. 
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Production planning

 It is important to decide how many and at what rate orders will be taken. How many
 items can you produce in an hour, a day, a month? Whether you are producing
 your products or contracting out the production, knowledge of your production
 capacity is crucial.

 Planning the timing and amount of raw material purchases is also important.
 Otherwise there won't be any materials to cut and assemble and the production
 process will have to slow or stop altogether.

 Some businesses use multiple contractors. One is used to produce bottoms--skirts
 and pants, another to produce knit tops, and a third to produce sweaters. For
 businesses that send coordinated outfits to the retial customer at the same time,
 this is a logistical challenge requiring planning, tracking, and communication.

"We promise to ship the [coordinated] group

 from the warehouse all at one time and we do that. It has

 to come from all over the world into our warehouse and

 each store will only get shipped if [their order] is all there...That is really a

 puzzle to put together. "

Peggy Hart Earle from Hartstrings describes how her company that

javascript:openinwindoid("../audio/earle10.html",500,550)
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 designs and produces coordinated outfits for children uses distribution

 strategy to add value to their customers. Hartstrings works with a

 variety of contractors all around the world and any one coordinated

 outfit can be assembled in several different factories in several

 different countries. For example, the sweater might be made in Hong

 Kong, the plaid skirt in Europe, and the knit turtleneck shirt in the U.S.

 

 Technology can help you with production planning. There is a variety of equipment
 and software to

organize your materials and finished inventory
coordinate materials acquisition with production needs
combine production for orders of same product style, color, and sizes
track orders through the production process to delivery, and
automatically send order acknowledgements, shipping invoices, and payment
 requests.

 Small entrepreneurial ventures that are short on cash should nevertheless invest in
 basic technology, such as fax, telephone, and e-mail. Orders may be sent and
 received using the telephone or fax machine. More technology and software can be
 added as you identify specific needs.

Bar codes, and, increasingly, RFIDs (radio frequency ID tags) identify products
 based on their stock-keeping unit. For example, a skirt can be identified by
 manufacturer, style, color, and size using the 12-digit system. The Universal
 Product Code (UPC) is the most prevalent electronic bar coding system used to
 identify products. You can find out more about bar codes and apply for one at
 www.uc-council.org.

 Almost all businesses use some level of bar coding to identify their merchandise
 internally and externally. Possible levels include

at the order level on the delivery carton
at the category or SKU (stock keeping unit) level for individual styles
at the article level for single units made for specific customers

Some retail customers require the use of bar codes and an electronic system of
 ordering and delivery. EDI or electronic data interchange is a digital communication
 system used between businesses in the apparel industry since the 1970s. EDI
 messages contain numerous digital data fields such as bar code, product SKU,
 quantity needed, and shipment options.

 One drawback to EDI is its use of private networks that are designed to be secure
 and reliable. In order for messages to be delivered between partners, both must
 have compatible computer systems. Some large manufacturers have purchased a

 

http://www.uc-council.org/
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 separate EDI system for each of its customers. Small businesses are less likely to
 have implemented EDI.

 EDI is becoming more accessible to small businesses with the availability of
 Internet-compatible EDI software. Trading partners will be able to send data back
 and forth using a secure Internet platform. As EDI becomes more universally
 adopted, its use will expand to forecasting production needs and automatic
 inventory replenishment based on point-of-sale information.

 The best ways to evaluate available equipment and software for your business is to

attend industry trade shows
read trade publications such as the annual technology issue (usually September)
 of Apparel magazine (www.apparelmag.com)
ask technology vendors for printed materials and demonstrations.

1. If you offer a small number of products in many fabrics and colors, would
 producing to order or producing to stock be the best approach for your
 business. Explain. 
 2. If your value proposition is speedy delivery, should you produce to order or
 produce to stock? How can you limit your inventory of finished products to
 reduce costs?
 3. What is logistics? Give examples of business operations that are part of
 logistics. 
 4. How do bar codes help in production planning and filling orders?
 Malia Mills describes how this issue has affected her business.
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Delivery Mode and Terms

 Delivery has been transformed by overnight delivery services that offer speedy
 delivery for a premium price. Yet faster is not always good business practice.

 How do you decide when to use

UPS or FedEx or Airborne Express?
U.S. Priority Mail or regular mail?
a trucking service or railroad?
air freight or container on a ship?

Here are some cost comparisons to help in making a decision. 

 Transportation Cost Comparison 
 Origin: Ithaca, 14850 US
 Destination: New York, 10001 US
 Weight: 5 lbs

UPS Next Day Air Early A.M.(r) -- Zone 102
 Guaranteed by 8:00 A.M. -- Next Day

$53.51

UPS Next Day Air(r) -- Zone 102
 Guaranteed by 10:30 A.M. -- Next Day

$24.65

UPS Next Day Air Saver(r) -- Zone 132
 Guaranteed by Next Day

$21.87

UPS 2nd Day Air(r) -- Zone 202
 Guaranteed by End of Day -- 2 Days

$13.87

 

United States Postal Service Express Mail 
 Overnight to most areas

$27.30

United States Postal Service Priority Mail
 2 days

$11.05
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United States Postal Service Parcel Post
 4 days

$6.92

 

FedEx First Overnight
 8:00am or 8:30am the nest business day to major cities

$46.80

FedEx Priority Overnight
 10:30am the next business day to most cities

$20.80

FedEx Standard Overnight
 3:00pm the next business day to most cities

$17.94

FedEx 2day
 4:30pm in 2 business days to most cities

$9.36

FedEx Ground
 2 business days

$3.72

 Delivery services offered by UPS, Federal Express, and the U.S. Postal Service are
 attractive transportation alternatives to trucks, ships, and air freight. They take
 smaller quantities and offer pricing options based on total monthly mailing volume
 rather than single item weights.

 Businesses with small volume orders and those with quick delivery as a value
 proposition need to choose delivery mode based on speed as well as cost.
 Businesses can use multiple delivery modes, such as

trucking or regular mail modes for initial large orders
overnight options for reorders.

 Mail order catalog and Internet businesses typically offer customers the choice of
 regular or fast delivery at an added cost. Some send everything by overnight mail.
 Consumers expect instant gratification from purchases. Overnight mail is one way
 that catalogs and Internet businesses can meet these expectations.

Mass customization strategies send products as they are completed, even as partial
 orders, to add value with quick response. Special orders, custom orders, and
 individualized products are usually small in volume and speedy delivery will add
 more value.
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Shipping terms

Shipping terms define who pays and when. These
 decisions affect your cash flow.

FOB buyer means that the shipping is free-on-
board to the buyer and that the seller pays.
FOB seller means the buyer pays.

Shipping terms can be

part of the negotiation for each order
based on terms your competitors use
based on terms that are most common in your industry.

Some businesses require that customers pay for products at the time of the order.
 This is most typical for customized products and services. Alternatively, customers
 can pay

upon receipt of goods
cash on delivery (COD) for delivered goods
30 days from time of delivery (net 30), and
60 days from time of delivery (net 60).

 You should agree to shipping terms in writing before an order is processed.

Computer accounting programs and electronic payment options help with efficient
 processing of orders, receipts, and payments. The level of technology you need for
 shipping operations usually depends on industry norms and your business size.
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Return policies

You should develop clear policies for customer
 interactions and returns. The policies should be
 written simply and placed prominently on product
 labels, invoices, and business promotions. You
 need to protect your company from extreme
 customer requests and legal proceedings. Written
 policies should

outline the warranties, repairs, or replacement products offered, and
specify the conditions under which returns or replacements can be made.

1. What criteria should you use in choosing distribution modes for your product
 deliveries?
 2. What shipping terms should you try to negotiate for a new customer with no
 known payment record? For a repeat customer who has paid on time and is
 increasing the quantity of product orders?
 3. Describe the return policies you intend to use for your product.
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 How to use The Cutting Edge

The Cutting Edge is organized into seven modules and
 this introduction. The modules can be approached in a
 variety of ways.

You can read them through from start to finish, viewing
 the video clips, answering the Rapid Review questions,
 and completing the Interactive Summaries.
You can use the outline to decide which sections are
 most relevant to you and read in that order.
You can start with the video clips and learn from the issues described by
 successful entrepreneurs.
You can start with the Interactive Summaries so that you know how you will
 apply the information in the module.
You can print out the text and go online only for viewing the video clips. 
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 Modules, videos, links, and Interactive Summaries

The modules include

An introduction and set of objectives
Sections focused on the main topic
Video clips of entrepreneurs addressing issues
 related to the topics
Links to informational web sites
Rapid Review questions at the end of each section
Interactive Summaries to apply the information you learned to your own business
 or idea.

 Below are samples of lesson components and directions on their use.

Objectives

Use the objectives for each lesson to focus on what
 you should learn. The important concepts and
 principles in the lesson are highlighted and set into
 the context of a business start-up or expansion.

 

 

 

Video Clips

"If you're going to do it, do something you

 love."

Carol Young, the entrepreneurial designer who started [un]designed,

 makes some recommendations to prospective entrepreneurs,

 especially those who want to be designers. She continues by

 explaining that entrepreneurial design businesses usually take some

 time to establish a valued reputation.
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The video clips present guest entrepreneurs and their real-life experiences as
 designers, small business owners, and entrepreneurs.

 Cards describe the entrepreneur, business name and location, and product type. A
 still photo of the entrepreneur and a description and quote from the video clip are
 also shown.

 Clicking on the Listen icon takes you to a pop-up window with

biographical information about the entrepreneur
a business profile
a link to the business' web site (if available)
a video and audio clip

 Video clips are accessed by clicking on the arrow below the photos. If you want to
 stop the clip, you can click on the square button next to the arrow.

 To view video clips, you will need the Flash plug in on your computer. It is a free
 download.
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Material Specification Sheet

Bill of Material
Style #: 832
 Description: Women's V-
neck T-shirt
 Size Range: S-M-L

6/1/97

Vendor Name Material Description Use Quantity Color
 Codes

Match 100% Antron Nylon
 #419

Body 1.2yd Blue,
 White,
 Black

Trim Specialists 3/8" Wide Braid
 #165

Decoration 2 ft. Match
 Insert

Trim Specialists 2 3/8" Wide Knit
 #42

Neck
 Opening

1.00 Blue,
 White,
 Black

Trim Specialists 2 3/8" Wide Knit
 #42
 100% Nylon

Armhole
 Opening

2.00 Blue,
 White,
 Black

Apparel Labels International Care and
 Content Label

Lower Left 1.00  

Apparel Labels 2"x3" Size Label
 26 Cotton

Lower Left
 Front

1.00  
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Cost Specification Sheet

Style #: 8600  Description: Suzannah  Pant: Spring '05

 Cutting Sewing Finishing Totals

Standard Labor .03 2.0005 0 2.0305

Excess % 45% 38.4% 0  

Excess $ .0135 .7682 0 .7817

Total Direct Labor .0435 2.7687 0 2.8122

Plant Overhead % 115% 50.1% 0  

Plant Overhead $ .05 1.3871 0 1.4371

Administrative Overhead % 60% 60% 0  

Administrative Overhead $ .0261 1.6612 0 1.6873

Total Labor: .1196 5.8170 0 5.9366

Grand Total Labor $5.94

Trim 1.40

Piece Goods 4.88

TOTAL Manufacturing Cost $12.22

Gross Margin % (gross margin/sales price 40%

Gross Margin $ (sales price-mfg. cost) 8.15

Selling Price $20.37
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Interactive Activity

Idea!

You can explore the product development process online at
www.digikids.cornell.edu

 This is a web site that was developed to research consumers' interest in being
 involved with the design of children's clothing. Digikids is a fictitious apparel
 firm and does not exist as a business.

The garment selection process demonstrates examples of the product
 development process, such as creating

a product with color and print variations
a line of products with the same design features
mass customized products using a configurator tool.

Take your time and have some fun with this.
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Marketing Characteristics and Strategies

<insert image here>

This section will provide a brief overview to some general marketing concepts. Many
 books and websites focusing on marketing are available for you as you proceed
 with your business start-up.
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Thank you for agreeing to review this pilot lesson of The Cutting Edge Apparel Business Guide. I have identified
 some specific things for you to look for below and welcome any other suggestions that you may have.

The Sourcing Materials Lesson is one of seven lessons in this on-line web site and an introduction about the
 objectives of the course, what it is and isn’t, and some basic principles of entrepreneurship. The seven lessons
 are:

1. product development,
2. branding, licensing, and product life cycle
3. materials sourcing
4. production and production sourcing
5. intellectual property (copyright, trademarks, and patents)
6. distribution and positioning
7. technology (CAD, production, information technology, the internet)

Evaluation of the pilot on-line lesson

Your name: 

Your email: 

Design

1. What do you like about the design of the entry page and the sourcing materials lesson pages?

2. What don’t you like about the design? 

3. What suggestions do you have to improve the overall design of the pages?

4. Do you think there are about the right number of photographs and graphic images? Are they helpful in
 illustrating the content?

5. Are the audio clips integrated into the lesson appropriately? Do you like the design of the cards introducing
 the entrepreneurs?

Content

1. Based on the lesson titles, do you think that the content is comprehensive for a person interested in starting
 an apparel business? Based on the titles, what content do you think might be missing?

2. Is the content for the Sourcing Materials lesson organized logically or would you approach the material
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 differently? Were the course objectives met?

3. What content would you delete or move to another lesson? What content is missing or not emphasized
 enough?

4. What additional graphic images or photographs would present the material more clearly or be more
 engaging? 

5. Do the moving slide shows (series of still images) present a message that emphasizes the desired content?
 Do the entrepreneur profiles add important information or should they be shortened or deleted?

6. Do you like the approach and content of the interactive exercise at the end? Do you have any suggestions for
 content or design? 

Navigation

1. Is the lesson easy to navigate? Did you find multiple ways to navigate helpful?

2. Did you get lost at any point during the lesson? Where? 

3. Are the links to websites easy to use AND to return to the lesson? 

4. Did you find it helpful for the left-hand navigation toolbar to locate the section in the text? Could you always
 find your way back to home?

Usability

1. Were you able to download the necessary FLASH software easily? Or, do you think a business person would
 be able to download it easily? 

2. Was the playing of the audio clips easy, loud enough, and the right length? 

3. Are there any other strategies to help on-line users pace themselves or add some facilitation? 

4. How long did you spend on the module? Was this too long, too short, right length?

5. Each module will be available individually (with introduction) or by as a course. The proposed cost will be $25-
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35 per module or $210 per course. Do you think this is an appropriate cost, too much, too little? 

Other suggestions: 

 

 

Thank you for helping me with this evaluation.

I may call on you again to review the next chapters.

And I will be sure to let you know when the Cutting Edge Apparel Business Guide is available for purchase.

Suzanne Loker
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Brands and Designer Labels
 Historically, manufacturers developed brand names for one or several lines of apparel. Well-known examples are Liz
 Claiborne and LizSport, DKNY, and Levi's and Dockers.

The brands were then marketed and distributed by department stores and boutiques along with competing brands. It was the
 job of the manufacturer to develop and trademark the brand identity and the retailer to sell the merchandise to the
 consumer.

During the 1980s and again in the late 1990s, designer labels evolved as brand names protected by trademarks. These
 designer labels soon organized the apparel and then the home furnishings business around the world as consumers rushed
 to purchase clothing from their favorite designer.

However, consumers often didn't realize that their designers were not always designing and managing the production of
 products with their label. Contractual licensing agreements between the designers and producers/distributors often gave
 producers/distributors the right to use a designer's name under certain conditions and financial arrangements.

Most excessively, haute couture designers licensed their trademarked names to a variety of consumer products including
 ready-to-wear apparel lines, sheets and towels, perfume, cosmetics, candy, and automobiles. Soon, the most exclusive
 designers' names, such as Yves St. Laurent, Gucci, and Pierre Cardin, were everywhere at many price points. Consumers
 bought by the label, often not realizing that the designer might have had little to do with the product design.

Designer labels competed directly with trademarked products, or brands, that did not name the designer behind the product.
 For example, Levi's and Esprit products competed with Donna Karen and Calvin Klein products. The designer's name
 became the brand and it was emblazoned at visible locations on the garments such as the breast pockets, sleeves or
 across the front or back.

Designers often use their names as their company's name and logo, registering it as a legal trademark and licensing its use
 to the business. Sometimes personal names are used when there really isn't such a designer, such as with Sigrid Olson and
 K.C. Parker.

Liz Claiborne retired in the early 1990's, is no longer involved in designing, and left her name with the company. You need to
 be aware of the legal implications of using your name if at some future time you want to leave the business. You may not be
 able to use your name in a related business for a period of time or at all. Be sure you discuss these issues with an attorney. 
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